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Editor’s Note 
 

Jai Jinendra! 
 

Welcome to the October 2012 Diwali Edition of 
Oshwal News.  
We are contact trying to improve Oshwal News 
magazine and would like to hear your feedback Please 
email: oshwalnews@oshwal.org.  

We would like to thank all advertisers and contributors 
for their continued generous support of Oshwal News 
magazine. With your input this magazine is not 
possible. Sometimes it is not possible to include 
everything sent in and for this please accept our 
apologies. 
If submitting material for Oshwal News, please submit 
material in Word format wherever possible with any pictures 
in JPEG or BMP format. Any articles in Gujarati should be 
submitted in Word and PDF format. Submit your material by 
emailing: oshwalnews@oshwal.org but please note 
submitting an article does not guarantee publication and 
articles which do get published will be edited and Editor’s 
decision is final. For more details, please visit 
www.oshwal.co.uk/media  

Advertisers should contact the Office via email: 
admin@oshwal.org for any advertising related queries.  
 

In the spirit of Diwali, the Oshwal Media & 
Communication Team, would like to wish you and your 
family a very Happy Diwali and Peaceful New Year. 
 

Ashish Jayantilal Patani 

 

 
Important Notice 

Deadline for filling in the Directory Form is 

31 December 2012 
Fill in the form now by going to: 

www.oshwal.co.uk/directory 
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Also, check out the latest edition of 
Oshwal Youth magazine – a 

magazine for Young Oshwals!! 
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General Information 
 

 
 

 

As an Oshwal Member always first consider hiring facilities at Oshwal Centre (Potters Bars), Oshwal Mahajanwadi 
(Croydon) or Oshwal Ekta Centre (Kingsbury) for your functions. By hiring these Oshwal venues you will be supporting 

your community. 
 

Weddings – Parties – Functions – Dances – 
Meetings – Conferences – etc. 

 
Phone the Administrators at any of the offices regarding hall availability and charges. 

 
OSHWAL CENTRE 

 
Coopers Lane Road, Northaw 

Hertfordshire, EN6 4DG 
 

Tel: 01707 643 838 
Fax: 01707 644 562 

Info Line: 01707 661 066 (Recorded 
Messages) 

Email: admin@oshwal.org 
Website: www.oshwal.org 

Office open 7 days a week 9am to 5pm 

OSHWAL MAHAJANWADI (Croydon) 
 

Oshwal house, 1 Campbell Road 
Croydon, Surrey, CR0 2SQ 

 
Tel: 020 8683 0258 

(2pm to 5pm weekdays only) 
 

Gujarati School Office 
Tel: 020 8664 9807 

(9.30am to 12.15pm Saturdays only) 

OSHWAL EKTA CENTRE 
 

366A Stag Lane, Kingsbury, 
NW9 9AA 

 
Tel:  07949 459 090 

Email: ektacentre@oshwal.org 
 

 
 

Marriage Registration 
 

Oshwal Centre, Oshwal Manajanwadi and Oshwal Ekta Centre are registered buildings for the solemnisation of 
marriage. Registration of a marriage at both venues will be part of a religious ceremony, i.e. it will take place during 
and within the Jain / Hindu religious marriage ceremony. For further information, please phone the administrators. 

 
 

Sadadi 
 
If you would like to find out whether a Sadadi is being 
held at Oshwal Centre, Oshwal Mahajanwadi or Oshwal 
Ekta Centre, in respect of any deceased Oshwal, you 
may ring the Information Line at the Oshwal Centre and a 
Recorded Message will advise of the time of the Sadadi 
and the name of the person in whose memory the Sadadi 
is being held. 
Information Line Tel: 01707 661 066 (Recorded 
Message) 

 

Obituary / Shraddhanjali Messages 
 
The rate for inserting an Obituary / Shraddhanjali 
message in Oshwal News is £150.00 per page per 
issue. 
Please ensure that wherever possible a passport sized 
photograph (preferably in black and white) is enclosed 
with the message which also should be written out very 
clearly and neatly. Please enclose your cheque and SAE 
for the return of any photos. Please note that it will not be 
possible to entertain any requests for proofs of these 
messages prior to printing. 

 
 

 
 



 

  
President’s 

Message 
pa`mauKa saMdoSaao 

 
 
Pranam and Jai Jinendra, 
 

Inspiration 
As summer draws to a close and the days get shorter, 
looking back on the months past, so much has happened. 
The Olympic Games inspired everyone.  Those of us who 
were lucky to attend the games were all impressed with 
the organisation, the facilities and above all, the spirit of 
the athletes’ who competed in the games.  This was even 
more evident in the Paralympics. To see people who are 
physically challenged take on sport and compete to the 
highest level, is perhaps something that touched every 
one of us.   
 
Many of our Oshwals participated in the Olympics and 
Paralympics as volunteers; some were even involved in 
the opening and closing ceremonies. Some of their 
stories are on the Oshwal website. I congratulate all those 
that took time out to help deliver such an amazing event. 
We are very proud of you all.  
 

Embracing All Abilities 
In August, we held the Oshwal Enabling Education Fair at 
Oshwal Centre. This was a landmark event for our 
Association as it brought together, education and 
disability. It clearly highlighted how as a society we can 
include everyone in everything we do. I was certainly 
deeply moved by some of the young Oshwals who 
despite their personal challenges, have achieved so 
much and have such positive energy. Let us as Oshwal 
ensure that going forward everything our Community 
does is fully inclusive of all abilities.     
 

Momentous Achievement 
On Friday 31st August 2012 we completed the purchase 
of our new community centre in Kingsbury – Oshwal Ekta 
Centre.  The third property to be acquired by our 
Association is indeed a momentous achievement for all 
Oshwals. In accordance with our cultural traditions, a 
Snatra and Vastu Pooja was conducted on Sunday 2nd 
September 2012, before we could start making full use of 
the centre.  
 
 

Oshwal Unity 
The Snatra and Vastu Pooja were very well attended by 
Oshwals from all over the UK, and this was a jubilant 
example of the great Unity of our Community. With the 
positive energies that followed from these Poojas, an All 
Areas Forum was held on 9th September. The purpose of 
this joint Executive Committee and the Area Committee 
Members forum was to give all Committee Members a 
clear idea of our vision for the next two years, to discuss 
current issues and to share ideas. The forum was 
reasonably well attended; sadly two areas were very 
poorly represented. Overall the participants found the 
forum very useful and a number of positive decisions 
were made. A summary report is included in this issue of 
Oshwal News.   
 

Integral Part of our Association 
In such a short time, Oshwal Ekta Centre has become an 
integral part of our Association, and is available to all 
Oshwals. If you have not yet been to our new Centre, I 
encourage you to go see it and make full use of all the 
facilities for family and social events. Oshwal Ekta Centre 
is for all Oshwal Members not just for North West 
Members.   
 
Membership is something that should be at the heart of 
every Oshwal. It is your community, your identity and your 
heritage. Without question, every Oshwal should join. In 
joining you endorse your support to our community. If you 
or your family member(s) have not already joined; I urge 
you, make this the year you join and become a part of a 
strong and vibrant community. 
 

Fundraising  
Whilst we have received good pledges for Oshwal Ekta 
Centre and gratefully acknowledge the donations 
received up to the completion, we still need to raise more 
funds to reach our target of £3M. We request all members 
to come forward and contribute towards the funding of our 
new Centre, whatever you can afford is a welcome 
donation.   
 
You are all aware of the £120 Donation Scheme. Giving 
£120 per year to the Community is something that every 
adult Oshwal must sign up to. Why?  For the benefit of all 
our members, locally, centrally and nationally.  This has 
been explained many times and I am sure you all 



understand the need.  My personal request is, please 
sign up if you have not already done so. It is your 
community, your association, and with your support we 
can go further forward. Collectively we are strong. 
 

Paryushan Parva 
Our Paryushan celebrations started on Wednesday 12th 
September, and culminated with the Savansari Bhojans in 
all the areas. I hope that those of you who participated 
enjoyed the programmes arranged in your area. North 
West, North East & South areas had visiting guests from 
Tapovan. A mixture of Bakhti, Vanchaan & Religious 
discourse was presented in all the areas.   
 
Accompanied by my Office Bearers and a number of 
Executive Committee members, I am pleased that we 
were able to visit all of the areas and I thank you all for 
the warm and friendly welcome that we received 
everywhere. I believe our EC representation was the 
highest for many years with some of our newer EC 
members also joining us for the first time.   
 

Oshwal Directory Project 
I am pleased to inform members that we have launched a 
new Oshwal Directory Project.  The directory was last 
printed in 2004 and it is time we have a new and updated 
version.  In order to ensure we complete the directory and 
that it contains current information, we have set a very 
short deadline to receive entries not later than Monday 
31st December 2012.  
 
A simple form has been created on line and can be 
accessed from our website – www.oshwal.co.uk/directory. 
We urge all households to fill in the form on line with full 
details in order that a comprehensive directory of all 
Oshwals in the UK can be created.  Please be aware, we 
will NOT extend deadlines so do find 5 minutes in the 
next few weeks to complete the form. I also kindly request 
all Oshwals to help each other to complete the form 
online.  If you do not have access to the internet, there 
will be a small supply of forms available from your local 
area committee. However we would encourage everyone 
who can, to complete the online version to prevent errors 
and also to save time, as every manual form has to be 
retyped onto the database. 
 

Diwali Celebrations 
Diwali is fast approaching and I am delighted to inform 
members that this year, Oshwal Association of the UK are 
the lead organisation for “Diwali in London”.  Chaired by 
Chimanbhai Samji Shah (West Area & Ex Officio) he and 
his team have worked with other community 
organisations to present what promises to be a fantastic 
celebration of Diwali in Trafalgar Square on Sunday 28th 
October.  Over 40,000 people attend Diwali in the Square 
each year. With stage shows, food, stalls and a party 
atmosphere this is a very exciting event and we should be 
proud to attend and represent our great Association.  
 
Diwali events will continue at Oshwal Centre with 
Chopada Pujan on Tuesday 13th November and New 

Year Celebrations on Sunday 18th November.  We look 
forward to seeing many of you on the day.   
 

Celebrating Success 
In the 40 years and more that our Community has been 
established in the UK, we have had many causes to 
celebrate, such as the Formation of our Association in 
1968; the purchase of 80 acres of land at Potters Bar in 
1980; the purchase of Oshwal Mahajanwadi in South 
London in 1982; the construction of the Oshwal Halls in 
1990; the construction of the first traditional Jain Derasar 
in Europe in 2005; the purchase of Oshwal Ekta Centre in 
2012, and so on. 
 
We have always celebrated and will always continue to 
celebrate the achievements of our Community. It is my 
wish that we also celebrate academic success by the next 
generation of Oshwals. For our Oshwal students, we are 
launching an Achievement Award, this is to initially 
recognise outstanding success at GCSE and A-Levels as 
well as Music and Sporting achievements. We are also 
looking to recognise success in the wider community too, 
acknowledging members who have served as school 
governors, received civic awards, awards for charitable 
work, etc. The criteria for GCSE and A-Level awards will 
be on our website shortly, please be sure to look out for it. 
To propose members for recognition of their work in the 
wider community, please first contact your local area 
committee, they will note the details and prepare a 
shortlist. 
 

One United Community 
There are exciting times for our Association, and working 
together with a close sense of unity, sharing ideas and 
encouraging our younger generation will strengthen our 
bond and lead this community to greater prosperity. 
 
On behalf of the Executive Committee and all the Area 
Committees; I take this opportunity to wish you all a very 
Happy and Peaceful Diwali and a prosperous New Year.  
 
Jai Oshwal, 
 
Raaxeet Harakhchand Shah 
OAUK President 
 
 

 
 



પ્ર� શ્ નો સદં�શો – ઓક્ોોબ ૨૦૧૨ 

ઓશવાલ ન્રુ  

પ્ાણામનઅાે ાયેનઅને,  

 

�દવ્ય સદદ�ય 

ઉનાળોા�બૂોાથવાાઆવ ોા અ, �દવસોા�રકાાથવાાલાગ ાા અ, પસાબા

થ અલાાણ�હનાાપબા��્સ્ાકબરએ.ાઓ�લ�મપકાન્ાબણમોાએકા�દવ ા

સદં�શાસૌનઅાઆપ્ાગ ોા અ.ાાા 

આપ્ાા ણાથં્ા �ણ અ્ા આા બણમોા ેોઈા મઅન્ા વ વસથા મનઅા

સગવડાેોઈામઅઓામચોંોાપામ ા.ાઆાબણમોાણા ં�ણ અ્ા િસ�દા

ણઅળવ્ા  અા મઅણનાા �વનન્ા મ્ણોલા  ાદરા ્ડૂરા ોન્ા બહ�શઅ.ા

મઅનાા કબમાાં પ્ા સપપ્ા પઅબા�લ�મપકા ક�ા �ઓા નઅા િવકલાગં, 

શાબર�બકા�ાણ્ા અ,  માાં�મંથ્ાબણમણા ંબણ્ા ા િવ�માાોન ા.ા

મનઅાલોકોાનાા�દલા�મ્ાગ ા.ાાાાાા 

આપ્ાાં ઘ્ાા ઓશવાળોા ઓ�લ�મપકા મનઅા પઅબા�લ�મપકા ણાાં

સવ સંઅવકાોનઅલાહમા.ામઅઓાણાથ્ામ્રકાવ �કમાઉદઘા્નાન્ા

�રભાશ�આમામનઅા�માન્ાઉેવ્્ાણાાંાસાણઅલાહમા. ેગમનઅા

આ� રા પણાડ�ા મઅવ્ા  ઓ�લ�મપક  બણમોા ણાાં પોમાનોા સણ ા

આપ્ાણદદાકબ�લ મઅાોધાાસવ ાંસઅવકોાનઅા �રાંમ�ભનદંન આ�રા

�ંાા    

દબ�ક વ �કમ નઅ સાણઅલ કબવા   

ઓગસ્ા ણ�હનાા ણાાં ઓશવાલા મનઅો�લલગ એ�્રક�શના ફ�બા

ઓસવાલાસઅન્બ�ાબા�અલ. 

આાએકાસ્ણા�ચનહ  પસગંાઆપ્્ાસસંથાાણા �્ા અાક�ા�ામ� ાસા

મનઅા શાબર�બકા મ ોગ માા હો ા મઅા ોબઅ નોા સ ંોગા કબાવઅલ. 

સણાેા મબરક�ા ોધાનઅા સાથઅા બા�વાા નોા આા એકા સબળા ણાગરા

ોમાવ ો. ્રવાનાઓશવાલાનાાઆાપડકાબાન્ા િસ�દાએા સપપ્ા

ઉતસાહાેગાડ�લા અ.ાચાલોાસૌાઓશવાલામબરક�ાએકાથઈાસાબાા

કા રણાાંદબ�કાવ �કમનઅાસાણઅલાકબવાણાાંઆગઅકદણાણાડંરએ.  

ણહતવન્ પારામ  

માા31ાઓગસ્ા૨૦૧૨ાનાા �કલગુોબર ણાાંનવ્ાજામ્ન્ાા ્�ા

ેગ ાાઓશવાલાએકમાાસઅન્બાન્ા�બરદરા� રાંકા રા� ૂૂ રંાથ્રાં અ .ા

ઓશવાલાણા �્ા એકાણહતવન્ા પારામા  અ.ા સણાેાન્ા પ્ા�લકાા

પણા અ્ાો્બા  વપબાશ કબમાાંપહ�લા ોઅા ાસા �્મોબા૨૦૧૨ નાાંા

સના ામનઅાવાસવ રા�રબાબા�અલાહમ્.ા આાપસગંઅાદબ�કાપબાાણાથ્ા

ભાિવકાઆવઅલાહમા.ાનવાસા �્મોબાના ોધ્ાએ�બ ાાન્ાકિણ્રા

� રાંસણંઅલન હવ ર.ંાઆવમાાોઅાવષરાણા �્ા કા રન્ાભાિવકાેપ્રાનાા

િવચાબોાન્ાબ્ાણા �્ામઅણેામત ાબન્ામકલ્ફાના ્રદાન્ાચચારા

મનઅા િવચાબોન્ા આપલઅા કબ�લ.ા ઘ્ાા ોધાન્ા હાેબરા હમ્.ા

આવઅલાાસ� ોાસાથઅામ્રકાિન ર્ ાપ્ાલઅવા અલા.  

�રકોામહ�વાલાઓશવાલાન્રુ ાણાાંઆપઅલા અ.ાાાા  

એકમા સઅન્બ આ�ા સણાે �ર ં અ.  

�રકાસણ ાણાાં દબ�કાઓશવાલાણા �્� રાંએા સથાનાોન્ાગ્ર.ંાઆા

સઅન્બા ફકમા નોથરા વઅસ્�રાં નથ્.ા આપ્ાાં ોધા ા ન્ નાન્ા

ે��બ ામાણા �્ા ા ઉપ ોગાણાાંલઅવા� રાંઆા સથાના અ.ાઆવ્ા ાનઅા

હૉલાનઅાિનહાળો.ામણાબરામ�ર�ૂળમાા�્ચંવા ામઅવ્ાેગ ાા અ. 

ઓશવાલાનાાં ણઅમોબાથથરાં મઅા મણાબાા �દલણાાં હોથ ર ંેોઈએ.ાઆા

મણાબરાેાજામ્ા અ.ા મઅનાથ્ામણાબરાઓળ�ા્ા અ. વ �કમગમા

ઓળ�ા્ાનાાંસોંધં ફકમાાજાિમા અ, મઅાએકા�વનાનોાવાબસોાા

 અ.ાણા �્ાદબ�કાઓસવાલાનઅાિવનમં્ાક રૂંા�ંાસણાેાનાાંસ� ાોન્ા

બઓ, નઅાાજામ્ ન્ાસધધબમાાનઅાણેજમૂાકબો.ાાાા 

ફંડબ�ઇુ્ગ  

એકમાાસઅન્બાનોા કકેોાણ  ો ત ા �રધ્ણાાં ઘ�ર ો�રા ડોનઅશના

મનઅાાલઅે ાણળઅલા અ.ાહ�ા ્ાાિણ  નાભઅગાાકબવાાણા �્ાફંડન્ા

ે��બ ામા અ.ામણાબરાશ�કમાપણા અ્ાદાનાઆપ્ાએકમાાસઅન્બ�રાં

ફંડા� ૂૂ રંાકબવાણાાંસહા ાકબો.ા 

જાિમાનઅાદાનાઆપવાન્ા£૧૨૦ાન્ાાસકરણાણાાંદબ�કાવ �કમાનઅા

ેોડાવથરે ાેોઈએ. આાબકણાઆપ્ાાસ� ોાનઅ, સથાિનકાકા રણા,ં 

ણધ ાક�ને કા રણા,ં  મઅણેાબાપ્ર ાકા રણાાંઉપ ોગણાાંઆવઅા અ.ાા

ઘ્્ાવ�માઆાસકરણાન્ાબહ�બામાકબ�લા અ.ાઆાજામ્ાઆપ્્ા

 અ.ામણાબાાસાથાથ્ાઆપ અ્ાઘ�રાંકબરાશક�ર.ં           

પ્રરષ્ પવર  

પવરાપ્રરષ્ાોાબાસા �્મોબાનાાશ�ાથ ા.ા ૧૯ાનાા�બૂાાથ ા. 

ત ાબંાોાદાસવંતસબરાભોેનાોધ્ા ાએ�બ ાણાાંચાારા અ.ાસાઉથ, 

નોથરા ઈસ્ા મનઅા નોથરા વઅસ્ા એ�બ ાા ણાાં મપોવના થ્ા સાધિણ�કા 

વ્બા સૈન્કોા ભ�કમા કબાવવાા આવઅલા હમા. �રાં મનઅા ણાબાા

સાથ્દાબોા ોધ્ાએ�બ ાણાાંણાાંગ ાાહમા.ાઆપાસૌએાણાનાો�રા

આા્રાં ામઅાોદલા�રાં નઅાણાબરા કિણ્રાઆપનોા ાઆભાબાણાન્એાા

 રએ.ાાાાા 



ઓશવાલ �ડબ�ક્બર પો�ક્  

ણનઅા બ્ા કબમાાં � રશ્ા થા ા  અા ક�ા �ડબ�ક્બર ફબરથ્ા કબવાનોા

પો�ક્ા શ�ા કબ�લા  અ.ા  અ લ્ા ૨૦૦૪ા ણાાં  ાપઅલા હમ્.ા નવ્ા

�ડબ�ક્બરાણા �્ા ૩૧ાડરસઅમોબા૨૦૧૨ા�રધ્ણાાંઆપન્ામત ાબન્ા

ોધ્ાણા�હમ્ાઓફરસાણાાંપહ�ચાડશો.ાસણ ાથોડોાઓ ો આપઅલા

 અ, સણ ાણ ારદાાવધાબવાાણાાંનહહાઆવઅ.  આપનાાસાથાથ્ાઆા

કા રાસણ ાસબા� ૂૂ રંાકબવાન્ાકોિશશાકબ�ર.ંા  

�ડબ�ક્બર નાાસબળાફોણરાવઅોસાઇડાણાથં્ા ાપ્ાશકશો, મથવાા

કોઈકન્ા ણદદથ્ા ઓના લાઈના પબા ભબરા શકશો.ા

www.oshwal.co.uk/directory. ્ર.ક�ાણાાંવસમા દબ�ક ઓશવાલા

ન્ાણા�હમ્ા�બૂરા કબરાશકા ામઅવ્ા �ડબ�ક્બરાન્ા�ાસાે�બા અ.ાા

થોડાાફોણર મણાબરાએ�બ ાાન્ાકિણ્રાપાસઅથ્ાણળરાશકશઅ.ાણા �્ા

ફકમાપાચંાાિણિન્ાનોાસણ ાકાારાાવહ�લ્ામક�ાઆાફૉણર ભબરાનઅા

કા રા� ૂૂ રંાકબો.ાહાથઅાથ્ાભબ�લાાફૉણર નઅાપા ાાડ�્ાોઅુાણાાંના�વાા

� ર ં  કા રાો�રાવધ્ાેશઅ.ાણા �્ાકોિશશાકબોાફૉણર નઅાઓનાલાઇના

પબાણોકલવા�ર.ંા   

�દવાળર ન્ ઉેવ્્.  

�દવાળરાનોામહ�વાબાન�કાઆવ્ાબહોા અ.ા� રશ્ાસાથઅાે્ાવવા�રાં

ક� આાવષ�ાઓશવાલામસોસ્એશન એાચ્ણનભાઈાસણ�ાન્ા

નઅમાગ્બરાાન્ચઅાલડંનાણાાં �દવાળરાન્ાઉેણ્્ાણાાંઆગઅવાન્ા

લ્ધ્ા અ,  ચ્ણનભાઈામનઅામઅણનાાસાથ્ઓાો્�ાસસંથાાસાથઅા

ણળરનઅા �દવાળરનોા મહ�વાબા ભવ ા બરમઅા ્ફા ગબા સકવઅબા ણાાં

બિવવાબા મા-૨૮ા ઓક્ોોબા ઉેવા ા મઅન્ા મૈ ાબરા ણાાં  અ.ા

લગભગા ૪૦,૦૦૦ા હબબન્ાવસમ્ા દબાવષ�ા થા ા અ.ામવનવાા

સ �્ેાશો,  નમનિવનાવાનગ્ન્ાાબ�કળર, મનઅામચોંોાપણાડ�ામઅથ રાં

વામાવબ્ા સે �ારાં હો ા  અ.ાઆપ્નઅા ગવરા થવોા ેોઈએાઆવાા

ભવ ા કા રકણા ન્ા ઉેવ્્ા આપ્ાાં ઓશવાલા સણાેન્ા

આગઅવાન્ાન્ચઅાથશઅ.ાાાાાાાા 

ઓ�વાલય ેન્ટદય તા-૧૩યનવેમ્ટદય ચોપાય �ૂ ન, અનેય૧૮ય

નવેમ્ટદય  �તનવવષય ન ય ીૂવજ ય ીટક�સુ ય .ોય   ય ૌચ્ોય

�્સખ્ૌાસય ાૂટયટ દ�ચયતેવ ય.�ાયટાા ીય ોીુયયયય 

સણબ્ોતસવ ન્ સફળમા  

૪૦ થ્ાવધાબ�ાવષરાથ ાાઆપ્્ાજામ્એાઆ દ�શણાાંવસવા્ા

કબ�લા અ.ાઆાસણ ાદબિણ ાનાઘ્્ાસફળમાાન્ા ાદરાિનશાન્ા

�પઅા�વનણાાંબહ�શઅ.ા૧૯૬૮ાણાાંસણાેન્ાબચના.ા૧૯૮૦ાણાાં૮૦ા

એકબન�ા પો્સરોાબણાાં ેણ્ના ન્ા �બરદર,  ૧૯૮૨ સાઉથા

લડંનણાાંણાાંઓશવાલાણહાેનવાડર.ા૧૯૯૦ણાાંઓશવાલાહો સા

�રાં ોાધંકાણ, ૨૦૦૫ા ણાાં ્રબોપણાાં સૌથ્ા પથણા િશ�બોધંાા

દ�બાસબ�રાંોાધંકાણ.ા૨૦૧૨ણાાં �કલગુોબરણાાં ાએકમાાસઅન્બાન્ા

�બરદર.ા સણાેા ન્ા સફળમાા કા ણા એકા ઉેવ્્ા સણાના  અ.ા

િશ�્કઅ અાાનવ્ાપઅારન્ાપગિમાનઅાસનણાનથરાેોઈએ.ા�ાસ્ાએા

સ્ા, એાલઅવ સ, સગં્મામનઅાબણમાગણમાકઅ અામઅણેાાસણાેણાાં

િનશાળાનાામધ ાપક, સવ સંઅવક, નાગ�બકાશા�અા સઅવાાઆપઅલા

વ �કમઓનઅ.ાા 

�ાસ્ાએાસ્ા , એાલઅવ સ,  નાાપણા્ાપ ોાન�કાણાાં વઅોા

ઉપબાઆવશઅ.ાસઅવાકઅ અાાણદદાકબમાાંકા રકબોાનઅાાઆપાકોઈાપ્ા

બ્માાહોવ, મોામણાબરા સથાિનકાજામ્ાનોા�્પંોકર ાસાધ્ામઅન્ા

ન�ધાકબવો.ા 

એક સોંધં  બળવ્ બા�અલ જાિમ.  

 સણાે નાા કા રા એકા ણમઅા ા �મંા મનઅા એકમાા થ્ા કબર, નવાા

િવચાબોાનઅામપનાવ્, નાન્ાપબનઅાકા રાણાાંપોતસાહનાઆપશોા

મોાાઓશવાલાજાિમાનાાપા ાાણેજમૂાોનશઅ, મઅઑેાઆપ્ાા

ભાિવાકા રકબોા ા અ.ાઆેાકા રકબોાજાિમાનઅાઆોાદરાનાા િશ�બ�ા

લઈાેશઅ.ાાાાાાાાા 

ણધ ાકિણ્રામઅણેાએ�બ ાાકિણ્રાવમ્ા�રાંઆપાસવ�ાનઅા 

�દવાળરાનાામ�ભનદનાપઠથરાં�ં, મઅણેા�રમનાવષરન્ા�રભા

કાણનાાઇચ�ા�.ં 

  

ે ાઓશવાલ, 

   

ટ�કતય ટા સદય�ા ય 

 

ણાનન્ ાપ્ર�ાશ્ 

ઓશવાલામસોસ્એશનાઓફાધા્રાક�.ા 

 



 

  
Guest Editorial 

 
by Priya Dipak Shah  

 
Jai Jinendra, 

As the New Year approaches, I thought it timely to 
address what being a Jain in our thriving Oshwal 
community means to each of us.   

 

How would you describe our Oshwal 
community?   
This is a question I come across on almost a daily 
basis.  At first, I used to answer with a simple reply 
along the lines of ‘a Jain community in the UK, with 
sister organisations in countries all over the world’.  
However, since my time working in various 
committees I now realise it is much more than that.   

I was lucky to be involved in the Enabling Education 
Fair on August 19th 2012.  It was the preparation 
and execution of this fantastic programme that 
highlighted the beauty of our community to me.  In 
our busy, selfish lifestyles of the present day, it can 
be easy to become self-absorbed within our own 
lives and families.  The fair brought out skills, 
devotion, ideas and expertise in men and women; 
young and old; able bodied and disabled.  To see 
our community working as one, uniting to share 
knowledge and showing the world what we are 
capable of, was uplifting.  To highlight this further, I 
would like to quote Tom Pearson of Imperial College 
London who was a stall holder at the fair, “I have 
never seen such community spirit.  I’ve decided in 
my next life, I’d like to be an Oshwal”.   

 

Jainism – an Individual Perspective 
Aside from education and social aspects to our 
community, an integral part of our organisation, are 
the celebration of religious festivals and increasing 
awareness about Jain philosophy.  The Oxford 
dictionary describes religion as “the belief in and 
worship of a superhuman controlling power, 
especially a personal God or gods”.  It goes on to 

describe Jainism as “a non-theistic religion founded 
in India in the 6th century BC by the Jina 
Vardhamana Mahavira as a reaction against the 
teachings of orthodox Brahmanism, and still 
practised there. The Jain religion teaches salvation 
by perfection through successive lives, and non-
injury to living creatures, and is noted for its 
ascetics”.  As a medic, I am a great fan of 
definitions.  We are told throughout medical school 
to be able to define each disease in one sentence.  
Without wishing to criticise the Oxford English 
dictionary, in my opinion it is impossible to define 
what Jainism means in one sentence.  In my 
opinion, it is based entirely on an individual 
interpretation.   

 

So, what does Jainism mean to you? 
1. To me it boils down very simply to three things.   

2. To as far as possible, not hurt any other human 
or animal 

3. To be a good person, by thinking of others 
before yourself.  

4. We are all equal – men/women;young/old; 
homosexual/heterosexual.   

No, these aren’t actually the defined ‘three jewels’ of 
Jainism.  Those are - right belief, right knowledge 
and right conduct.  One could say that these are my 
own personalised three jewels of Jainism.  For me, it 
all boils down to being a good, honest person at 
heart.  Unfortunately, I do not regularly do 
pratikaman, nor do I fast, nor do I pray every day.  
But nor do I think this makes me a bad Jain.  What 
is the point of going to every pratikaman, or doing 
arti, or fasting, if you ultimately don’t have a pure 
heart and mind?   

Surely we should master the above three qualities 
before trying to purify the mind and soul further with 
fasting and pratikaman? 



 
“What our hands do, must be in our 
heads and 
What is in our heads, must shine from 
our hearts” 

~ Chitrabhanuji 

 

One of my hopes for the Oshwal community 
includes a strong focus on equality.  It won’t surprise 
you that for me, impartiality between men and 
women lies close to my heart.   Did you know that 
the Digambara Jain sect believes that women 
cannot achieve liberation without being reborn as 
men first? The Svetambara sect disagrees.   

Although we (Svetambara’s) consider men and 
women as equals, this sometimes does not translate 
in reality.  This is due to years of a patriarchal 
society and inherent biological differences between 
men and women, so the roles prescribed for each 
gender are different in a social and cultural set up.  I 
believe that our forward thinking Oshwal community 
could be leaders amongst Indian communities in 
questioning these deep seated beliefs or habits.  
Our community will in the future take this one step 
further, with no differentiation at all between men 
and women.   

 

Diwali & Jainism 
Sticking to our theme of definitions, Deepavali/Diwali 
originates from Sanskrit and Hindi respectively.  
Translated it means a row of lights.   

For Jains, Diwali marks the anniversary of the 
attainment of Moksha by Mahavir-swami in 527 BC.  
During Mahavir’s last sermon, there were eighteen 
kings present.  It was they who decided that the light 
of their master’s knowledge should be kept alive 
symbolically by lighting of lamps.  However, as 
stated above, this is just symbolic.  Ideally we 
should be lighting up our internal lamps and revising 
what Jainism and Mahavir’s teachings means to us.  
The external lamp needs oxygen while our individual 
internal lamp needs self-effort.  

 

“The night may be dark, 
The path may be difficult, 

Light lamps of love and affection 
Then it will be Diwali of heart.” 

 

In brief, Diwali is for enhancing the spiritual wealth. 

 

Take Home Message 
Let us show the generation of tomorrow what 
Oshwal can be, and that Jainism is a faith that is 
based on sheer morality.  Especially during these 
auspicious festivals, the importance of having a pure 
heart is paramount.   

We should truly define what Jainism and an Oshwal, 
means to each of us.  Yes, sometimes things may 
happen that may not be in our agreement, but we 
have to let go of what EACH of us wants, and to 
start thinking about US.   Maybe we should stop 
thinking about what ‘I’ will benefit, and instead think 
of what ‘WE’ will benefit.   

We are truly blessed and should be proud to be a 
part of such a thriving community.   

 
“Jealousy-hate! 
I let go of hate, people consumed by it 
often become exactly what they once 
Hated. 
Uncertainty is the only certainty there is, 
And knowing the truth and how to live 
with insecurity 
Is the only security.” 

~ Chitrabhanuji 

 

જય �નેન્, 

�મ ન�ુ ં વષર ન�ક આવી ર�ુ ં છે, તેમ મને એમ કહ�� ુ ં

ઉચીત લાગ્ુ ંક� આપણા આ િવકસતા ઓશવાલ  

સમાજમા ં�ન હોવાનો અથર �ુ.ં 

 

તમે આપણા ઓશવાલ સમાજને ક�વી ર�તે વણરવશશ? 

આ સવાલ મને લગભગ દરરોજ થતો હોઈ છે. શ�આતમા ં

મારો જવાબ હતો, "્.ુક�. મા ંએક �ન સમાજ �ની બી� 

સસંથાઓ �ુિનયાના બી� દ�શોમા ં પણ ફ�લાયેલી છે."પણ 

�ુદ��ુદ� કિમટ�ઓમા ંકામ કયાર પછ� મને ખયાલ. આવયો ક� 

આપણો આ સમાજ તો આનાથી પણ ઘ�ુ ંિવશેષ છે. 

�ુ ંનશીબદાર હતી ક� મ� ૧૯મી ઓગસટ ૨૦૧૨ના એનાબલીગ 

એ�ુક�સન ફ�ઈર (મેલા)મા ં ભાગ લીધો હતો. આ અદ�તુ 

કાયર્મ અને તેની તૈયાર�ઓએ આપણા સમાજની �ુદંરતાનો 

પકાશ પાડ�ો. આજની આ પ� રિતશીલ અને સવાથથ 



રહ�ણીકરણીથી આપણે સહ�લાઈથી આપણા પ�રવાર અને 

�વનમા ંઓતપોત થઇ જઈએ છ�એ. આ મેળાવડાથી દર�ક 

�ી, ��ુુષ,�ુવાન,� રદ, શસકત, અશકત વયયકતની આવડત, 

લગન, િવચારો અને બહોશીના  દશરન થયા.મને ગવર થાય છે 

ક� આપણો સમાજ એક બનીને જાનની વહ�ચણી કર� �ુિનયાને 

આપણી કા�બ�લયતનો પરચો બતાવે છે. એમપીર�અલ 

કોલેજના વડા ટોમ પીઅરસનક� �મણે આ મેળામા ંએક સટોલ 

રાખેલ હતો , તેઓ કહ� છે,"મ� કદ� આવો સમાજ સેવાનો 

ઉતસાહ નથી જોયો. મ� મારા આવતા ભવમા ં ઓશવાળ 

બનવા�ુ ંન�� ક્ુ� છે." 

 

�નીઝમ - એક વ્ય�ક્ત દ્ર�કશણ  

મતલબ ક� એક આદશર વયયકત થ�ુ.ં આપણા સમાજના 

ભણતર અને સામા�જક ્્રટકોણ સાથે સાથે આપણી સસંથા�ુ ં

મહતવ ધાિમ�ક તહ�વારો ઉજવવાના અને લોકોમા ં �ન 

તતવજાન વધારવા�ુ ં છે.ઓ�ફોડરની શબદકોશમા ં ધમરની 

વયાખયા એટલે" કોઈ ઓઉલો�કક વયયકત �ની પાસે કોઈ 

�દવય શયકત છે." તે ઉપરાતં ભારતમા ંઇ� ુખીસથ પહ�લાની 

છઠી સદ�મા ંવથરમાન મહાવીર� �ઢ��સુત બારણોના બોધની 

િવ�ુદમા ં�ન ધમરની સથાપના કર�. �ન ધમર આપણા સફળ 

�વન માટ�ની પ�ર�ણૂરતા� ુ ંઅ�ભવાદન શીખવે છે, કોઈ પણ 

�વને �હ�સા ન કરવી, અને સા� ુ��ુ ં�વન �વવા માટ� 

�ણી� ુ ંછે.�ુ ંએક તબીબી િવદાથથ હોવાથી મારા માટ� આ બ�ુ ં

�શુક�લ છે.છતા ંપણ �ન ધમરની વયાખયા એક વા�મા ંન થઈ 

શક�. મારા મત પમાણે એ દર�ક વયયકતની સમજણ ઉપર છે. 

 

તશ આપણા મા�� �નીઝમનશ અથર �ુ ં? 

મારા માટ� તો તણ સાદ� વાતો છે - 

૧) �ટ�ુ ંબને તેટ�ુ ંકોઈ પણ મ�રુય અથવા પાણીમાતને 

હાની ન કરવી. 

૨)એક આદશર વયયકત થ�ુ ં� પોતાના કરતા બી�નો િવચાર 

પહ�લા કર�. 

૩)આપણે બધા સરખા છ�એ - �ી, ��ુુષ ,�ુવાન, � રદા. 

પરં� ુ�નીઝમના તણ �ણુો એટલે  

૧)સા�ુ ંમાન�ુ ં 

૨)સાચી િવદા  

૩)સાચો વયવહાર  

�ુ ં દરરોજ પાથના, ઉપવાસ ક� પિતકમણ નથી કરતી પણ 

તેથી �ુ ં�ન નથી એ�ુ ંનથી.આ બ�ુ ંકરવાનો અથર �ુ ંજો તમે 

મનથી અને �દલથી �દુ ન હો. ઉપરના તણ �ણુોની ઉપર જો 

આપણે િવજય પામીને પછ� મન અને �દલની વધાર� ��ુદ 

માટ� પિતકમણ અને ઉપવાસ કરવા જોઈએ. 

 

"આપણા હાથ �ું કર�  છે તે આપણા મ્જમાં હશ� ુ ંજશઈએ 

અને જશ આપણા મ્જમાં હશઈ તે આપણા 

�દ્માંથી પ્રકાશ� ુ ંજશઈએ" 

                                           �ચત્રભા� ુ�ં  

 

�ુ ંઆશા રા�ુ ં�ં ક� ઓશવાળ સમાજ સમાનતા ઉપર તેમ�ુ ં

ધ્યાન વધાર� ક�્ન્ત રાખશે. �ી અને ��ુુષ વચ્ચેની 

િનરપક્ષતા માટ� મને �દલમા ં �ુઃખ થાય છે. દ�ગમબેર �નો 

માને છે ક� �ીઓને મોક્ષ મેળવવા માટ� ��ુુષ તર�ક� જનમ 

લેવો પડ� છે. સવેતામબેર �નો આની િવ�ુદમા ંછે. 

સવેતામબેર �ન �ી- ��ુુષને સમાન લેખે છે, પણ હક�કતમાં 

ઘણી વખત આ�ુ ંનથી થ�ુ.ં આ�ુ ં કારણ છે વષ�થીચાલી 

આવેલો  �ઢ��સુત સમાજ,અને �ી-��ુુષોને વારસાગત 

મળેલ �િવક મતભેદો .આથી દર�ક �િત સામા�જક અને 

સસં�રિતક ર�તે �ુદા હોય. �ુ ંમા�ુ ં�ં ક� આ ઘર કર� ગયેલી 

માનયતાઓ અને મતભેદો અને આદતોની સામે પડકાર 

કરવામા ંઆપણો ઓશવાળ સમાજ બી� ભારતીય સમજો 

સાથે આગેવાની કરશે. 

 

�દવાળ� અને �નીઝમ  

�દવાળ� સસં�રત અને �હનદ� ભાષામાથંી આવેલો શબદ હોય, 

તેનો અથર છે દ�વાઓની કતાર. મહાવીર સવામીએ ૫૨૭ બી 



સી (ઇ� ુ�ખસત પહ�લા)મા ંમોક્ષ મેળવ્ુ ંતેની ઉજવણી િનિમ�ે 

�નો �દવાળ� ઉજવે છે.મહાવીર પ�નુા છેલ્લા ધમ�પદ�શ 

વખતે ૧૮ ર�ઓ હાજર હતા. તેમણે ન�� ક્ુ� ક� 

તેમના ��ુુના જાનની બ�ી જલાવી રાખવાના પતીક�પે 

દ�વાઓ પગટાવવા. છતા ંઆ તો એક �ચૂક હ� ુ.ં ખર� ર�તે 

તો આપણે મહાવીર પ�નુા જાન અને બોધ પમાણે �દરની 

�યોત જલાવવાની છે.બહારની બ�ીને પાણવા્ુ ં  જોઈએ , 

જયાર� આપણી �દરના પકાશ માટ� આપણી પોતાની 

મહ�નત જોઈએ. 

 

“રાત �ધાર� હશે,  

રાહ અઘર� હશે,  

પે્રમ અને મમતાની બ�ી જલાવશ  

તશ પછ� થશે �દલની �દવાળ�”. 

 

�ૂંકમા ં�દવાળ� અધ્યા�તમક સપંિ� વધારવા માટ� છે. 

 

આ સદં�શશ લેજશ  

આવતીકાલની પીઢ�ને બતાવોક� ઓશવાળ �ુ ંછે અને 

�નીઝમમા ં િવ�ાસ એટલે એક નૈિતક આચરણ છે. 

આવા પિવત તહ�વારોના �દવસોમા ં તો ખાસ �દુ 

�દય હો�ુ ંતે ઉચ્ચ કો�ટ�ુ ંછે. 

આપણા માટ� �નીઝમ અને ઓશવાળ �ુ ંછે તે �ણ�ુ ં

જોઈએ .�ાર�ક એ�ુ ંબને � આપણી મર� પમાણે ન 

હોઈ ,પરં� ુ આપણે "મને"�ુ ં જોઈએ છે તેની બદલે 

"આપણને" �ુ ંજોઈએ છે તેનો િવચાર કરવો જોઈએ. 

"મને" �ુ ં ફાયદો થશે તેની બદલે "આપણને" �ુ ં

ફાયદો થશે તે િવચાર�ુ ંજોઈએ. 

આ સફળ અને િવકસતા સમાજનો આપણે એક �હસસો 

છ�એ એ માટ� આપણને ગવર હો�ુ ંજોઈએ ,તે આપણને 

આશીવારદ�પે મળેલ છે. 

 
 

“અદ�ખાઈ -નફરત! 

�ું નફરતને જવા દ� � ,� લશકશને નફરત પચાવી તેઓ 

ઘણી વખત �ને નફરત કરતા હતા તેવાજ બની �્ છે. 

અચશ�સતા જ ચશ�સતા છે,સ�્ �ણ�ુ ંઅને અસલામતી 

સાથે ક�વી ર�તે રહ�� ુ ંએજ માત્ર સલામતી છે”. 

�ચત્રભા� ુ�ં 

 

આ અ�વુાદનમા ંમારાથી કઈ પણ અ�ુગ�ુ ંલખા્ુ ંહોય તો 

ક્ષમા મા�ંુ ં�. 

 

 



 

  
What’s been 

happening in our 
Community? 

 
Oshwal Ekta Centre 
Dream becomes a reality. After 40 years of waiting, and 
many months of hard work, our Association took 
possession of Oshwal EKTA Centre on Friday 31 August 
2012. In doing so, our Association has reached yet 
another milestone in its history with the acquisition of our 
third property. 

In accordance with our cultural traditions, a Snatra and 
Vastu Pooja was conducted on Sunday 2 September 
2012, before we start making full use of the centre. 

The Snatra Pooja is a symbolic re-enactment of the 
bathing of a newborn Tirthankara by celestial gods and 
goddesses (Dev and Devis). The pooja’s spiritual 
significant is essentially to remind us to receive the virtues 
of a Tirthankar. This is because through our cycle of births 
and deaths, we have collected endless particles of filthy 
thoughts and vies due to passion, snare of world and 
spite. We want to abolish these passions and spites by 
continuous shower of virtues of Tirthankar and thereby 
purifying the soul leading to emancipation. 

The Vastu Pooja is a ritualistic act to remedy whatever 
negative influences are present in a house or property 
before entering and using the property. 

Oshwal Enabling Education Fair 2012 
On Sunday 19 August 2012 our Association hosted the 
Oshwal Enabling Education Fair at Oshwal Centre. The 
Fair covered a range of Educational and Disability issues, 
with several speakers and a hugely popular debate about 
State vs. Private School education.  

With many stalls and zones from experience schools and 
universities and organisations, this was a great 
opportunity for Oshwals to network and share knowledge 
and experience. 

Read the full article on page 33. 

London 2012 Volunteer Stories 
Hinal Shah volunteered at the recent 
London 2012 Olympic Games. In 
writing about her experience, Hinal 
says, “The training and sportsmen 
spirit of all the athletes and their 
team members reflected that as a 
team and family we can boost each 
other to reach and achieve higher 
goals. I think this is a very valuable 
lesson to all Oshwals as a 
community to continue to achieve 
higher goals as we have already 
started doing so. I have also been 

inspired to pick up the badminton racket and start playing 
again as well as volunteer for other such events” 

Read the full article by Hinal about her experience as 
well as many other stories of Oshwals volunteering at 
the London 2012 Olympic games on the Oshwal 
Website. Just go to: 

www.oshwal.co.uk/articles/london-2012-olympic-stories 

 

Congratulations!! 
Sandeep Shah, son of 
Hasmukh and Geeta on 
achieved a First Class Honours 
Degree in BSc Accounting and 
Finance at the London School 
of Economics and Political 
Science. After successfully completing his education at 
Wallington County Grammar School with straight A’s at A-
Level and attaining an academic distinction award, he 
secured a place to study at the LSE. He has worked hard 
and has done his parents very proud. During university, 
he was an active member in extra-curricular activities, 
acting as student mentor successfully guiding and 
advising younger students through their education, an 
excellent tutor, volunteering to teach accounting to first 
year students at university regularly and participated in 
many societies. As a keen sportsperson he enjoys playing 
football and cricket. Having secured a job at one of the 
world’s top accounting firms, he is now studying for his 
CA qualification, and aspires to become a CEO in a 
multinational corporation. Shah Parivar wishes Sandeep 
success to accomplish his dream and hope he will prove 
to be a shining star of the Oshwal community. 

 



Paryushan Festivities 
Paryushan festivities were held from Wednesday 12 September to Wednesday 19 
September 2012 at various local Area venues. This was followed by the Dhaja Din 
held on Sunday 23 September 2012 at Oshwal Centre. 

 

Oshwal All Area Forum 
At the request of our President, Raaxeet Harakhchand Shah (“Rex”), on Sunday 9 
September 2012 members of the Executive Committee and Area Committee got 
together at Oshwal Ekta Centre to brainstorm and strategies about the key activities 
and undertaking our Association should pursue over the next decade. 
Read the full report on page 20. 

 

Congratulations go to… 
Marriages FROM EAST AREA: 

Newlyweds  Nilma  and  Rupen  Dhirajlal  Shah  who  got 
married on 20th June 2012. 
Newlyweds Urvi and Nikki Chandrakant Nathu Shah who got 
married on 15th July 2012. 

Births FROM EAST AREA: 
Rakhi and Dipesh Chandrakant Shah for the birth of their baby 
boy on 24th August 2012. 

Achievements FROM LUTON AREA: 
Dillan Jayesh Shah  10 GCSE's 
Hursheel Milan Shah  9 GCSE's 
Neekita Pankaj Shah   4 'A' Levels 
Ricky Dilesh Shah  Graduated with a degree in  
   Accounting and finance 
FROM NORTHAMPTON AREA: 
Neil Shah of Wellingborough for obtaining an award for the 
highest average mark for all undergraduates for the past 3 
years at LSE. He was also awarded a prize in achieving the 
highest overall mark in Economics in each of the 3 years. 
FROM SOUTH AREA: 
Gujarati GCSEs 
Bansari MayurRana  A* 
Sona Kiran Shah   A* 
Anjlee Manish Bathia  A 
Bijal Rajendraprasad Mistry A 
Jaanki Vanitchand Shah  A 
Krishan Jyotindra Patel  A 
Pooja Kirit Vara   A 
Shammi Neetin Shah  A 
Vaishali Shirish Shah  A 
Veer Paresh Rajani  A 
Bhakti Milan Shah  B 
Jaimin Vinay Dattani  C 
Gujarati AS Levels 
Aakash Ashish Desai  A 
Kavish Bharatkumar Shah  A 
Neel MayurRana (Re-Take) A 
Priyanka Pratik Shah  A 
Heer Vinay Shah   B 
Amiy Jayesh Doshi  C 
Bhavisha Shantilal Shah  C 
Kinari Nilesh Shah  C 
Nikul Chetan Bhadasia  C 
Gujarati A-Level 
Bijal Jagdish Trivedi  A* 
Neel MayurRana   A* 
Jigna Jayesh Shah  A  
Kavit Anil Shah   B 
Karishma Paresh Patel  C 

 

 
Enterprise Students! 
Earlier this year a group of 10 Oshwal 
students took part in the Enterprise 
Programme.  
The Programme was the results of 
collaboration between our Association and 
the Oshwal Education & Relief Board, 
Kenya. Over a 10 day period, the student 
visited many industries in Kenya and 
gained valuable insights into running 
businesses. 
Read their full report on page 39. 

 

 
Oshwal Youth Camp 2012 
A total of 48 children from: Luton, North, 
North East, North West, South Areas took 
part in this year’s Youth Camp to Dorset. 
Over the weekend, the children took part in 
many activities like: raft building, aeroball, 
archery, zip wire, mountain biking, quad 
biking, giant swing, rifle shooting, abseiling 
and wall climbing. 
The organisers are hoping to make the 
Youth Camp an annual experience for 
children. 
Read the full report in the Oshwal Youth 
Magazine. 

 

Diwali on Trafalgar Square 
Sunday 28 October 2012 at 2pm 
Don’t forget this year 
Diwali in London is 
being celebrated on 
Sunday 28 October 
2012 from 2pm to 7pm 
at Trafalgar Square, 
London, and OAUK 
are the lead 
organisers. Come down to Trafalgar 
Square with your family and friends and be 
part of this unique Diwali celebrations. 



Oshwal First in The Comrades – the Ultimate Human Race 
The world famous and, arguably, the toughest ultra marathon in the world, the 
Comrades Marathon, attracts athletes from all over the world to combine muscle, 
sinew and mental strength to conquer 89kms of the highly challenging terrain 
between the South African cites of Pietermaritzburg and Durban. Indeed, the event, 
billed as The Ultimate Human Race, is endorsed by the Guinness World Records as 
the biggest ultra-marathon on the planet!  
On a cold 3 June 2012 at 5:30am, in Pietermaritzburg, two Oshwals lined up for this 
gruelling event: Piyush Zaverchand Gudka (originally from Mombasa, Kenya) and 
Neeraj Hirji Shah (originally from Nairobi, Kenya). By early/mid afternoon in a 
contrasting warm and humid Durban they had successfully completed the brutal 
course in 8hrs 54 min and 10 hrs 11 min respectively.  
For most people this would typically be their greatest challenge; running the premier 
ultra road race in the world! What with its undulating course, 5 torturous climbs, a 
ruthless clock (strict 12 hours cut-off) and 56 brutal miles! This year 14,000+ runners 
from over 50 countries started the race and 11,896 finished within the time limit. 
Piyush, 56, from Stanmore, UK, is a veteran of 35 marathons on all six continents and 
been dubbed in UK as ‘the Oshwal Marathon Man’. He has been training, motivating 
and inspiring people for healthy living through his charity, Fit 4 Nothing, and over the 
last 10 years has trained 107 people for London, Berlin, Dublin and Brighton 
marathons. Asked where he gets his inspiration from, Piyush replies with one of 
Gandhi’s famous quotes: 
“I claim to be no more than an average man with less than average abilities. I have 
not the shadow of a doubt that any man or woman can achieve what I have, if he or 
she would make the same effort and cultivate the same hope and faith.” 
Piyush undertook this ultimate challenge to help raise money and awareness for two 
charities:  

· Fit 4 Nothing, a charity that help individuals improve their mind and body through 
exercise (www.fit4nothing.org), and  

· One Cause, a charity that help under-privileged communities in the third world 
through the provision of Education (www.onecauseuk.org). 

Neeraj, 42, settled in Johannesburg, South Africa for the last 12 years, only 
commenced running late last year. “Since turning 40, I have been looking for a bold, 
inspiring personal challenge and, in October last year, I set my sights on completing 
The Ultimate Human Race. It has been an incredible 5 months since 8 January 2012 
of tough discipline, intense training and mental conditioning for the big day. But, 
ultimately, for me, this pursuit became a magical voyage of self discovery” he said. 
“Completing the Comrades from a zero base has made me realize that anything is 
possible if you put your heart and mind into it”.  
Neeraj covered 1,100kms of training over the 5 months leading up to the Comrades 
event and along the way, in a demanding 9 week period, ran two marathons and two 
ultra marathons including the famous 56km Two Oceans Ultra Marathon in Cape 
Town. “I have caught the running bug and will certainly be doing the Comrades again 
next year” he added. 

 
Piyush and Neeraj at the finish of the Comrades Marathon 

at Kingsmead Stadium, Durban 

Congratulations to… 
Keval Shailesh Shah has 
achieved total of 17 
GCSE's, 11 A* and 6 A's 
(including Gujarati). He has 
also achieved Gold award 
in UK Maths Challenge. 
We would like to congratulate him on his 
excellent achievement and wish him all the 
best for the future. 
Shailesh Shah & Family 

 

Olympic Torch Passes Oshwal South 
Mahajanwadi 
Report by, Meera Rajesh Shah (Aged 13) 
“As soon as I heard that the Olympic Torch 
was going to be passing through the 
Mahajanwadi, I was amazed; I couldn’t wait 
until the day. When the day finally came, 
Monday 23rd July 2012, we left early so we 
could get a good viewing spot. 
When we arrived, there were a few people 
there, more and more people arrived the 
closer it got to the timing of the Olympic 
Torch, which was meant to come at 12 o 
clock but it came 15 minutes later.  There 
was so much to see before the Torch 
actually came through, there was a lot of 
security and policemen to ensure there was 
no disruption. Before the Torch came, there 
were other things to see like a tour bus, 
someone singing, cheerleaders, a coca 
cola bus with people giving out bottles of 
coke. 

 
Then finally the moment arrived, there was 
a lady carrying and running with the 
Olympic Torch. There was security 
surrounding her, to make sure no one tried 
to do anything to her or the Torch. When 
she passed she stopped so everyone could 
take pictures of the Torch. 
Seeing the Torch was very special to me 
because I have never ever seen the torch 
before and this might have been the only 
time I will get to see it. I loved the moment 
when it was all happening!” 
  



 

  
Special Report 

 
All Area Forum held at 

Oshwal Ekta Centre on 
Sunday 9 September 2012 

 

State of our Oshwal Community in the UK 
At a very conservative estimate, the wealth of our Oshwal Members can be put at £2.5 billion. Some have 
said is could be much higher, around £10 billion, and some have suggested it to be even higher. 

Whatever the exact figure, this is a very impressive number given that of the 13,000 Oshwal Members, 
those of a working age number less that than 10,000 based on our current membership data. 

Some estimates of the Oshwal population in the UK suggest over 25,000 Oshwals, yet our membership is 
around 13,000, meaning that even when taking in account under 16’s, our membership is less than half of 
the Oshwal presence in the UK. Despite this, in the last 40 years that our Community has been established 
in the UK, we have had many monumental achievements, such as the formation of our Association in 1968; 
the purchase of 80 acres of land at Potters Bar in 1980; the purchase of Oshwal Mahajanwadi in South 
London in 1982; the construction of the Oshwal Halls in 1990; the construction of the first traditional Jain 
Derasar in Europe in 2005; the purchase of Oshwal Ekta Centre in 2012.  

Imagine what we can achieve if we have 75% membership, or 90% or even 100%? If all Oshwals in the UK 
were actively engaged within our community we can achieve the impossible. The key issues facing our 
community are the long-term continued encouragement of the next generation of young Oshwals to engage 
with the Oshwal community.  

 

The Forum 
Like any well run organisation, it is important for 
those entrusted with the oversight of the 
organisation, to meet and discuss a way forward to 
ensure continued strength and prosperity for the 
organisation. Our Association is no different, we 
have in excess of 100 committee members across 9 
Areas, and 25 EC Members. There are many more 
serving within various sub-committees. We are all 
volunteers looking to give back to our Oshwal 
community and to work for the benefit of our 
community. Therefore it is vital that all Committee 
members meet together to develop new initiatives, 
discuss issues, share knowledge and agree a way 
forward. 

With this in mind, Raaxeet Harakhchand Shah our 
newly elected President; called the first All Area 
Forum of the current Executive Committee (EC) and 
Area Committee Members. The Forum, held on 
Sunday 9th September at the Oshwal Ekta Centre 

was an opportunity for Raaxeetbhai and his fellow 
Office Bearers to share their vision with the EC and 
Area Committees.  
 

Key Themes 
The meeting was opened with prayers and 
introductions. Thereafter Raaxeetbhai presenting 
the structure, vision and changes that he would like 
to see happen. The key message was to work 
“united and as one”, not “individually or territorially”.  
For too long, there has been a mythical division; 
“them & us,” between the EC and the Areas. This 
myth was dispelled and Raaxeetbhai pressed the 
point of working together.  
 

Understanding that OAUK is a single structure 
Raaxeetbhai explained the very simple structure of 
the OAUK, which has served our community well 
over the years. Our Oshwal Members are the 
ultimate determinants of the course and destiny of 



our Association, and they elect EC Members, Area 
Committee Members and Board of Advisor (BOA) 
Members. Under these, are the sub-committees 
determined by the EC and Area Committee of 
Oshwal volunteers. 
 

 
 

Raaxeetbhai explained that as elected members, 
the EC, Area Committee and BOA Members all 
have a duty of care to Oshwal Members and various 
rules and statutory regulations apply such as the 
Charities Act and Trustees Act to name a few. 

Raaxeetbhai further explained the importance of 
how all these elected members perceive themselves 
as either as; an individual; as an Area committee 
member; one of many: a portfolio holder – or a team 
member. By fostering this latter perception that all 
elected members, irrespective of their portfolio or 
position (within Area or EC) are simply a team 
member working for the good of the Oshwal 
community, that will ultimate lead to continued 
prosperity for our Association. 
 

Portfolios within OAUK 
Raaxeetbhai outlined the various portfolios, highlight 
the five core portfolios which are the engine of our 
Community: Culture & Heritage,  Education, Health 
& Welfare & Enabling Network, Religion & Interfaith, 
Youth; and these are supported by portfolios such 
as: Audit & Finance and Administration, M&C, IT, 
Property, Large Project Co-ordinator, Fundraising 
and Constitution.  

Through the understanding of the Structure of 
OAUK and its Portfolios and respecting the due 
process inherently outlined within the Constitution, 
Raaxeetbhai stressed importance of all 9 Areas and 
the EC all working together and not in competition 
with one another. 
 

Ideas relating to Specific Portfolios 
At the All Area Forum all of the above matters were 
discussed in some detail and thereafter the 

Committee Members were divided into groups under 
respective headings of Culture & Heritage, 
Education, Health & Welfare including Enabling 
Network, Religion, Youth, Media, Area Chairs, 
Treasurers, with respective portfolio holders from 
each Area present to join the group. Each group 
was asked to engage in a round table discussion 
and to come up with key ideas to implement in order 
of importance. 

 
Many ideas were brought to the table and the 
following is a summary of three key ideas from each 
portfolio. 
 

Culture & Heritage 
· Encouraging playing of Indian traditional games 

and talent show 

· Consider hosting a cottage industry fair 

· Preserving our history through Family Tree 
project and cultural programmes 

 

Education 
· Encourage younger parents to learn Gujarati – 

Adult classes 

· Encourage past GCSE students to support and 
volunteer at schools 

· Organise children trips to Oshwal centre and to 
other schools to meet other Gujarati school 
students and encourage networking 

 

 
 



Health & Welfare & Enabling Network 
· Increase awareness of health and welfare issues 

through articles in Oshwal news, the website and 
talks. 

· To develop A-Z of health topics/issues with 
useful links for information and free services 
available on the Oshwal Website eg, blood 
pressure testing. 

· Enabling Network to develop checklist for Areas 
to use when holding events to determine 
accessibility, help available if needed, 
appropriate resources such as toilets, changing 
facilities, hearing loops etc. 

 

Religion & Interfaith 
· Areas working together on major religious 

festivals, such as Paryushan, Satsang, 
Swamivatsalya Bhojan, Diwali 

· Encouraging Gujarati Schools to teach religion 

· Developing a list of learned Jain scholars to help 
arrange a Discourse at Areas. 

 

Youth 
· To develop youth activities outside of sports 

· To develop initiatives like the Enterprise 
Programme 

· To create a network of Oshwal University 
Ambassadors 

 

Media & Communication 
· Looking at Oshwal News and how to improve the 

content along with other media routes, such as 
social media 

· Developing regulations and guidance around 
social media and OAUK data policy 

· Launch of the new Oshwal Directory Project 
 

Treasurers 
· Develop standardised accounts, issuing e-

receipts, with online payment and BACS facility 
as well as online donation facility. 

· Developing a single OAUK account rather than 
multiple Area accounts. 

· Striving towards a paperless environment, with 
online facilities for Treasures to maintain 
accounts and records. 

 

Changing the way we work 
Raaxeetbhai outlined a focus on changing the way 
we work, with some immediate changes being 
implemented and some longer term changes for the 
future. No more short term fixes but changes that 
will make the work of the Association smoother and 
more efficient and also increasing transparency. 

Raaxeetbhai lead a table discussion with all the 
Area Chairpersons, and some of the key ideas 
discussed included the following: 
 

Area Chairperson Meeting – The Area Chairpersons 
agreed to meet once every quarter, to discuss any 
common themes/problems and work towards 
holding new joint programmes. 
 

Areas working together – A suggestion of joint area 
events starting from January with a suggested time 
table was presented.  Each area will work in 
conjunction with another area to deliver these 
events. 
 

Attendance Register – Suggestion that EC meeting 
attendance record will be made available to Oshwal 
Members. This will subsequently be rolled out for 
Area Committee meeting attendance, with a view to 
increase transparency to Oshwal Members. 
 

Accounting – to consider OAUK account as a single 
account rather than separate Area funds. This would 
promote OAUK as a united single organisation to 
Members and increase efficiency of the Accounting 
process. 
 

Budgeting – to change current OAUK Areas either 
by combining smaller areas and/or divide larger 
areas to make them into units of equal population. 
At the EC level to make a proportional 
representation of budgets and number of trustees 
for these Areas. 
 

Election process – The EC Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) should take place before the Area AGMs. 
This will encourage people from Area Committees to 
join EC, if they wish. Furthermore, all committee 
member roles to require nominations in a matter 
similar to that required for the President and Office 
Bearer roles. 
 

Annual Dhaja Din – to organise an all Areas 
programme with Savansari Bhojan as a one day 
event for the whole community on an annual basis.  
To encourage everyone to participate and in a spirit 
of fairness, Areas to sell tickets for a draw for Dhaja, 



Arti and Mangal Divo during Paryushan days and 
return the sold tickets to the centre before the Dhaja 
Din, A draw would be conducted by the EC and the 
families would be told in advance of which 
ceremonies their tickets match so they can come 
prepared for the occasion on the day. There were 
views against the practicality of getting people from 
all areas to the savantsari bhojan in one place but 
there was general consensus of having the ticket 
draw for Dhaja ceremony, Arti and Mangal Divo. 
 

Major Ideas and Initiatives  
Some of the major ideas and initiatives suggested 
and discussed during the All Area Form included the 
following: 
 

Oshwal Business & Professional Network – focusing 
on professionals, academics and entrepreneurs 
within our community. 
 

Oshwal Student Scholarships – focusing on 
recognising and celebrating high achievements 
within our community. 
 

Oshwal Sewa & Environment Committee – focusing 
on charitable work with our community can engage 
with other organisations and in other countries, such 
as Kenya and India. 
 

Oshwal Central London establishment – focusing on 
engaging with young Oshwals living and working in 
Central London. 
 

Oshwal Achievement Day & AGM – focusing on 
revamping the AGM format and also hosting an 
annual Awards day for Oshwal Members. 
 

Large scale events – focusing on preparing and 
planning community wide events which explore 
different themes, like the Career & Development 
Fair, the Health Awareness Day, the Mela, and the 
Enabling Education Fair. 

Summary 
With the aim of developing new initiatives, 
discussing issues and sharing knowledge and 
agreeing a way forward together as one united 
team, the first All Area Forum of the current EN and 
Area Committees was a great success, as outlined 
above with the various ideas and thoughts which 
were discussed. 

The forum was reasonably well attended; however 
sadly two areas were very poorly represented. 
Overall the participants found the forum very useful 
and a number of positive messages came out of it, 
as follows: 

· Areas and EC all working together and not in 
competition with one another 

· Understanding obligations as Charity Trustees 
and as elected Area Committee Members 

· Respecting OAUK structure and due process 
and working within the framework of OAUK and 
not independently 

· Celebrating when Areas are doing well not 
criticising 

· The core portfolios and Area working together to 
meet the objects of our Association as per the 
Constitution 

 

Raaxeetbhai concluded by saying, “Today has been 
a huge step forward in working together as a united 
community, and over the next few months the EC 
and Area Committees will continue to work on 
developing the many ideas which have been 
generated and provide more details to our Members, 
as well as gauge feedback from them on the 
direction our Association is taking. United we are 
stronger, the Community is one; and we, as in the 
elected members, are all merely guardians of the 
assets for the Members of the Oshwal Community. 
Jai Oshwal.” 

 



 

  
�દવાળ� 

Diwali 
 
 

સાધિમ�ક વ્ાાા  ાાઈ  તા  ્હ�ન, 

આપ સવ��ે પ્ામા .ન  .ન ામામ વ વમામ આવ ા  ્હવા�ન આવ ેવે � ેન�ેા તા થઇ વેા ે. �જ  ેતવ� પ્ આમ. ન ેે 

તા થઇ વેા વ વમામ   ે વા� આવવેમ  ાાવેમ પવવ ે ા ેઆયબંીલની ઓળ� - ઈ વાળ સને �મામ િ�િવ��� ે આપ્પ આ 

 ાવ�મપ ઈળજ આવપ �્જ વેા અ� ેઆ વખ �ા દા ા વે -  

માવશેપ મ્પ �ે ન ાાાા ખપમત ાા પ �વા�  

્ા શપમ પ મપ�ા ે� ��હન�  ા્  
 
  ે ત  ે ા-૨૧-૧૦-૨૦૧૨ �િવવા�હ અ�ે ન ન્ વ ત ે  ા- ૩૦-૧૦-૨૦૧૨ � ેમમગળવા�હ  

સવવ  ાિવકન� ેઆઇમ પા�પ ઈળજ અતવા � જ આઇમ પા ક�વા આવવા�ેમ  મે . કામકા.મામ મદદ ક�વા અ� ે પા�્ા� ે

 દવસે પા�્ામ ક�વા આવવા�ેમ દા ા પ �વા�  �ફતપ  ાવ પ�ેમ આમમત્ વે, .��તપ  ્નળજ સમખઇામામ પધા� નતા   

�દવાળ�  
�� ધમવમામ  દવાળજ�ેમ મ્હવ અ�ે ેમ વે, કા�્કહ ચા� ેચનવપસપમામ વેલાા  પતથક� પપ ેમ્ાવપ� ીવામપ�ન િ�વાવ્  દ� અ� ે

૧૪૫૨ ગ્ધ�ન�ા વડા અ�ે પપ ેમ્ાવપ��ા િવ�ઇ, િવવેક અ� ેિવદા� ેવા ાાડજાા િ િઇ ્ ેે ગુ મ�ે કહવળ વા� પાા  

ત�ેમ  ે  દવસ ��ેમ વ વા આ  મ� ે દવસ શાવક શાિવકાઈ આ�ાધ�ા ક�જ�ે આ મ્ા� િવપ નિ ઈ� ે ઇાદ ક�જ  મે�ા ્ે્ ાા 

ગાઇ વે  ન આપ્ે  ધા પ્ ચાાન  ળેા તાે ઈ વાળ સેન �મામ �ઇામ  વઇ ત�ાાઇ વે હઇામ  ા-૧૨-૧૧�ે સનમવા� 

સવા�હ દ વ�, ન નથ અ�ે ી�ાત ન નથ  ્ાવણેમ અ�ે પપ�ેે �ેમદ� ુગપ ચડાવણેમા ન�ન �ક�ન વે £૧૫૧ા ે . �જ  ે ા-૧૩-૧૧ 

મમગળવા� સવા�હ દ વ� ન નથ અ�ે ુગપ  ેમ . સામન ૭:૩૦ વાગઇ ેચનપડા ન ન.�  પ��ા ્નામામ ત ેા �નધ: ત્  દવસ 

ુગપ�ન ાા  નમ� ેાવેન ્નઇ   ેઈ ફસમામ �ામ ાખાવવા િવ�મ પા �ક�ન ેક  દવસ�ન £૧૫૧ વેા  

હઇા�  ાદ  ા-૧૪-૧૧�ે �ધેવા� સવા�હ ૬:૩૦ �.�ાાઇ�ેમ ધવા�  દદા �, ન�ન �ક�ન £૨૫૧ �ાખાે વે  ન ન  ાિવકન�ે ાા  

ાેવા�પ  ાવ�ા ્નઇ   ેસમઇસ� �ામ ઈ ફસમામ ાખાવ નતા  

 દવાળજ અ� ે��ેમ વ વ િવક ડહ�મામ ્ના� ે ધા � આવપ  કહ ે ા ેકાઇવક�ને  .વ્પ�ન કાઇવયમ  ા- ૧૭-૧૮ �ા ગન વઇન વે 

 ન .��  ધા  ્નળજ સમખઇામામ પધા� નત અ� ે ાગ ા ેનત ેવપ �ન િવ�મ પ વેા  

કાિત�ક� �નૂમ 

હઇા�  ાદ  ા-૨૮-૧૧ � ે�ધેવા�હ આવે વે કાિ �કજ ન ન�મ, શપ સપસાચાત�પ  ાવ ઇાતા, પટ�ા દ વ�, આ  દવસ ��ન મા હ 

મ્હવ�ન વેા ્ ેે  ગવમ ન  ા� મામ ન .ગઇાે ચાવમેાવસ�પ આ�ાધ�ા ક� ા ્નઇ   ે્વે િવ્ા� ક�જ� ે પથ ીતળે થઇ વે 

અ� ેાગ ગ ાનકન િસસાચા�પ થતા ક�વા પ્ાડ  પ� પ્ આ  દવસતપ .વા�ેમ   ે ક�હ વેા  આ કાિ �કજ ન�ેમ�ે  દવસ ે

 ગવા� શપ ી  દહવ�ા પુતન �ાિવડ અ�ે વા �ખપાત ૧૦ ક�નડ ��ેપઈ સાતે મનક ેગઇા વેા  

ચાાન આપ્ ે ધા  ળેા મળજ  ાવ ઇાતા ક�જેા આ  દવસ�પ સાધિમ�ક   ભ �ન ાા  ા�ેા� દા ા વે, શપમ પ ા નદ�ા �ે 

�મે  ાા પ �વા�,   ન  ધા  ાિવકન  ્નળજ સમખઇામામ પધા� નત ેવપ દા ા પ �વા��પ �દઇ�પ  ાવ�ા વેા ીતળ: 

ઈ વાા સને �ા 

�ાા � ેપાા �ે ા�મ્ ાા�ા પ્ામ ીવપકા�.નત 
 



 

�્ ેહ અ� ૃ વસે, ાબધપ  ્ા  મડા�, 

શપ ્ ેે ગુ મ સમ�જે મ� વામિવ  ફળ દા ા�ા 
 

સા�ને �� સમા. �દવાળ� પવર  ા મા હ  .વ ેવે?  આપ્ામ પ�મ �ૃપા� પ�માહમા પપ ેમ્ાવપ� ીવામપ  દવાળજ�ા  દવસ ે

િ�વાવ્ પાાઇા અ�ે  પન  દવસે  � તવેમ ��ેમ વ વ કા� ક �દે ેકમ�ા શપ ્ ેે ગુ મ ીવામપ�ે કહવળ વા� ત�ેમા  ન ચાાન 

આપ્ ે ધા આન ્ ેે ગુ મીવામપ�ા ્ે્ ન�પ ગ �મા વામચપેા 

 
પપ ેમ્ાવપ��પ સાતે  ેમ�ેમ પતમ િમા� ત�ેમ હઇા�હ  ઈે  ાવ� વ વ�ા ્ ાા આવઇા ્ ા પપ ેમ્ાવપ��ે ્�ાવવા પ�મવ ે

પપ ેમ્ાવપ��પ વા્પ,  ેમ�ેમ  ે., ઈ.સ અ� ેક ે્ા  મે . વાહસલઇ�ા વા �મામ  ઈે ત્ ેમ્ા� િવદા�  ાાઈ ાન�પ નિ  

(ગુ મીવામપી, અગ�પપિે  અ� ેવા�પે નિ ,  પથ ૮ ગ્ધ� અ� ેઆ  ધા�ા િ િઇન આમ  ન ા ૪૪૧૧ ન ાા નણેઇાહમાઈ 

મ્ાવપ�મઇ  નઇા, આ દ �ા થ્ ેચમહકા��પ ગ્ાઇા અ� ેખાસ ક�જ� ેગુ મીવામપ  ન �ા�ા  ાળક ્નઇ  મે  �્ ે�્જ� ે

ચા� ેચનવપ પ�ા ૧૪૫૨ ગ્ધ�નમા �ખેઇ ગ્ધ��ેમ મા� ખા જ ગઇાા  મે�ામામ �્હાા ્ે્ ન અ� ેાબધપ� ે�� સમા.  ાવતપ 

� -મી કહ વમદ� ક�હ વેા  

 
કામધ�ે ેમ, કલપ  ે અ� ે�ચચ ામ્પ આ ત્ ેદજવઇ ાઈ  મે�ા �ામ સાતે વ્ાઇેાપ વેા િવ�ઇ, િવવકે અ� ેવઇૈાવચચ�પ � નિ � 

ે ા ેશપ ગુ મીવામપા પ�માહમા�ા પતમ ગ્ધ� ્ ા, સમન ન્ વ ધવાવ ામગપ�ા પ્ે ા ્ ા, િવ�પ   ાળક�પ નમ પપ�ેપ 

આવામામ �્હ ાા આવન પ�ૃિ  િવ�ઇ, આવપ અ�નઇ સમિપ�  ા�ન � ેગ ઇનગ નમ�ામામ સધાઇન ્નઇ  ેમ�પ ્ે્  ગ�જમા� ે

કન્ ુ પ  કહ? ્�ે િવ ે મામ  ઈે અ.નડ ાબધપધા�જ ્ ાા  ઈે ન� ે�.ન્�્ (દજકાી આપ ે ે� ેઅવ ઇ કહવળવા� તાઇા 

અનઇ કના  પતથક� કહ ગ્ધ�ન� ેઆવપ મ્ા ાલબધ મળજ ્નઇ  મે  ન�ેમ �તપા  ઈેે ૫૦,૦૦૦ વઇ ભ � ેદજકા આપપ અ� ે

દ�હક� ેકહવળવા� ત�ેમ ્વ ેમા .્ ેે ક� ા િ િઇ સવાઇા. ્નવા વ ામ અહઇમ  િવ�ઇ પા અ�ે િવવકેજ ્ ા અ�ે કાઇમ  ગવા� 

પાસ ે�ા�ા  ાળક  �પ  ગવા��પ આવામામ . � ાા  

 
ગુ મીવામપમામ નવપ ાબધપઈ ્ પ  ેવા . અદપ ે ્ે્ ન ્ ાા  ગવા� મ્ાવપ� પહઇે  મે� ેઅ�નઇ   ભ ,  ેમ�પ આવા�ેમ 

અનવૃ આ�ાધ�ા પન ે મ્ા િવદા� પમ ડ  ્ ા, વા��ા  મડા� ્નવા વ ામ પપ ેમ્ાવપ�� ે ધા�પ વચચે અ�ેક પકન ન નવ ા કહ 

 દમ  આ વા  આમ વે  ન ે�ન અતવ મ�ે ક્ના કા�્કહ .ન  ગવા� સ ા�પ �દ� (સમવસ�્મામી  સેપ� ે.વા  આપ ે ન 

આમ .� ા પ્ થ્પ  કહ અ�ે પપ ેમ્ાવપ� પ્ ણ ે . ાાડતપ ગનઇમ ક્જ�ે સમ નધપ સવાા .વા  આપ ા કહ ગનઇમ 

આમ ્નઇા ખ�હખ� આવપ ાાગ્પ, આવા પમે િવ  ેવામચપ  ્�ે મ આ�મ દ   �ે વે અ�ે અચા�ક આવા મ્ાન ેે ન� ેવમદ� તા 

થઇ વેા  

 
ેક � ્ પ્ વતપસ ્થ� સવાા અ�ે .વા તપ આણેમ  ગવ પ �તે �ામ�ેમ આગમ �ચા�ેમ વેા અ� ેઆ આગમ ાખા�ેમ હઇા�હ 

મામડવગઢ�ા �્હવાસપ સમગામ સન�પે ેક ેક સવાા-.વા  પ� સન�ા મ્ન� �કેજ� ેન નથ ક�જ અ� ેઆગમ�ેમ  �ેમા� ક�ેથા 

 ેમ�ા પ �વા�મામતપ  ન ા ૬૩૦૦૦ સન�ા મ્ન�ન �કેા્પ ્ પ અ� ેઆ સન�ામ્ન� ઈગાળજ� ે �ેપ સા્જતપ �વે્વ અક�હ 

આગમન ાખાઇાા વા્ પપ ેવા્, કહવપ  �ા્ા�જ વે આ  ાસ��પ, ન�ા ્ે્ ન િવ ે ણેમ ાખ�ેમ અ� ેણેમ વનડજ દહ� ે મ   ેપક વેા  

 
ચનપડા ન ન.�મામ પ્ આપ્ ેાખપે વજે કહ ગુ મીવામપ�પ ાલબધ ્ન.ના ાલબધ કહવપ ્ પ, થ્ન વન? ેક વા� અિ ાપદ 

 પતવ�પ  ળે જે �ા�ા પાતમામ ખપ� ાાવપ અ�ે (�્ ેહ અ� ૃ વસેી �્ ેન પાતમામ �ાખપ� ે ૧૫૦૦  ાપસ�ે પે   �જ� ે

ખપ�તપ પા��ેમ ક�ાવ�ેમ ્વ ેમ, ાલબધ�ા પ ાવાે આ ાલબધ કહમ મળજ ્ પ,  ેમ�ામામ �્હાા ્ે્ નતપા આવન ેક પ્ ્ે્  



આપ્ામામ વે  ન � ્ પ્ આવપ થઇ  ન  ેડન પા� તા થઇ મા હ સાચા �દઇતપ આવા ્ે્ પ.�ન�પ પાતવ�ા ક�જેા આપ્ામ 

મા હ  ેમ�પ િવ�ન ા, તવાસા,  પ,  ે. અ�ે   ભ  નવા ્ે્ ન દ્ા પે�ક વેા  

 
સવવ  ીતિ મા પસપ,  હ�કે વ ામ ધપ�-ગમ પ� ેવા ગુ મીવામપ ્ ાા સાદાા, સમઇમ, સદવ વ� અ�ે  પા  મે�ે .નમતપ 

વ�હાા ્ ાા  મે .  ઈે ��ેસમામ મેદાવપ ્ ાા �ા�ા મન ા સુ�પ સાત ે મે�ન વઇવ્ા� વાહસલઇન ન્ વ ્ ના ે ા ે. ક્હવાઇ 

વે કહ  ેમ�ા વાહસલઇ�ેમ ���ેમ ે�ેમ વ્હવ ે મ કહ  નગપ, �નગપ, કનમળ કહ ક ્ પ�ૃિ �ા તવન વૈ�ાગઇ�ા હઇાગ માગવમામ સ�ળ ાતપ 

પવ ે ક� ાા  મે�પ ્ા.�જ દ�હક� ે�વેાિસ  નિેપ�પ નમ આ�મદ આપ પા પપ�ેા  ાસ��ા સાચા પ ાવક  ઈે ્ ા અ� ે

�્હ ,ે મા હ  મે�ે ત ા વમદ� પમા્ વે, ઇનગઇ વે અ� ેચમદ�તપ પ્  પ ળ વેા આ વે મ્ા� આહમા શપ ગુ મીવામપ�ા 

્ે્ ન�પ તનડજક ગ �માા વધા�હ ાખવા�પ, સામ ળવા�પ અ�ે પચાવવા�પ આપ્ામ નવા પામ� મા�વપ�પ   ભ  �તપા  
 

સમકા�: � ેપાા �ે ા�મ્ ાા  ા્  

 

Ayambil 
 
Navapad Oli starts on 21/10/12 and ends on 30/10/12. 
Navapad Oli comes twice a year between the months of 
March/April and October/November. Devotees observe Ayambil 
tap during the nine days of Navapad Oli. Nava means nine in 
Sanskrit and Prakrit languages and Pada means post which 
means nine supreme posts of the universe.These nine are 
Arihant, Siddha, Acharya, Upadhyaya, Sadhu, Samyag 
Darshan, Samyag Jnyan, Samyag Charitra and Samyag Tapa. 

This is the 52nd Ayambil Oli at Oshwal Centre Potters Bar. The 
family of Maniben Jethalal Kimjibhai is the sponsor for the 
Ayambil Haste Meenaben Narendra Shah. All devotees are 
welcomed to take part in the Ayambil. 

 

Diwali 
 
Diwali has a very special significance in Jainism. On this day 
Lord Mahavir the last Tirthankara of the present era attained 
Nirvana at Pavapuri and became a Siddha. The following day 
which is the New Year Gautam Swami who was the 1st Gandar 
of Mahavir Bhagwan attained Kewal Gyan. 
During the 3 days 12th, 13th and 14th November there will be 
Darshan, Pooja, Snatra Pooja and Angi. Anyone wishing to take 
part in the Angi please let the office know. The nakro for the 
Angi is £151.00. On Tuesday 13th November there will be a 
Chopda Poojan will take place at 7.30pm for which the nakro is 
£15.25. 
For further information and to register please contact: 
Admin office @ Oshwal centre Tel: 01707 643 838. 
Post your form or fax on 01707 644562 
or email admin@oshwal.org  
or any other queries call Aswin Shah evenings only on: 
0777 577 0780 or aswinshah@hotmail.com. 
On the 14th November which is New Year’s Day. The opening 
of the Jinalay Door will take place at 6.30am for which the nakro 
is £251.00. Anyone who wishes to take part please let the office 
know. 

Diwali and New Year’s fall in the weekday so we have also got a 
programme on Sunday 17th November at Oshwal Centre so 
please participate. 

 
 

Kartik Poonam – Pat Darshan 
 

The significance of Kartik Poonam 
 
Kartik Poonam night is considered as the brightest full moon 
night in the whole year as the rainy season is supposed to end 
and the night sky is all clear.  
Bhagwants, Sadhu’s, Sadhviji’s stay at one place and do not 
travel for four months which start on Ashadh Sud Chatrdashi 
and ends on Kartik Poonam. Their Vihar will start and move 
from town to town to reveal the truth of Religion. Ahimsa and 
compassion. 

We will do a Bhav Yatra of Siddhachal and Pat Darshan on this 
day. The sponsor for this programme is Indiraben Rameshbhai 
and family. The family would like to invite all the devotees to the 
programme. 

 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of the Religious Committee, 
Varsha Dilip Shah 
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Article by, Varsha Shah 

 
 

f education is seen as a shining beacon of light, the metaphor 
certainly held true on Sunday 20 August at Oshwal Centre. 
The sun blazed down on hundreds of people gathered 

together for the Enabling Education Fair, the aim of which was 
two-fold: to educate and inspire all to achieve their highest 
potential and to raise awareness about a range of disability 
issues so that people of all abilities could seek out and access 
educational opportunities. It set up a range of questions - what 
does education mean to Oshwals? What are the best methods 
to educate? How can everyone access it? And then set out to 
answer them.  
 

“To begin at the beginning”  
Education means learning about and from the past, and the 
Gujarati village, set up by a team of volunteers at the Fair, 
allowed people to do just that through a sensory experience that 
involved a recreation of the sounds of laughter and clatter; the 
sights of carpentry tools, paintings, pottery, grinding stones, 
schools, musical instruments, medicine; and the smell of freshly 
made cornets of nuts, khichri, and rotla; that formed part of 
village life for the ancestors of Oshwals.  “It is really nice,” said 
Diptee Kimasia and her son Nishil surveying the scene.  
The village was not just composed of still scenes. Purna Shah 
balancing vessels on her head showed the swaying dance that 
women would do when collecting water from the well. A garba 
dance was also done - to the delight of visitors. Kids who had 
come to the fair and had their hands adorned with hena 
patterns, brought music to the mix as they hit thubla and chimed 
bells.  
Mayuri Shah was showing the recreated village to her daughter 
Poonam and described her own experiences at a village that 
she had visited some years back with her mother in India “we 
saw buffalo, and ate fresh gingra, and saw chillies drying in the 
sun. This is bringing it all back.”  
 

Methods of Education 
From the past to the present, and a variety of stalls were set up 
to assist visitors looking at different aspects of education in 
England and abroad.  
Heena Pravin Shah, an HR Professional, who was giving one-
to-one advice on CVs, advised people to tailor their CVs to both 
the job and the level of job that they were applying for: “CVs 
should be short and sweet, they are a selling tool, and should 
include a personal profile, key achievements, work history, 
education, and hobbies and leisure interests.”  Hema Shah, a 

radiotherapist, warned that it was important when looking for a 
job that people, “follow their own passion, do what they enjoy, 
what they are interested in – if people are not interested, you 
can tell, they don’t perform well.” 
Ben Butters from the University of Hertfordshire, and Tom 
Pearson from Imperial College London, advised University 
students to do work placements in the holidays to get 
experience, improve their job prospects and, in some cases, get 
sponsorship. Ben added that he would advise students, “to 
make sure they do very well in their 1st year,” as this could be 
important in getting these work placements.  
Ajay Gudka talked about the charity BEHT, “the thought behind 
it was how can we help people in poverty? The only answer, 
education.” Harsha and Ketan Shah talked about the student 
and parent experience, emphasizing that in terms of education: 
“there is not one route for everyone, it is important to see what 
is right for the child.”  

 
 

Talks and Debates 
Visitors had access to a number of talks on various aspects of 
Education. One of the talks was given by Leena Hurloll, Head of 
Education Law at Moore Blatch Solicitors, on how to ensure that 
if a child has special education needs, these are addressed so 
that he or she is able to access learning and education (for 
example through the mechanisms of additional support in class 
or through a statutory assessment process that leads to a 
Statement of Special Education Needs).   
One of the highlights of the day was a fiercely argued debate on 
whether state education is better for children than private 
education. Convincing arguments were raised by both sides – 
the cost of private education vs the smaller class sizes, the 
results on league tables vs the self confidence that going to a 

I 



private school may give, the achievements of those from non-
private school vs the achievements of those from private 
schools. In the end the winning team, by a narrow margin, was 
that arguing that state education is better - but it seemed likely 
that this was a debate that would continue in homes and in the 
Oshwal community well after the vote.  

 
 

Score 
Wheelchair basketball. The rules were simple: two teams, each 
aiming to get more goals than the other. Players adapted 
quickly to both the wheel chairs and the rules (on receipt of a 
ball a player could only turn the wheels twice and then had to 
pass or bounce the ball).  The ensuing games were 
accompanied by Mexican waves, cheering and shouts from the 
crowd.  Players twisted and spun, tackled each other, bounced 
and passed the balls - all with one aim: to get them into the 
baskets. “It was fun,” said Archana Shah, “a good experience,” 
added Khilan Khimasia, as they came off the court.  

 

And next? 
The Enabling Education Fair ended with a number of questions 
answered, but many new ones raised: is the reason for 
education just to obtain high-paying jobs, or is it for something 
more? What does success mean? In the current economic 
climate, how can Oshwals help each other to overcome the 
barriers to education and employment?  
The Fair showed that Oshwals care deeply about education – 
both access to education and methods of education. It will be 
interesting to see how the next challenge, “what should that 
education be used for?” is faced. 
 
 
 
 

About the Oshwal Enabling Education Fair  
The Fair explored two key themes – Education and Disability 
and aimed to educate and inspire all to achieve their highest 
potential as well as to raise awareness about a range of 
disability issues to inspire people of all abilities to seek out 
education opportunities. 

Talks & Debates 
The following talks took place at the Fair: 

· Getting into University: An Overview – by Michael Husband 
· Pathways through Education in Medicine, Dentistry and 

Pharmacy – by Upen Patel and Prof. Soraya Dhillon 
· Getting into Medical Schools – by, Priya Shah and Punam 

Shah 
· National Specialist Colleges – by, Anne Price 
· Technology Demonstration – by, Jackie Harber 
· Studying at University with Disabilities – by, Carolyn Hunt 
· Parents’ role in school governance – by, Meena Modi 
· Funding your Child's Education – by, Neville Pereira 
· National Career Services – by, Angus Laing 
· Education Law – by, Leena Hurloll 
· “If ignorance is bliss, then knowledge is ecstasy: The value 

of a good education stretches far beyond its utility in 
providing a source of income” – by, Deepak Shah 

· Supportive Parenting to aid learning and development – by, 
Roshni Shah 

· Coping with Dementia – by, Hansaben Shah 
· Sensory Activation Solutions – by, Steven Michaelis 
· Respite Care – by, Mahilesh & Raxa Shah 
· Eat, Breathe and Love – by, Dr. Komal Shah 
· A Career in Teaching – by, Dharmini Shah 
 

You can download the presentation slides from these talks 
from the Oshwal Website: www.oshwal.co.uk/talks-debates 
 

Practical Sessions 
The following practical sessions took place at the Fair: 

· First Aid Demonstration given by members from St. John's 
Ambulance 

· Debate : State vs. Private Education hosted by Kirit Modi 
· One-to-One Interviews with CV reviews and Mock Medical 

Interviews 
 

Stalls & Zones 
The following stalls exhibited at the Fair: 

· Acacia Homecare 
· Aloe Vera 
· Bank of Baroda 
· BHET 
· Explore Learning 
· Hertfordshire Link 
· Iansyst 
· Imperial College London 
· Kidney Research UK 
· King's College London 
· Leena Hurloll 
· Maths & Physics Tutor 
· Mathscool 

· Merchant Taylor's School 
· National Career Services 

(LearnDirect) 
· National Specialist 

Colleges 
· Oshwal Business & 

Professional Network 
· PricewaterhouseCoopers 
· Reach-to-Teach 
· Sensory Activation 

Solutions 
· Sigma 
· Squire Computers 
· University of Herts. 

Check out the photos, videos and presentations from the 
Fair on the Oshwal Website: 
www.oshwal.co.uk/enabling-education  



 

GUJARATI VILLAGE   ―  �જુરાતી ગામ�ુ ં

Article by, Mradula Shah (Education Chairlady) –  ��ુૃલા શાહ [િશક્ ણ અક્ 

All of our forefathers originated from a group of 52 villages (Bavan Gaam), near Jamnagar in India. 
The Oshwal Enabling Fair was the ideal opportunity to recreate a model of a typical Gujarati Village, in order to help people, 
especially children to learn about some of our history and culture. 
All the areas were invited to participate in the project, and each was given the task of representing different aspects of village life. 
A tour of our village would have started with a visit to a temple, which would have been central to the life of the village. 

આપ્ા સૌના િપ�ઓૃ, �મનગરની બા�ુમા ંઆવેલા ંબાવન ગામના �ૂથમાથંી આવઅા હતાા 

‘ઓશવાળ એને�બલલગ  ફર’એ ણમને એક �ુદંર મોકો આપઅો હતો, �મા ંએક મોડફલ લાક્્ક �જુરાતી ગામડાની ર ના 

કર�ને લોકોને ણને ખાસ તો બાળકોને આપ્ા ંઈિતહાસ ણને સસં્ૃિત શીખવામા ંમદદ કર� શકાઅ તેમ હ� ુ.ં  

દરફક પરાનેં ભાગ લેવા માટફ આમતં્ આપવામા ંઆવઆુ ંહ� ુ,ં ણને દરફકને �જુરાતી 

ગામાવનના �ુદા �ુદા પાસાને ર�ૂ કરવાની જવાબદાર� આપવામા ંઆવી હતીા  

આપ્ા આ ગામની �રૂ, ગામના ાવન�ુ ં� ્બ��ુ છે તે મ�ંદરના દશરનથી શશ થતી હતીા 

         
 
A typical home was recreated by the North East area, in which they had on display utensils in the kitchen 
and ladies making khichadi rotla on fire. There were also ladies doing traditional embroidery (Rabari 
Bharatkaam) and mehendi art work. 
નોથર ઈસટ િવભાગે એક લાક્્ક �રની ર ના કર� હતી, �મા ંતેમ્ે રસોડામા ંવાસ્ો�ુ ંપદશરન કઆુક હ� ુ ંણને તેમા ં

�ીઓ �લૂા પર ખી ડ� રોટલા બનાવી રહ� હતીા બીા બહફનો રબાર� ભરતકામ ણને મેહદં� કળા�ુ ંપદશરન કર� રહ� 

હતીા 

 

The North West Area created a lively and entertaining scene of village life 
with people gossiping around the well with a traditionally dressed “panihaari” 
distributing water round the village. 
નોથર વેસટ િવભાગે, પરંપરાગત પોશાકમા ં સજજ થઅેલી ણને ગામના ્વૂાની 

આસપાસ વાતોના વડા બનાવતી પિનહાર�ઓ ગામમા ં પા્ી વહ� તી હોઅ, એવા 

ગામાવનના પ્િૃૃમઅ ણને મનોરંજક માહોલની ર ના કર� હતી. 
 
Each village would have had a council known as a 
Panchayat who would have had settled disputes that 
arose in the community.  The East area created quite an 
attraction in performing five short dramas solving typical 
problems whilst dressed in Kathiavadi attire. 

સમાજમા ંઉદભવતા ા�ડાઓના ઉકફલ શોશવા માટફ 

દરફક ગામમા ં પ ંાઅત બેસતીા ઈસટ િવભાગના 

સભઅોએ કા��અાવાડ� પોશાક પહફર�ને, �સુીબતોને 

ઉકફલવા માટફ, પા ં નાના નાના નાટકો ર�ૂ કર�ને 

�બૂ આકષર્ પેદા કઆુક હ� ુાં  
 

 



   

 

 

Farming would have been the major source of income for most villagers, but there would 
have been other professions in the village to fulfil the needs of the people. 
The West area had a display showing the wares of carpenters and blacksmiths. Luton area 
had created a scene of a working tailors shop with ladies stitching blouses and shoemakers 
with men repairing and polishing sandals. The Wednesday Club had put on a pottery 
display with interactive painting for children. 

મોટા ભાગના ગામજનો માટફ ખેતી એ ��ુઅ વઅવસાઅ રહફતો, તેમ છતા ં ગામના 

લોકોની જશ�રઅાતો �રૂ� પાડવા માટફ ગામમા ંબી� કાર�ગરો પ્ તેમનો કામશશંો 

કરતાા  

વેસટ િવભાગે �થુાર ણને  હુારના ઓ�રો�ુ ંપદશરન કઆુક હ� ુાં  

 ટુન િવભાગે દરાની �ુકાનની ર ના કર� હતી �મા ં બહફનો કબ� સીવી રહ� 

હતી, ણને મો ીની �ુકાનમા ંમો ીભાઈ  પંલ સીવી રહા હતા ણને તેને પાલીસથી 

 મકાવી રહા હતાા 

વેનસડફ  લબે ્ંુભાર�કામ�ુ ંપદશરન કઆુક હ� ુ ંણને તેમા ંબાળકો માટ�ના વાસ્ોમા ં

રંગ �રૂવા આવતા હતાા  
 

The North Area Sakhi Mandal Ladies created a village grocery shop and 
had all the rations and spices(Karayana) on display in handmade jute bags. 
Of course there would have also been a school, which was created by the 
North area who had teachers with children sitting on the floor and writing on 
slate boards. 
નોથર િવભાગના સખી મડંળે ગામડાની ક�રઅા્ાની �ુકાનની ર ના કર� હતી ણને 

હાથેથી બનાવેલી શ્ની �ુ્ ીઓમા ંબશા જ રાશન ણને મર�મસાલા�ુ ંપદશરન કઆુક 

હ� ુાં ણને ગામની િનશાળ તો હોઅ જ ને? નોથર િવભાગે નીશાળની ર ના કર� હતી 

ણને તેમા ંિશકકો જમીન પર બેસીને બાળકોને સલેટની પાટ� પર શીખવી રહા હતાા 

 

 

At the end of the tour visitors would have seen a map of the 52 villages 
showing the distance from one village to other produced by Sudhirbhai. 
�રૂની �તે �લુાકાતીઓ �શુીરભાઈએ તૈઅાર કરફલો બાવન ગામનો ન શો જોઈ 

શકતા, �મા ંએક ગામથી બી� ગામ �શુી�ુ ં�તર પ્ બતાવવામા ંઆવઆુ ંહ� ુાં   

 
Last but not least there was a cart with real bullocks providing rides around the Oshwal Centre. 

છેલલે, પ્ જરાઅ ઊતર�ુ ંનહ�, એ્ુ ંએક ગા�ું પ્ હ� ુ ં�મા ંસા ા બળદો ઓશવાળ સેનટરની સહફલ કરાવતા હતા.  

             
 
There are too many people to mention everybody personally, but I would like to thank all the volunteers for their time, effort and 
enthusiasm in making this project such a resounding success. 

�્ા બશા લોકોએ આ કામમા ંસાથ આપઅો હતો ણને દરફક�ુ ંનામ આપ્ુ ંશ� નથી, પ્ �ુ ંબશા જ સવઅસેંવકોનો 

આભાર મા�ુ ં�ં કફ તેમના સમઅ, ઉતસાહ ણને તેમની મહફનતને કાર્ે આ પો� ટ આટલો સ ળતા પાાઅોા 



 

  
Oshwal Enterprise 
Programme 2012 

Kenya 
 

 

Happiness does not come from doing easy work but from the afterglow of 
satisfaction that comes after the achievement of a difficult task that demanded our 
best.  

- Theodore Isaac Rubin 

 
 
As our group sat in the departure lounge of Kenya 
Airways at Heathrow Airport on 6th July, we 
discussed what we were going to do to make our trip 
as productive as possible. We were all uncertain of 
what to expect. What were the industries going to be 
like? What was the accommodation going to be like?  

After an 8 hour flight we arrived at Jomo Kenyatta 
International Airport at approximately 6.45am local 
time where we were greeted by Jinit and Jay- 
members of the Economic Council of Oshwals 
(ECO). We were taken to Oshwal Boarding, where 
we were talked through the itinerary for the week 
and many of our questions were answered. After a 
chance to freshen up, we set off for our first industry 
of the trip - Acme Containers - a plastics 
manufacturing company. Here, we were given an 
insight into how the industry began and the various 
different processes involved in manufacturing 
plastics such as injection-molding and were given 
demonstrations of how each product is tested 
thoroughly before being given the go ahead to be 
distributed into the market.  

Upon completing our tour of the factory, we were 
taken to the Nakumatt in Village Market, where we 
were pointed out various different products which 
had been manufactured by an Oshwal Member. It 
was surprising to see the wide range of products 
available. One point which was made very clear to 
us was the importance of keeping up with the 
constantly changing market, and targeting a 
particular market.  

The next day we were lucky to get a taste of the 
Nairobi wildlife before the busy week ahead of us. 

We set off very early in the morning for our first stop: 
a game drive at Nairobi National Park. After 
completing the drive we set off toward Dephne 
(David) Sheldrick- the elephant orphanage, where 
we saw the elephants being fed. Our final visit of the 
day was the Giraffe Centre, where we had the 
chance to feed the giraffes.  

Later in the evening, we attended a welcome dinner 
at the Oshwal Academy Nairobi, where we had the 
opportunity to introduce ourselves to each of the 
directors and owners of the businesses we were due 
to visit. 

On Monday morning, we set off towards Kapa Oil 
Refineries, where we were taken on a tour around 
their Mombasa road factory. We were guided 
through all the various factories, and saw processes 
such as the purification of oil, and the by-products 
which were produced as a result. We saw how these 
by-products were then used to produce products 
such as bars of soap and washing powder. This way 
everything is recycled and waste is kept to a 
minimum. Various cooking oils, soaps and 
detergents are only a few products they produce. 
Mabati Rolling Mills (MRM) was the next industry we 
visited. Here, we had the opportunity to listen to and 
ask questions to Kaushik Shah, CEO of MRM. We 
all found the talk very fascinating and learnt about 
the background, foundations and future thoughts 
behind the very successful business. Sanpac Ltd, a 
plastic packaging company, was the final visit of the 
day. We were shown the various different types of 
machinery being used and were shown prototypes 
of existing packaging.  



During the evening, we took part in a business game 
at the Oshwal Boarding run by Dr. Mittal, Principal of 
Oshwal College. The game was interesting and very 
enjoyable; it put to use our negotiation skills in 
buying and selling as well as showing off our 
creativity. 

Tuesday began with a visit to Chandaria Industries, 
primarily manufacturing paper/tissue based 
products. Next, we visited Kenafric Inductries, 
famous for its confectionary and now producing 
stationary and footwear too.  

In the evening we took part in a football match with 
the local Oshwals. It was a great way of team-
building, and we also got a chance to wind down 
after a busy day. 

On Wednesday morning, we left for Furniture 
International, where we saw the wide range of 
furniture being produced. The high standards of 
quality and precision were clear; each piece of 
furniture had been designed for a particular purpose. 
Soon after, we set off for Deepa Industries, famous 
for its chevdo amongst all its other products such as 
its wide range of spices branded under the name of 
‘Tropical Heat’. Polyflex, was the next industry we 
visited – another plastic manufacturing industry. 
ROK Industries, a candle making factory, was the 
final visit of the day. Being a fairly new business, we 
were able to question the difficulties and hurdles 
faced when initially starting the business. This was 
very interesting, as we heard how they planned to 
develop their business in the future. We spent the 
evening at leisure eating out in Art Caffe in 
Westgate – a definite favourite for us all.  

On Thursday, we headed for Jetlak Industries- 
manufacturers of various juices and peanut butter, in 
Ruiru. Later, we left for Visa Oshwal Mahajanwadi in 
Thika. Here we had a chance to admire the beautiful 
Jain Derasar from both the outside and inside. We 
then set off for Broadway bakery, where we were 
shown the manufacturing process of bread – we 
were even able to taste some which had been 
freshly made...it was delicious! Our final stop of the 
day was at Thika Cloth Mills, where we given a tour 
of the factory and shown the different processes 
involved in cloth-making.   

Being one of the final nights at boarding, we decided 
that we wanted to taste some of the local cuisine. 
The chefs at Oshwal Boarding kindly made Spinach 
and Oogali for us, which to some of us was a bit like 
marmite – we either liked it or we didn’t!  

On Friday morning, we departed for Nakuru. On 
arriving at Nakuru wey visited the Rose farm, 
followed by the Spin Knit factory, and lastly the 

animal feeds factory. In the evening, we went to the 
Oshwal Mahajanwadi, where we were introduced to 
the Oshwal community of Nakuru. We stayed 
overnight in Nakuru. 

On the penultimate day of our trip, once we had 
arrived back in Nairobi, we had the opportunity to 
visit the local market and purchase some curios. 

For the six due to return home, most of Sunday was 
spent packing in preparation for their return flights 
later that evening. The four of us, who had extended 
our stay, remained back in Nairobi. We enjoyed a 
final meal together at a local restaurant before 
parting ways. 

  

A few notes from us:  
"This trip has definitely been an eye-opener to the 
world of business. I found it particularly inspirational, 
and am very thankful to have had this opportunity to 
see in action the way in which industries operate in 
Kenya. Observing the various different processes 
involved in each of the manufacturing industries was 
truly fascinating- the uniqueness of each product 
was simply captivating. I was pleasantly surprised at 
how far the economy has developed in Kenya over 
the years and how so many members of our Oshwal 
community have set-up and are running successful 
businesses. One aspect which has really stood out 
amongst all the businesses which we visited, and I 
feel has added to their success, is their future 
planning and positive approach towards their 
business. The emphasis on ‘quality’ as opposed to 
‘quantity’ was clear. I found our visit to ‘Deepa 
Industries’ in particular, to be most interesting. Their 
high standard of quality control was impressive, and 
the reason behind their success was evident. The 
knowledge I have gained from this experience has 
been invaluable and has opened me up to the 
increasingly attractive possibility of starting my own 
business. This entrepreneurial trip has proven to be 
just as fruitful as I had anticipated and I would 
strongly recommend other students who are either 
interested in business or maybe wish to start their 
own business in the future, to apply for a place on 
the trip next year!" - Aarti Rumeet Shah 
 

“One of the key messages taken away from the trip 
was the fact that modern management techniques 
are being deployed with great effect in Kenya. 
Kenafric certainly stood out as a business fully 
immersed in delivering Kaizen. Branding expertise is 
something that is also not a uniquely western 
phenomenon, as evidenced by the success of 



“Tropical Heat”. Arguably the highlight of the trip was 
the chance to meet Kaushik Shah, CEO of Mabati 
Rolling Mills who elaborated on the central conflict 
that faced many of us: that between 
entrepreneurialism and managerialism. His advice 
was invaluable in crystalizing the thought that the 2 
require remarkably different skill-sets and that while 
young there does remain a real choice between 
these paths. All in all, the trip provided a fantastic 
insight into how businesses can operate 
successfully in challenging environments and many 
of the insights gained are applicable not just to 
Kenya but, arguably, the world over.” – Parin 
Bhupes Shah 
 

“If I had to describe the Kenya Enterprise trip in 
three words they would be: fun, eye-opening and 
inspirational. Despite there being only two females 
amongst the eight male, we all instantly bonded and 
became friends. As a group, we visited many 
different industries which taught and exposed us to 
different situations. As well as meeting new people 
and visiting different places, we also had the 
opportunity to explore Kenya and enjoy the Kenyan 
nightlife. From the industries we visited, one 
particular word that stuck out was 'kaizen' - meaning 
"continuous improvement" in Japanese. This 
philosophy, famously used by Toyota, was adopted 
in nearly all the businesses we visited in Kenya 
where people at all levels of the organisation were 
aware of kaizen, from the CEO down to the factory 
workers. It was truly incredible to witness and meet 
some of the successful Oshwal's in Kenya. had our 
own personal driver Peter, who took us everywhere 
and made the trip entertaining. From driving us to 
the industries, to a football match-where we played 
against fellow Oshwal members, to picking the 
group up at 4am after a night in town we definitely 
won't forget Peter and the impact he made on us. 
The experience I gained from the Kenya enterprise 
trip was amazing. I learnt that there is little chance of 
success in business without a well thought-out 

(VISION) and executed strategy. Plan, Deliver, And 
Succeed.” - Priya Rajesh Shah 

 

 “As the attention shifts from developed to 
developing economies, and as Africa’s impact on 
the global economy begins to unfold, several 
entrepreneurs, including those within the 
manufacturing industry are looking to move 
operations to Africa in search for cheaper labour and 
new target markets. 

Within East Africa, Kenya is a prime example; with 
its government investing several billions of dollars 
into its infrastructure along with its recently reformed 
constitution has made it a hotspot for potential 
investors, including entrepreneurs within the 
manufacturing industry.  

The Oshwal Enterprise programme will provide the 
perfect platform for those interested in gaining an 
insight into Kenya’s manufacturing industry and its 
diverse product portfolio. What’s interesting is that in 
a country where basic utilities such as electricity and 
water cannot be taken for granted, businesses 
continue to grow exponentially and directors of such 
companies themselves explain their strategies to 
tackle issues such as these. 

Along with the ability to understand the industry is 
the opportunity to network with some of the most 
successful and inspirational entrepreneurs within 
East Africa and possibly create and develop 
business links.” – Vidyesh Ashok Shah 

 
A special thanks to everyone who helped organise 
this trip: the Oshwal Committee in UK, the ECO in 
Nairobi for accommodating us and making us feel 
welcome, to Peter for everything, and to all the 
industries we visited for making our experience 
memorable! 

 
 

One thing we learnt for sure is: “don't aim for success if you want it; just do what 
you love and believe in and it will come naturally”  

-  David Frost 

Oshwal Enterprise Students 2012 
Aarti Rumeet Shah, Dhruman Piyush Shah, Parin Bhupes Shah, 

Pratik Dhiren Shah, Priya Rajesh Shah, Rahul Jatish Malde, 

Rahul Pradeep Amin, Raj Nalinkumar Shah, Rajan Manoj Shah and Vidyesh Ashok Shah. 



 

  
Education Report 

 
by E.C.Education 

Committee  
 

Asset Exams at Oshwal Centre  
South Area School started entering candidates for Asset examinations offered by the OCR Examination 
Board three years ago. Other area’s schools wished to enter their pupils for these examinations as well, but 
could not find any examination centre that would permit their candidates to take the exams. 

To resolve the issue, the Education Committee approached OCR board and applied for the Oshwal Centre 
to become a registered centre. Our application was approved and we became a Centre for Asset 
examinations in 2012 and were able to enter candidates for these examinations. 

North Area, North East Area and Luton Area participated and about 40 children were able to take the 
examinations in June 2012. Most of our candidates took the exams in all four skills – Listening, Speaking, 
Reading and Writing but a few opted out for the spoken components only.  

We entered our students for the Breakthrough level in which a student can achieve a level 3 as the top level 
and for Preliminary level in which a student can achieve a level 6 as the top level. We hope to enter some 
students for Intermediate in which a Level 9 can be achieved as the top level. 

We are very proud of the outstanding results achieved by our pupils and the names of all those who took the 
exams are as follows: 

 
Khetia: Milan Pradeep Shah: Aayushi Sharma: Vidhisha Haikesh 
Mistry: Dharmesh Pravin Shah: Jinal Anup Shah: Vivek Keval 
Malde: Anjali Vimal Raghvani: Khush Dinesh Patel: Karishma Mayur 
Mistry: Chetna Pravin Shah: Niralee Ashok Malde: Tanay Parul 
Raja: Shivam Bipin Shah: Rahul Khetia: Roshni Pradeep 
Malde: Nikhil Vimal Shah: Ritik Raja: Jai Bipin 
Popatia: Nikita Nalin Chauhan: Karishma Jayesh Patel: Umika 
Ruparel: Krina Sachin Shah: Jasmine Punial Shah: Tanvi Ketan 
Shukla: Aanya Jigneshkumar Tank: Mohit Suresh Patel: Sophia Anya 
Patel: Kishen Shiv Jagatiya: Nikita Bhikhulal Dahya: Roshni Jitendra 
Sheth: Anish Kalpesh Shah: Riya Ashwin Maisuria: Krishna 
Depala: Yashvi Manish Shah: Shaina Retesh Jakharia: Chloe Asha 
Mody: Riya Rahul Mistry: Shayna Jitendra  
 

We would like to extend our thanks to the Oshwal Centre Office staff and committee members for their part 
in the running of the exams. Our special thanks must go to Kusumben Shah who was instrumental in setting 
up the whole process. 

 

Report by, 
E.C. Education Committee 



 

  
Where are we 

now? Where do 
we want to go? 

 
 

Jai Jinendra, 

Michami Dukadam 

The 31st of August was a historical day for OAUK.  As 
you all probably know, we completed the purchase of  
“Oshwal Ekta Centre”.  

The acquisition of this new centre could not have been 
possible without the support of a large number of 
Oshwals who generously donated towards the centre. 
With sums received from two hundred and fifty thousand 
pounds; to ten pounds and eighty pence. Your generosity 
and support is our motivation and a source of pride! 

We have reached the 50% mark and still need the 
remaining 50%!   

I appeal to all Oshwals in the UK to support us and help 
us reach our target. 

We are indebted to the volunteers who have been visiting 
door to door. Some of the experiences are exceptional! 
The warmth and generosity of our Oshwals is inspiring 
and touching. 

An Organisation like our need funds continuously to 
progress, improve facilities and cater for all our members; 
our elders,  young families and most important of all to 
instil in our children Jain and Oshwal Values 

Show your support ! Donate Generously. 

We now have three properties. That is where we are! We 
want to have a property in every part of the UK!  

Please join the £120 scheme because that is the easiest 
way we can do what we all want to do!  In reality it is 
equivalent to just one third of a can Coke Cola as day! 
Need I say more!  

What are you waiting for?  Minutes spent reading this 
have already gone and will not come back! 

Please! 

Happy Diwali and a Prosperous New Year! 

Jai Oshwal, 

Ashok Mulchand Shah 

 
 

 



 Visit Oshwal Centre & Deraser 
At Potters Bar by OAUK Organised Coach 

 

 

 

Concept – We want to give all life members an opportunity to visit the OAUK centre and deraser – especially those 
who do not have transport. 
When – Fridays – the programme has been approved to continue until 31/08/13 subject to demand 
Coach Runs -  
28th Sept North starting from Lodge Lane (9.30am) to Waitrose, Totteridge to Odean Cinema to Centre 
5th Oct North West starting from Kenton Library (9am) to Queensbury Stn to Canons Park Stn to Edgware Stn 

to Centre 
12th Oct West & 

Luton 
Starting from Lampton Road, Hounslow(8.30am), TW3 4DN to Travel Lodge Luton, 641 
Dunstable Road, LU4 8RQ to Centre 

19th Oct North East starting from Bounds Green Stn (9.30am) to Southgate Stn to Cockfosters Stn to Centre 
Mon 29th 
Oct - 
Ayembil 

North West starting from Kenton Library (9am) to Queensbury Stn to Canons Park Stn to Edgware Stn 
to Centre 

2nd Nov North starting from Kenton Library (9am) to Lodge Lane to Waitrose, Totteridge to Odeon 
Cinema to Centre 

9th Nov West & 
North West 

starting from Lampton Road, Hounslow(8.30am), TW3 4DN to Kenton Library (9.15am) to 
Queensbury Stn to Canons Park Stn to Edgware Stn to Centre 

 

Cost – Part-subsidised by the £120 Scheme – £3 per member for Transport & £2 per member for Lunch when there 
is no donation respectively – places for both must be registered beforehand with Area Contact person 
Programme  
10.00am – 10.15am – Arrival & Mingle 
10.15am - onwards – Deraser activities – including Snatra Pooja – NO nakro 
10.15am – 11.15am – Yoga – please bring your mat 
11.15am – 12.45pm – Card games including Bhukhar 
11.45am - 12.45pm – Gentle exercises 
1pm - 1.45pm – Jain Lunch 
1.45pm - 2.25pm – Talk or Discussion or Games or Activity 
2.30pm– Depart 

Donations  
We welcome donations - 
£200 towards the coach 
& £201 in total for the 
lunch – Please contact 
the office at the centre or 
Rahul (details below). 
 

2 

Contacts for more info (if phoning please only call between 5pm -9pm): 
North 
Saroj Shashi Shah  
Tel: 020 8420 4606  
Email: saroj_45@hotmail.co.uk  
Ramesh Govindji Shah  
Tel: 020 8446 3051 
 
Luton 
Chandra Dhiraj Shah 
Tel: 01582 575 129 
m) 07961 131 936 
Email: chandrashah@hotmail.com 

North East 
Taraben Ratilal Patani  
Tel: 020 8886 4400  
Email: tara@keya.co.uk  
Ratilal Vidhubhai Shah  
Tel: 020 8361 2693 
Email: ratilalmalde@googlemail.com  
 
West 
Keshavji Nathoo Shah (Columbo) 
m) 07735 382 657 
Email: kncolumbo@hotmail.com 

North West 
Ramnik Hirji Shah 
Tel: 020 8933 7247 
Shantilal Ranmal Shah 
Tel: 020 8907 0965 
Sushilaben Laxman Shah 
Tel: 020 8907 1570 
 
East 
Lalitaben Amritlal Shah 
Tel: 020 8220 8827 

Centre  
Joint Project Co-ordinator: Malti Jayant Shah – home: 020 8903 9058  email: maljay50@hotmail.co.uk 
Joint Project Co-ordinator: Kishor Fulchand Shah – mobile: 07887 500 818 email: kishorfshah@hotmail.com 
Catering Co-ordinator: Sushila Dhirajlal Malde – hone: 020 8958 1183 mobile: 07884 223 836 
Project Advisor/Logistics: Rahul Kachra Haria – mobile: 07939 076 510 or email: rahul@houseofharia.com 
EC Representative: Mradula Babulal Shah – home: 020 8441 4387 
 

mailto:saroj_45@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:chandrashah@hotmail.com
mailto:tara@keya.co.uk
mailto:ratilalmalde@googlemail.com
mailto:kncolumbo@hotmail.com
mailto:maljay50@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:kishorfshah@hotmail.com
mailto:rahul@houseofharia.com


 

આ શ� કરવા નો એકજ દ્ધ ય ોત આ આાણ વ વડો ક  �  ઓ �ાસરવ ના �ાસનો ન ન વા ર ાણ  ્  ઓ રા�ર  આવન શક ત  

�ાર  – � કવાર  -   ા- ૩૧/૮/૨૦૧૩ � સન આ કાધરકક નન ની ક�  કત્ડ ે્  

૧૯  કટોબર    નોથર્ ઈસ,         બાઉન�  નન ીટ શન (૯ત૩૦ત) �ાઉ  ગ્ઇટ, કોકસોીટર  ન �્નટર ત      

૨૯  કટોબર    નોથર્ વઈસ         ક નટન ડાઈબ્રવ �વાર  ૯ત૦૦ વાગધ્, કવનન�બરવ , ક નન  ાકર  ીટ શન, 

૨ નવ્મબર     નો ર              નટન ડાઈબ્રવ �વાર  ૯ત૦૦ વાગધ્, ડોજ ડ્ન (૯ત૩૦) વ્ઇટરોઝ, ટોટરવજ,  

                                 � ધન ��ન્કા  ન �્નટર   

૯ નવ્મબર   વ્ીટ & નો ર વ્ીટ  શ� ડણ ટોન રો  યણ�ડો (૮ત૩૦) TW3  4DN  ન  

                 ક નટન ડાઈબ્રવ �વાર  ૯ત૦૦ વાગધ્, કવનન�બરવ , ક નન  ાકર  ીટ �ન,   એજવ્ર  ન �્નટર ॰   
ભાવ - £ ૧૨૦ત૦૦ નન  ીકવક કા ન  ો વ રાય  – ક્મબર ના £ 3.૦૦ બ� ભા� ણ નન્ £ ૨ત૦૦ જકઆ ના �ન ભોજન  

 ો ાનન �ગવ   આવનાર ના £ ૨ત૦૦ જકઆ નાત  તઆ �ઓવ�  ય ડા આ ના નાક ડ ાવવા કય રબાનન કરશોત    

               જકઆ ક  બ� ના ઓા ાર યશ્, તધાર  ભા� ણ ક  જકઆા ના  પ�ા ડ્વાકાણ નયહ આવ્ત  

 ઓા ાર :- જો કોઈ ન્ �તા કરાવવા નો ડાભ ડ્વો યોધ  ો :- બ� ના £ ૨૦૦ત૦૦-  જકઆ ના £ ૨૦૧ત૦૦ આ ન           

સ�હૂ્માં્ કરા વલ્સઘં્�તા્ા ં્ ં  �ુ્ા ં્ ુા  ં્ ુાબંા્ધકધવક્નામ્ હ લા્લક ્ક� સમાં્ ાંધોક 

પોગરાક :  

૧૦ત૧૫ / ઓ રા�ર પ્ ર�  ીનાત ા ત�  

૧૦ત૧૫ /૧૧ત૧૫,ધોગા,  ો ાનન ચાઓર  

૧૧ત૧૫ / ૧૨ત૪૫  �ા, �  ાર રક   

 

૧૧ત૪૫ / ૧૨ત૪૫ ક�ર  ,ધોગા  

૧ત૦૦ / ૧ત૪૫ જકવાી ણ  

૧ત૪૫ / ૨ત૨૫ વા ારડા ,રક   

 

૨ત૩૦ �વઓાધ   

 
 



 

 

  
ICAEW President 

graces Flemmings’ 
offices 

 
 

Pictured: Back Row from left to right: Sailesh Shah, Hitesh Shah and Sumi Shah of Flemmings 
Front Row: Mr Mark Spofforth, President of The Institute of Chartered Accountants  in England and Wales 
 

lemmings, a multi-disciplinary accountancy and business 
advisory firm, founded in 1989 and based in Croydon, 
Surrey, was graced by President of ICAEW Mr Mark 

Spofforth and his colleagues on Friday 14 September 2012 for 
the fourth time in a decade. 
ICAEW is world-renowned and leading accountancy body in the 
UK with about 140,000 qualified members. Flemmings as a 
member firm has been working closely with the Institute for the 
last 2 decades and the senior partner, Hitesh Shah, also sits on 
the Learning and Professional Development Board of the 
Institute. 
Hitesh Shah, mentioned that the Oshwal Community can 
proudly claim that about 600 individuals are members of ICAEW 
throughout the world but mainly based in the UK. 
Raaxeet Shah, OAUK President, along with various OAUK 
Executive Committee members also attended this impressive 
gathering of professionals from the accounting, regulatory and 
legal professions. 
Following a short reception and networking session, Mr Mark 
Spofforth shared his thoughts as key note speaker. His main 
message was the need for good governance and better 
regulation.  
Following on Hitesh Shah provided a brief overview of how 
Flemmings was established in 1989 and how it has grown as a 
firm to its current size and strength with 3 Partners and 70 staff 
(including the satellite office in India).  The three Partners – 
Hitesh Shah, Sailesh Shah and Sumi Shah – have strived to 
enshrine Jain principles in their business and personal lives with 

attributes such as fair dealing, with clients, honesty and treating 
customers fairly.  
We have learnt that Flemmings have trained well over 200 
Chartered and Certified Accountants over the last 2 decades 
and very pleasing is that within this number there are probably 
over 100 Oshwals. Some of these Oshwals who qualified from 
Flemmings have gone on to setting up their own businesses 
and becoming partners of other accountancy practices. In 
addition, Flemmings have always encouraged children between 
the ages 14 - 18 through their unique internship programme 
spanning 1- 4 weeks to see what Chartered Accountancy is all 
about.    
Rati Shah of the OAUK Executive Committee, who was also 
present at this visit, very humbly put it to Flemmings: “You are 
certainly one of the role models of the Oshwal Community and I 
take pride of having witnessed your achievements on Friday.” 
Raaxeet H Shah, Hon President OAUK, who was also present 
at the visit said: “Sailesh, Hitesh & Sumitra have put together all 
the ingredients of a successful ‘family’ business whilst aiming for 
professionalism at its highest level.  They are indeed a role 
model and a beacon of what is possible and what can be 
achieved with dedication and the right ethos.  Many successful 
Accountants of the future may cite Flemmings as a major 
influence”.   

 

 
 

Pictrued from left to right: Ashok Shah, Nilesh Shah, Rati Shah, Sailesh Shah, Mr Mark Spofforth, Sumi Shah,  
Hitesh Shah, Raaxeet Shah, Ashish Patani, Ramesh Shah and Rajni Shah 
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East Area 

  
 
 

3 day Trip to Antwerp Derasar & Floriade Park – 11th May to 13th May 2012 
Antwerp Jain temple is dedicated to Parshvanathji, the 23rd  
tirthankara, it was he who developed the basic philosophy of 
Jainism. It is the 1st Jain temple in the European mainland with 
two predecessors in the U.K. 
Antwerp temple is the Gujarati equivalent of a classical Northern 
or Indo-Aryan style building. 
Here is a detailed report on the spiritual journey to Antwerp  
Derasar  taken  by  members  of  East  Area  & North-West area 
in May 2012: 
Day 1: Two 48 seater coaches collected passengers from both 
North-West and East area. Each passenger was given a packed 
lunch and snacks to eat on the ferry which they boarded in 
Dover. Once they reached Calais, they made a detour to Bruges 
(Belgium) as the tour manager Divianbhai recommended seeing  
the  sights there rather than in Brussels before making their way 
to Antwerp. Bruges is famous for its chocolates and knitted 
items e.g. bedspreads & tablecloths. Here everybody was 
attracted to one particular shop which was selling Belgian 
waffles, pretzels & ice-cream, the smell alone enticed everyone 
to  buy  a  tasty  treat!  Once they reached Antwerp, they all had 
dinner at an Indian restaurant and then went to the well 
renowned Derasar to take part in the evening aarti before 
retiring for the night at the 4-star Crown Plaza hotel. 
Day 2: They set off to Floriade Park (Netherlands) early 
morning where they were all lucky enough to observe The 
World Horticultural Expo that is held only once every 10 years! 
Their motto is “Be part of the theatre in nature, get closer to the 
quality of life” The park covers 66 hectares and had 5 themed 
worlds: Relax & Heal, Green Engine, Education & Innovation, 
Environment, and World Show Stage. 
Again every member was provided with lunch containing 
Thepla, Monthar, Gathia, Pickle and a can of coke and tea and 
fairy cakes were given later on. People were also able to go 
around the park in cable cars from which the fantastic views of 
the whole park could be seen. 
Day 3: Some members wished to take part in a pooja at the 
Derasar early morning. After the pooja, they were invited by the 

Derasar committee for “chai & nasta” and Rasikbhai & 
Rasikbhai Nathoo were gifted a book on the history of the 
Antwerp Derasar. On departure, a donation of 170 Euros was 
made to the Derasar which was collectively contributed by all 
the travellers and the 2 drivers were given 50 Euros each as a 
token of appreciation. Also they met the President of the 
Derasar committee Rajeshbhai who expressed his gratitude to 
all the visitors. Their last stop in Europe was at a chocolate shop 
so everyone could purchase some souvenirs and a final packed 
lunch of Dhebra, Sev, Flapjacks, pickle and fruit was given to 
each passenger before boarding the ferry in Calais to come 
back to Dover. 
Special thanks go to East area’s Pravinaben for generously 
providing all the home-made packed lunches for all 3 days, 
Arunaben, Taraben & Chandriben for making Odhavo, 
Rasikbhai’s daughters Sejal & Shreeta for   making  
sandwiches,   Sona   tours,   Lalitaben   for donating KitKat 
chocolates and finally all the travellers that came on the trip. On 
behalf of East area we sincerely hope that you all had a brilliant 
time and hope that you will recommend this extraordinary 
experience to other members of our Jain community. 

 

Dal Rotli & Golden Oldies & Melodies by Mayaben Deepak - 25th July 2012 
This event started on a very hot day at the Oshwal Centre from 
1pm when several volunteers from East area kindly devoted 
their time to help prepare and serve all the food as well as set-
up of both halls for this large scale event. We have to truly 
commend all those that worked up a sweat making a never-

ending supply of rotlis, chopping lots of onions & tomatoes to 
accompany the delicious Jain friendly Dal and refreshing chaas 
for approximately 350 people! There was a great sense of buzz 
and laughter coming from the kitchen as well as from the dining 
area! 



 

       

     
 
People started arriving from 6pm onwards and they were led downstairs by the 
aroma of the food which we hope got everyone’s mouths’ watering! Then as people 
came back upstairs, they were greeted by three friendly faces; Rasikbhai N, 
Lalitaben and I (Bansi) who handed out the beautifully designed tickets to all 300+ 
people that had booked them in advance. 
In the hall there was not a spare seat in sight as people eagerly awaited for the 
special performance to start. Mayaben Deepak’s musical performance started at 
8pm sharp. Her beautiful, soulful voice and her musician’s instrumental beats could 
be heard from outside. Not only did  she  sing  some  exquisite  Bollywood  golden  
oldies such as: In Aankhon Ki Masti (Umrao Jaan), Ek Pyaar Ka Nagma Hai 
(Shor), Aap ki Nazron Ne Samja (Anpadh), but she also entertained us with her 
Ahmedabad style humour. It was a spectacular show which took many of us on a 
happy journey down memory lane. 
As East Area committee members we would like to thank Pravinaben and 
Rasikbhai N for all their months of hard-work in organising and selling so many 
tickets to produce such a fantastic show for all to enjoy. Also to thank are all the 
volunteers for helping out on the day, without all your efforts we would not have 
had such a successful  Dal   Rotli   and   finally   we   would   like   to personally 
thank Mayaben Deepak and her musicians for providing us with a show that left the 
audience in awe and wishing for it to continue into the late hours of the night! 

 

 
 

Oshwal Enabling Education Fair: Gujarati Village – 19th August 2012 
In this year’s Enabling Education Fair, East Area was given the opportunity to take part in the Gujarati Village section performing a 
LIVE PANCHAYAT throughout the day. For those of you, like me that don’t know what a Panchayat is, it literally means an assembly 
(yat) of five (panch) wise and respected elders chosen and accepted by the village community to act as a council of sorts. In the 
past, villagers would come to the Panchayat and voice their complaints e.g. poor children are unable to buy books for school studies 
and the Panchayat would come up with a suitable solution.  
The live Panchayat had to deal with five different problem scenarios and were able to solve them 
using their wisdom: 

1.   Water Disputes – “paaNaInaI KaTpaT” 
2.   Marriage – “lagna” 
3.   Justice over Books – “paustaknaao nyaaya” 
4.   Living in India… Living Abroad – “doSa… pardoSa”  
5.   Bansi Becomes A Sad Old Woman – “baMsaI banaI du:KaIyaarI DaosaI” 
These  five  short  dramas  were  performed  throughout  the  day  by  8 individuals: Hullasbhai, Narottambhai, Rasikbhai, Rasikbhai 
N, Kishorebhai, Sundipbhai, Bhavin and Bansi. Susilaben, Madhuben and Taraben also provided some complaints of their own. It 
was brilliant to see such a great reaction from the crowd as they stood and watched the dramas unfold. To truly understand how it 
was run, you had to be there to witness it taking place in the Gujarati Village; it was as if we had travelled back in time to observe 
how our ancestors, grandparents and parents resided in India. 



 

 

Mexican Food & Quiz Night – Saturday 25th August 2012 
East Area had their first ever Mexican Food & Quiz night. Approximately 65 people attended 
this event. The evening started with everyone enjoying Mexican style wraps with a kidney 
beans mix, salsa, guacamole, sour cream, jalapeños and melted cheese with lettuce and tortilla 
crisps on the side (is your mouth watering?). Then everyone got into teams for the quiz. 
Everyone started to get into the competitive spirit as each question was read out in English and 
Gujarati. There were 5 different rounds: General knowledge, Picture round, Religion, Music 
round and a final brainteaser round. The overall winners of the quiz were Team Jalapeños 
which consisted of: Lalitaben, Prakash, Dooria, Nitish, Phoolna, Rajubhai and Ansuiyaben so a 
big well done to them for winning the chocolates! 
Overall there was a very positive feedback from everyone that came and the general 
consensus was that we should hold more Saturday socials like this one. Lastly, thank you to all 
those that were in the production   line   for   making   the 
wraps they were being prepared at such a pace it was like being in a fast food restaurant! 
Thanks to all those people that made the effort to come and a special thanks goes to the 
youngsters that took part in the quiz also! 

 

Thursdays Social Club – Held on last 3 Thursdays of every Month from 1 – 3pm 
Members of our Thursday club always start with Navkar 
Mantra, Maitri Bhavnu and Samaro Mantro which puts 
everyone’s minds in focus. Vasantiben then leads some 
chair based exercises which are very beneficial to those 
that have arthritis, blood circulation problems and other 
aches and pains. After speaking to some members, I was 
told that every week they do different activities from 
debates, card games and usually the last Thursday of the 
month they hold a Satsang.  
I went along to the Satsang that  was  held  on  30th August  which  also happened to  be  
Chaudas. Susilaben led the chaityavandan and also did a reading on 24 Bhagvan and  
Dinuben  also  did   a short reading about our 5 Mahavrat (principles) of Jainism i.e. Ahimsa, 
Satya, Asteya, Brahmacharya and Aparigraha. After that everybody sang some beautiful 
Stavans together and this was followed by our Jain Aarti taken by Monghiben & family and 
Mangal Divo taken by Kanchanben & Javubhai. Finally, we all had lunch together along with 
some “garam garam” chai followed by “thandu thandu” ice- cream to end the session. 
Personally I left feeling peaceful inside and with a big smile on my face after seeing just how 
many members of the community get together on a weekly basis and enjoy socialising with 
each other. Every week there is usually between 25 - 30 people that attend and they should 
be commended for taking time out of their schedule to get together with our East Area 
community especially those that travel for over an hour every week. I would like to 
encourage the rest of the community members that if you can afford to take some time out 
please do come along and see what it’s all about! 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Pictured Left to right: Vijal, Hinal, Nikhil, Shyam, 
Rahul, Sundip, Keval S, Jesal, Keval M & 
Gurpreet 

Fridays Sports Club – Held every Friday from 8:30pm – 9:30pm 
I went along to a Friday sports session held at Canon Palmer School to see 
what the youngsters get up to during the time slot. It was great to see such a 
good group of dedicated individuals that come to play sports every Friday 
without fail. 
After speaking to some of them, it was clear that they all love playing 
basketball and Sundipbhai’s idea to introduce a basketball coach; Mr Samuel 
Okwei-Nortey to come every other week has shown a very positive impact with 
the members as they have consistently shown improvements in their own 
abilities and enjoy playing basketball matches. 
One other positive observation I made was that people from other areas have 
also been coming along to these sports sessions because of their own area 
school closures during the summer. It is great to see that we have other 
youngsters that are willing to travel to other areas and play sports alongside 
new members and we are happy to welcome anyone to come and take part. 
We really do need more people to come to play sports on Fridays, not only will 
you get to meet other youngsters but as a bonus you can reap the benefits 
from the cardio exercise without even realising how many calories you have 
probably burnt because you will be having so much fun! 

 



Parva Paryushan – 12th September – 19th September 2012 
East area’s Paryushan festivities started at 6pm on Wednesday 12th 
September 2012. Each of the 8 days started with everyone meeting & 
greeting each other and then settling down to a very calm and serene 
atmosphere as  Manekchand  bhai  and  Veljibhai  conducted Pratikaman.  
Usually  everyday  Devsiya  Sutra  was followed, Saturday 15th September 
Pakshik Pratikaman was followed and on the last day, Savantsari 
Pratikaman was followed. It was great to see an average attendance of 65 – 
70 people every day despite children going to school and adults going to 
work. 
After Pratikaman everyone recited 12 Navkar Mantras and then everyone 
sang Samaro Mantra and Maitri Bhavanu whilst Prabhavna gifts were being 
passed around by different members of the community each day. 
Then  at  8pm  Dinuben  Rasikant  Shah  would enlighten us  with a reading 
over each of  the 8 days, everyone listened as she explained the meaning 
behind the  readings. Following on  from  this,  we  had  bhavna session  
whereby  community  members  sang  beautiful Stavans  from  the  heart.  
Then,  Arunaben,  Bansi  and Chandubhai made their daily announcements 
about upcoming events and encouraged members to donate generously 
towards various causes such as National Sewa Day and where everyone 
was asked to bring cans/packets of food so we can donate them to Ilford 
Homeless Shelter on Sunday 7th October. Then everyone would upstand for 
Aarti and Mangal Divo and occasionally we would have Raas/Garba to end 
the evening. 

 

   

On Saturday “Shrifal Padhravanu” proceedings were  carried  out  by  the  Sangh  Committee  members,  “Parna Julavano” 
proceedings were carried out by Monghiben Raichand Shah and family and “Pokhvanu” proceedings were carried out by the Sangh 
Committee. Finally we also held a “Samu Aarti” whereby 10 families had given donations towards these proceedings followed by   
Mangal   Divo.   On   Sunday  16th    September,  the proceedings for 14 Swapnas was held along with the full parnu proceedings. 
On Tuesday we had the “Tapasiya Bahuman” which was given to Bansi Chandulal Shah by Hemini R Shah. Congratulations to 
anyone that has completed any fasts during the Paryushan festival and thanks to the EC committee members that also joined us on 
that day. 

 

Upcoming East Area Events 
 
Saturday 27th October – Kathiawadi bhojan & 
“Live Panchayat” – 7pm – 10pm, St Albans Hall, 
Albert Road, Ilford.  
 
Wednesday 31st October – Bhojan + Mayaben 
Deepak programme – “Homage to Maa” – 6pm – 
11pm, Oshwal Centre, Potters Bar. Tickets £5 
(members), £7.50 (non-members) 
 
Friday 16th November – Diwali Bhojan & Variety 
Programme – 5pm – 10pm – Canon Palmer School, 
Ilford. 
 
To  purchase tickets  and  for  catering  purposes  for  
all  events  listed,  please  contact  Rasikbhai  Nathu  
& Pravinaben by phone: 0208 989 5089 or via email:  
pravinarasik@yahoo.co.uk 
Thank you. 
 
Reported by, Bansi Chandulal Shah 
 
 
 

 



 

  
Leicester Area 

  
 
 

Paryushan Report 2012 
 
The Jain festival of Paryushan 2012 was celebrated by the Leicester Oshwal community with great pomp and 
splendour at the Sanatan Mandir Hall. The spirit of the religious celebrations was evident with volunteers whole 
heartedly setting up the hall and decorating the Derasar on the festival’s eve on Tuesday 11th September to washing 
up the utensils after the Painas on Thursday 20th September. 
 

   
 
This year the emphasis was on the younger members of the community. Children not only took part in singing stavans, 
explaining the meaning of Trishlamata’s 14 swapnas but also reciting the sutras during Pratikraman. On Friday and 
Saturday, they also took active part in Aarti and Mangal Divo. There was also a dedicated corner set up in the hall for 
the youngest members to take part in colouring, reading or doing crossword searches, all related to religion. 
 

 
 

 

Accompanied by the melodies from 
keyboard and tabla, various stavans were 
sung by the young and the old alike 
entertaining the attendees over the days. It 
was pleasant to see people of varying 
generations and backgrounds coming 
together in taking the festival to a different 
level.  
 
This year the 108 Diva Aarti was performed 
twice - on Mahavir Jayanti and on the final 
evening of Paryushan. Members of the 
Executive Committee joined the local 
community on Saturday night to mark the 
event. Furthermore, members from as far 
away as Hinckley and Bradford also took 
time to be part of the celebrations in 
Leicester. 

 
 

 
 



Leicester area Oshwals were blessed to have 6 Tapasvis this year. Of these, 2 young 
members managed Aathai while the rest had varying number of fasts. Painas for the 
Tapasvis were held at the same venue allowing the community at large to join in breaking 
the fasts. 
 
Leicester area committee is appreciative of all who gave up their time to assist and is 
grateful to those who donated generously towards this year’s Paryushan festival.  
 
Micchami Dukkadam 
 
Leicester Area Committee  
 

Leicester Area Committee 2012-2014 
 

Portfolio Name Telephone Email 
Chairperson, Trustee, Catering Mina G Shah 0116 271 7644 minashah389@hotmail.com 

Vice – Chairperson, Catering Rajesh P Chandaria 0116 271 0159 rpcshah@hotmail.co.uk 

Secretary, Media & Communication Nikunj P Shah 0116 271 4434 anmol2002@hotmail.com 

Treasurer, Religion Kanchan Shah 0116 276 8582 shah323@btinternet.com 

Youth, Cultural Heritage Ajay A Shah 0116 220 0189 ajayshah31@hotmail.co.uk 

Youth, Cultural Heritage Nita N Shah 0116 276 0820 shahneeta@hotmail.co.uk 

Stores & Assets Hasmukh L Shah 0116 271 2642 birstalljewellers@gmail.com 

Social & Welfare Jayant J Shah 0116 271 7078 jayantshah1@sky.com 

Social & Welfare Jyotika R Gudka 0116 210 8488 jyotika.gudka@googlemail.com 

Social & Welfare Rahul S Gada 0116 266 5757 rahulsom77@yahoo.co.uk 

Religion Smruti R Gada 0116 266 5757 smruti1@hotmail.co.uk 

Property & Fundraising Narendra M Sumaria 0116 288 6324 narendrasumaria@yahoo.co.uk 

 
 

 
 



 

  
Luton Area 

  
 

Message from the Chairman 
Paryushan Parva has come and gone. Luton area religious sub-committee worked with 
the help of all the members of the area and made it a peaceful occasion. It gave us time to 
reflect and to contemplate the real meaning of life. Once again we appreciated that not 
only are we lucky to be born as human beings, but also as Jains. It is up to us to seize the 
opportunity and become better souls. 

I would like to thank our religious sub-committee, committee members and all our 
members who facilitated peace for this occasion. Please accept my sincerest Micchami 
Dukkadam to everyone on behalf of our committee. In this chakra of life, death, rebirth and sansaar we are 
all meant to interact. In human terms this interaction brings out in us, all our weaknesses and strengths. We 
serve penance to ourselves by fasting to rid our bad karmas acquired from our weaknesses.  Life thereon 
once again goes in the chakra. Let us hope the peaceful reflection we had during Paryushan brings us a 
better future. 

We had so many volunteers from our area help during the Enabling Education Fair in August. It was great to 
see members helping set up the stalls on the day before the event. On the day, we had members in the 
medical zone, first aid zone, CV writing zone, student & parent zone, ushering, giving talks on medical 
school entrance requirements and in the Gujarati village. Together with other Oshwals, we made it a 
success. 

Many of our members not only are participating in our regular area activities but venturing out to the Friday 
activities at the Oshwal centre. Several committee and various sub-committee members participated in the 
area workshop on the 9th September 2012. The common vision derived from the workshop was to 
increasingly portraying ourselves as one single community. Our future activities should run in parallel to this 
vision. 

We are looking forward to the Diwali Charity Ball being organised by our Youth committee which is going to 
be held on the 10th November 2012. Diwali is the time when Lord Mahavir attained enlightenment and Lord 
Rama managed to destroy Ravan. Ravan today is the symbol of our human weaknesses. May the 
Paryushan and Diwali help us overcome the Ravan in us? 

Jai Jinendra and Jai Oshwal, 
Dr Dipak Vidhu Shah 

Congratulations! 
The whole of the Luton Area Committee would like to congratulate 
all the students in passing their Exams this year.  
 
Has your relative achieved something recently, be it academic or 
extra-curricular? If so, we would love to know! Please email 
priya.shah@oshwal.org with further details.   
 

These include: 
Dillan Jayesh Shah 10 GCSE's 
Hursheel Milan Shah 9 GCSE's 
Neekita Pankaj Shah  4 'A ' Levels 
Ricky Dilesh Shah Graduated with a degree 
in Accounting and finance. 

 



Oshwal Sports Day 2012 
This year, Oshwal Sports Day is going to be held in December.  There is something for everyone – even the 
card players!  Luton Area is looking to submit teams for the following events: 

1. Volleyball 

2. Football (U12, U16 & Mens & Ladies) 

3. Netball (Ladies only) 

4. Basketball  

5. Under 12 dougeball (mixed) 

6. Under 12 benchball 

7. Koor 

8. Chokri 

9. Circuit Training (mixed under 12, 12-14 & mixed) 

10. Darts (mixed) 

11. Swimming (Separate for Males & Females) Events 
for all ages  

 

There is NO charge for entering into the game for Oshwal members! 

Please be aware, there is a charge for non-members.   

This is a great way for us to meet fellow Oshwals and have a bit of fun. If 
anyone wishes to participate in any events or even want to help create a 
team for our area please contact Keval on 07837 181332 or 
kevalshah_2000@hotmail.com 

Luton Youth Committee 
 

Dates for Your Diary  
Friday Club 
Dates & Time: 

8-10pm on 16th November and 21st December 

Venue: Warden Hill Community Centre, r/o The 
Warden, Wycombe Way, Luton, LU3 2BW 

 

Luncheon Club 
Dates & Time: 

11am – 3pm on 26th November and 31st 
December 

Venue: Hindu Temple, 9 Hereford Way, Luton, 
LU4 0PS 

 

Oshwal Gujarati School 
Dates & Time: 

10am – 12pm, every Saturday morning during 
term time 

Venue: Denbigh High School, Alexandra 
Avenue, Luton 

 

 

 

 



 

  
North Area 

  
 

North Area Committee Message 
Jai Jinendra, 

The month of September is always a busy period for 
all, as the schools reopen, students prepare to go to 
university and various other activities start. 

For North Area, a busy September kicked off with a 
Pizza & Bingo event on 2nd which was well 
attended by all ages, Start of Gujarati School on 8th 
Sept, Paryushan on 12th Sept to 19thSept, Youth 
Club, Social Club and Yoga on 21st Sept, Bolly 

aerobics on 22nd Sept keeping all the Committee 
and Sub Committee members very busy. 

We thank the North Area members for their 
continued support. 

NORTH AREA COMMITTEE WISHES EVERYONE 
A VERY HAPPY DIWALI AND A PROSPEROUS 
NEW YEAR. 

Dinendra Haria, Vice Chairperson 

 

Pizza & Bingo 2nd Sept 2012 
The Pizza Bingo event was a huge success and was attended 
by people of all ages. The event was held on 2nd Sept at 
Scouts Hall, West Finchley and took a lot of hard work 
organising with a change of venue at the last moment. The 
young members of the North area took on the responsibility of 
cooking the pizzas in jikos and making sure the public was not 
kept waiting. The Committee & Sub-committee & volunteers 
worked as a team to ensure the day was a success.   
The day was very warm and the pizza and pasta salad was 
enjoyed in the sunshine with Dal & Roti for some of the elderly 
members. The brain storming provided excellent feedback on 
ideas of events and activities. We will try to implement as 
many ideas as possible. 
Bingo was enjoyed by young and old and requests for more 
bingo events to be held were received. 

   

   
 

Youth Club 
Youth Club started on 21st Sept and there was a lot of 
excitement as the youth members had not seen each other for a 
while. The over 12’s sessions is fully subscribed and we are 
unable to take on any more over 12s. There is space for the 
under 12’s.   
Activities include Football, Basketball, Bench ball, Dodge ball, 
Netball and many more…  
Please contact Khilna Shah - 07989 971 912 or by email: 
northareayouth@googlemail.com to enrol your child for under 
12’s. 

Yoga Classes 
Yoga Classes started on 21st Sept at Woodhouse College. Yoga 
helps Increase flexibility, stamina, posture and balance, helping 
to reduce stress and develop a calmer mind, increase strength, 
muscle tone and bone density. Each session is one and a half 
hours long. 
Autumn term (September – November) Yoga class is fully 
subscribed with a waiting list. As of January 2013, if there is 
enough demand we will have 2 sessions of Yoga Basics.  
Please contact Sejal Shah - 07931 778 642 for further 
information. 



 

 

Let your child learn Gujarati by Music and Movement 
Gujarati School 
Gujarati School started on 3rd Sept. Oshwal Association of the UK has sponsored the learning of Gujarati 
for all children of Oshwal Life members. The sponsorship is possible due to the £120 funding scheme. 

North Area Gujarati School has achieved excellent results like every previous year. The results for this year 
are 3A, 1B & 1C for Gujarati written language and 2A*, 14A & 1D for Gujarati Speaking Language. It shows 
Gujarati school is doing very well. This year we introduced Asset exams as well, for which we had 100% 
pass. 

We also have cultural activities in which many children have shown amazing talent. 

Due to demand, we have started adult classes of Gujarati language. If you are interested in joining the adult 
classes please contact Daksha Maroo (daksha.maroo@gmail.com) or pop in at Woodhouse College on 
Saturday mornings). 

North Area Gujarati School runs every Saturday during term time at Woodhouse College, Woodhouse Road, 
Finchley N12 9EY from the academic year September 2012 - July 2013. 

Class Age Group Class Age Group Class Age Group 
Lower  Years 4 to 6 Middle  Years 7 to 12 Upper Years 12 + 

North Area Gujarati School teaches Gujarati by letting the children experience the language by learning in a 
fun way.  This is taught through music, singing, dancing, acting, storytelling and art. 

Students can also learn Tabla, Harmonium, Bollywood Dancing and we look to introduce other activities. 

Applications for new students to Gujarati School are now being accepted. Should you wish your child to sit a 
free trial lesson or for further details please e-mail Kuntesh Shah on kshah5@sky.com / 07952 708 592 or 
Daksha Maroo on daksha.maroo@gmail.com / 07775 514 286 

 



Village of Gujarat 
North Area Gujarati School and Sakhi Milap ladies created an 
ancient style Gujarati Village School at the Oshwal Enabling 
Education Fair on 19th Aug at Oshwal Centre. In the old days there 
were no tables or chairs, students sat on floor or long benches. 
Teacher would write on black board with chalk. Students used chalk 
or crayons to write on slates. Teaching was done explaining 
everything orally as they did not have visual aids, reciting old historical 
stories, singing old gujarati bal- geet and jodakana. Children loved to 
play kho-kho, hopping, jumping, saat tali and riding bicycle. 

The school was decorated with Indian national flag and some old Jain 
temple's photos. Even parents become interested to know about the 
ancient way of teaching and were asking about the right way to learn 
language and maths. We demonstrated how to teach a slow learner 
and that the child shouldn't feel left out but must be part of the group.  

A typical village home was created which contained a wood burning 
chullo (hob), Ghanti for making flour, Butter churner (valonu), Cradle 
for baby. There was Kariana shop (means old fashion super market) 
which sold all kind of Grains, Pulses, ghee & oil etc. Some ladies 
demonstrated art of ancient embroidery, Heena designs and makeup. 
To resolve disputes, there was Gham Panchayat who would also 
some time take decision on certain situations that affected all 
villagers. 

Neelamben Jadhav, Head Teacher North Area Gujarati School 

 

 

 
 

 



Paryushan 2012 – North Area 
Paryushan is the most important festival in the Jain Religion, observed during Charturmas in the months of 
Shravan/Bhadarwa. As always, Paryushan Mahaparva in North Area was celebrated very gratifyingly.  All 
our members enjoyed the celebrations for the eight auspicious days with very positive support from our 
members in bidding for Aarti, Mangal Devo and Sapnas and for the generous donations for the 
Swamivatsalya Bhojan, Hall Rental and General Donations. 

As always our other young members conducted the daily Pratikraman very knowledgeably. All Pratikraman 
Sutras were sponsored by the members for the eight days well in advance of the Mahaparva.  This support 
from the members is very much appreciated.  

On Saturday, 15 September, we were very fortunate to have Jaineelbhai Shah from Young Jains to conduct 
the Pratikraman Workshop in English.  Jaineelbhai shared his knowledge and was inspirational. This 
session proved very popular with all ages, especially the youth, who keenly asked various questions about 
Pratikraman.  The feedback from those who participated in the workshop was very positive and many said 
that they enjoyed the session and learnt a lot from it. Talented young singers sang some bhajans as well.   

On the last day of Paryushan, 108 individual members took part in the 108 Diva Aarti. 

      
Our talented musicians and singers entertained the members after Pratikraman, Aarti and Mangal Deevo. 
With the success of our Deeva Garba and the daily colour scheme last year, we decided to give our 
members this opportunity again.  It was a great pleasure to see members’ participation and enjoying 
themselves.  

Fasting of any sort for these 8 days can be very challenging and it has been an honour for us to have 8 
tapasvis who have done ‘Athai’.   

Our thoughts are with all our tapasvis and hope they are all in good “SATA”.   

The Tapasvis were:- 

 

 
 
Dineshbhai L Dodhia 
Paras D Maroo 
Nayen S Shah 
Surendrabhai N Shah 
Rekhaben R Shah 
Rupa D Dodhia 
Urmilaben M Shah 
Paaras D Dodhia (not in picture) 
3 members of one family did Athai. 

After the Swamivatsalya Bhojan our members were entertained by Bhavik’s bhajans. 

We would like to take this opportunity of thanking North Area Committee, the sub-committees and all 
members for their tremendous participation in making Paryushan Mahaparva a very successful event.  Our 
special thanks to all the volunteers for their continued assistance throughout the entire period. 

Jai Jinendra 
Mayuri Mansukhlal Shah 

 



North Area Sakhi Milap  
A new Sakhi Milap Committee was elected in July 2012, following the North Area Committee elections in 
May.  The new members of the team are: 

Prity Shah Chairperson Anjana Shah Vice Chairperson 
Ila Shah Treasurer Nilam Shah Secretary 
Hina Shah Committee Member Sheela Shah Committee Member 
Kailash Shah Committee Member Kailas Haria Committee Member 
Bharti Shah Committee Member Hema Shah Committee Member 

The new team thanks the past North Area Sakhi Milap Committee for all their hard work in organising 
wonderful events over the last two years and we welcome their continued support. 

The enthusiastic Sakhi Milap team is preparing exciting events for the year ahead with the first 3 events 
kicking off in October, November and January.   

Please make a note of these events in your diaries and we look forward to welcoming many of you at the 
following events: 

9th October – Diwali Cookery/Floral Demonstration & Bring a Dish to share.  We are honoured to have 
Jayaben, Pratibhaben and Lavniben, who will be sharing their culinary skills and giving us ideas to prepare 
ourselves for Diwali – make sure you join us to share the recipes and tips!    

24th November – Whist Drive including light refreshments 

20th January – A hilarious Gujarati play (you will laugh till you cry) at Wyllyotts Theatre Potters Bar. 

 

 

Kaliyaan Ni Dukaan (Village Grocery Shop) 
North Area Sakhi Milap ladies were allocated the 
task of creating a village shop at the ENN event on 
19th Aug at Oshwal Centre.  On a sunny Sunday 
morning on 19 August 2012, hoards of volunteers 
started arriving at Oshwal Centre to start setting up 
for the Enabling Education Fair aiming to educate 
and inspire the able and disabled with expertise 
from medics, engineers, teachers, athletes, 
university professors and the ordinary village folk.  

Part of the visual education was through creating an 
authentic Indian village which would serve as a 
miniature of a gaamru.  A large marquee next to 
Oshwal House was transformed into a village which 
displayed many features, including a village temple,  
living/working old town with potters, tailors, 
dhobiwalas, housewives, the village doctor,  
paniharis going to fetch water from a well, a village 
school and phanchayat, the gaam officials, helping 
people solve their personal problems.    

The North Area Sakhi Milap team set up a dukaan 
which displayed all the things one would expect to 
be sold in a gamru shop.  There were sack fulls of 
grains, daals and colourful spices along with variari, 
revdi, patasas to tempt the young ones.  Sakhi Milap 

ladies worked hard to get old products like parle 
biscuits, original village pipis and did a wonderful 
display of a very authentic shop which eventually 
looked like an Alladin’s cave of wonderment.   

It was so rewarding to hear comments like “you 
would definitely win the prize today for the most 
attractive display” in the village. Children who had 
never before seen patasas remarked “mum, you 
have never ever bought these sweets for me!” It was 
amazing to see the fresh shaaks with prices in 
Gujarati on the board and everyone asking for 
change in Rupees!   

It was a great team building exercise for the newly 
formed Sakhi Milap Committee and we had great 
fun in the process and listened to old village songs 
which added to the carnival like atmosphere in the 
whole village.   

I would like to thank all the ladies in my team for 
displaying their creative and artistic skills and their 
enthusiasm without which the event’s success would 
not have been possible. 

Halo re Halo……… 

Prity Shah, Sakhi Milap Chairperson 
 

 



North Area Sakhi Milap  

WHIST DRIVE 

Saturday 24th November 2012 
6.45 pm start till 11.00 pm 
Woodhouse College, Finchley, N12 
Entrance £6.00 for Members and 
£7.50 for Non-Members (including 
light refreshment) 
Contact: 
Nilamben 020 8445 9546  
Kailasben 020 8445 2017  
Hemaben 020 8216 3728 

‘BACHU NE BAATLIMA UTAARO’  
A HILARIOUS GUJARATI NATAK 

Sunday 20th Jan 2013 at 4pm 
Wyllyotts Theatre Potters Bar 
£10.00 members £12.50 Non Members 
Tickets from: 
Anjana Shah 07758 005 701 
Sheela Shah 07903 669 542 

 

Bhukhar - Oshwal House 
1st Saturday of month 
Time: 8.00pm until 11.00pm 
Venue: Oshwal House, Potters Bar 
 
For further information please contact: 
Bijal Shah:  
bijal_shah@hotmail.co.uk 020 8906 3389 
Ashwin Shah:  
hasp@hotmail.co.uk 07921 400 328 

North Area Social Club 
The Social Club meets every Friday 
from 8pm to 10pm during term time 
at: 
Woodhouse College 
Woodhouse Road 
Finchley  
N12 9EY 
Entrance is only £1. This is a drop in club for North Area 
Oshwal members. Come and meet other members, play cards 
games like Bhukar, Chokdi, or board games and socialize.   

 

Bolly Aerobics -  Good Way of Keeping Fit 
Most of us love dancing and most of us are trying to get fit 
(or even fitter!).  
So come and dance your way to 
fitness and have fun the 
bollywood way! 
Saturday at 9:45am (term time) 
Woodhouse College 
Woodhouse Road  
Finchley  
N12 9EY 
 

Contact Daksha Maroo - 07775 514 286 

Yoga Basics 
 
Increase flexibility, stamina, posture and 
balance, Reduce stress and develop a 
calmer mind, Increase strength, muscle 
tone and bone density, Improve respiratory, nervous, digestive, 
circulatory and immune systems 
 
The new Yoga Basics Class at Woodhouse College 
Friday evenings 1 & half hour Lessons from 7pm 
Term charge -10 lessons - £50 (OAUK Members) £70 (Non 
Members) (non-refundable) 
 
Contact Sejal Shah - 07931 778 642 

 

Gujarati School 
Class Age Group Class Age Group Class Age Group 
Lower  Years 4 to 6 Middle  Years 7 to 12 Upper Years 12 + 

Learn Tabla, Harmonium, Bollywood Dancing and other activities and make friends 
Adult Gujarati Classes  - pop in at Woodhouse College on Saturday mornings 

Saturday 9.30am to 12.30pm (term time) 
Venue: Woodhouse College, Woodhouse Road, Finchley, N12 9EY 

Contact:  Daksha Maroo – 07775 514 286  and/or  Kuntesh Shah – 07952 708 592 
All the teachers and school assistants are Criminal Record Bureau checked and approved. 

 



 

  
Northampton 

Area  
 
 
 
 

Jai Jinendra,  

I hope everyone enjoyed celebrating the Parva Paryushana by fasting the feasting 
on the pravachans, readings, bhakti, pratrikramana- I must admit, we definitley 
had a Party in Northamptonshire- sharing and exchanging Jain philosophy- 
specially -on the days we had the people from Chandana Vidhya Peeth join us. As 
we do every year, Our Paryushan was celebrated with pomp and glory. We were 
privileged to have the learned people – our gurus from the south Prakashbahi 
Patalia, Jyotsnaben Samji, Trustiben Shah and Shrutiben Malde who enlightened 
us with their indepth knowledge on Jain philosophy. Our heartfelt thanks to 
Fulwanti ben for playing a good host and to all the three Jain philosophers for taking time out from their busy 
lives to impart knowledge to us. 

On the 14th of September we had workshops with slide presentation by Jyotsnaben Samji, talking about 
Paryushan parva, the shlokas, Kaytosarg, mantras and the meanings of some of the recitings in English. We 
ended the morning session by reciting/singing the samuh loggas. In the afternoon they covered the essence 
of Pratrikramana and the muhpati padilehans 50 recitals.  In the evening they performed the samuh 
Pratrikraman from the book the essence of Pratrikramana and we had about 7-8 youngsters attending the 
talk and the Pratrikraman and taking notes. 

We couldn’t wait for the next day which was Mahavir Janmakalyanak day. In the morning, Shrutiben Malde 
who has done masters in Jain Philisophy at Soas talked about why this was celebrated as well and the 
different sects of Jain religion and the reasons behind it.She also talked about the 14 dreams that Trishla 
Mata had and what each dream meant.  In the afternoon we celebrated the Mahavir Janmakalyanak. 

In the evenings, we performed the bhakti and ras/ garbas, which gave an opportunity for everyone to join in. 
We are very fortunate to have three tapaswis namely Gitaben Anil Haria, Kumudben Rashmikant shah and 
kanchen Steve wade who fasted. The committee did their bahumaan on the 7th day. 

I would like to wish everyone a Happy Diwali and a blissful year 

Message by, Jyoti Ajay Gada 

 

 

Proud Moments for Neil Shah of Wellingborough 
Neil Shah was a medal/flower bearer for the Olympic and Paralymic Games. For the 
Olympics, he was covering the Diving events in the aquatics centre, whilst for 
Paralympics he was covering the horse riding at Greenwich Park. Being a volunteer 
enabled Neil to chat to all the winners including Tom Dally. Talking to the athletes made 
him aware that a lot of hard work is required to achieve one’s goals and not to give up at 
the first hurdle. Working at the Paralympics was an eye opener to see how these 
athletes overcame their disability to achieve their goals and made him realise that with 
hard work and dedication anything is possible. The memories of these games will 
remain with him forever and will inspire him to progress in life. 

Further, Congratulations to Neil are due for obtaining an award for the highest average mark for all undergraduates for the past 3 
years at LSE. He was also awarded a prize in achieving the highest overall mark in Economics in each of the 3 years. 



Rangoli and Diwali Card Workshop  

by Shardaben of London and Ramaben of Northampton 
Ramaben of Northampton had been inspired to join a group called Dosityo after 
she was diagnosed with ill health. She was requested to relax by the doctors. 
Hence joining Dosityo she mastered some skills including silk and glass painting 
and card making which she adopted as a hobby. She got more motivated and 
inspired by people when they congratulated on her skills. 
Shardaben has been doing Rangolis since 1970.  She was a committee member of 
Mahila Mandal in Mombasa and got inspired and always has had talent in cooking, 
singing and doing Rangolis. She has been entering lots of competitions with very 
good results. She has also been doing Rangolis with a group of people where they 
have created Rangolis as large as a big room floor. They have been doing all sorts 
of Rangolis including artistic styles – designs which are very realistic and 
proportionate ranging from human forms to temples. 
Oshwal Association Northamptonshire Area thanks these two lovely ladies making 
this creative workshop very enjoyable for all age groups. 

 

 

Paryushan Parva Celebrations in Northampton 
Report By, Zeel Mahendra Shah 
 
At this year’s Paryushan Parva we were fortunate to 
have a group of SCVP South London teachers join us - 
Jyotsnaben Samji, Trusitben Shah, Shrutiben Malde 
and Prakashbhai Patalia. They imparted their 
knowledge through workshops on Paryushan Parva, 
Pratikraman and Mahavir Janma Kalyanak over 2 days 
from 14th-16th September 2012. The teachers 
delivered the presentations and discussions in Gujarati 
and English to accommodate all ages. 
All of the workshops were insightful and presented in a 
fun and engaging way; I especially enjoyed learning 
about the significance of Paryushan Parva and seeing 
the demonstration of muhapati padilehana andasanas 
adopted during Pratikraman. This was then put into 
practice during the evening Pratrikaman with a greater 
understanding, as we 
recited the sutras which were translated in English. I found the talk on Mahavir Janma Kalyanak to be very informative and found 
Thirthankara 
Mahavir’s 10 dreams before omniscience interesting as I have not come across this before. 
We greatly appreciate the time the teachers had taken to prepare and present these workshops to us. It was a thoroughly enjoyable 
and inspiring weekend with the teachers and the Northants Community as everyone was enthused in coming together to celebrate 
Paryushan Parva! 
 

"I really enjoyed doing the workshop, the way the teachers from south London 
delivered it was inspiring and fun and interactive, my favourite bits were listening 
to the stories related to each topic of the talk and I found it funny when sometimes 
they digressed along a windy route eventually getting back to their point (ha- ha). I 
look forward to similar things in the future as I learnt a lot and love to learn more. 
It was so interactive and everyone came with a want-to-learn attitude, which was 
what made the atmosphere so nice to be in. I only hope in upcoming events and 
functions we receive this many people and more." 

~ Nitish Shah 



 

  
North East Area 

  
 

Pictured: Kunal Shah volunteer at London 2012 Olympic Games. 

What’s happening in North East Area...? 
 

 

 
For information on other events please visit the North East 

area section of the website.  
 

NE Youth Club Fun Day – Sunday 19th September 2012 
A regular feature of the NE YC is the annual fun day that is held at the club grounds. The day turned out to 
be a real sizzler! Temperatures had hit 28°C, just right for some funky fun filled games! Around 80 people 
had turned out to enjoy the day. Theme of the day was an ‘Olympic’ style event…. 

To read more visit the NE section Oshwal website: www.oshwal.co.uk/areas/northeast/area-reports 

 



 

North East Gujarati School 
Congratulations to all these students for their remarkable achievement. Our warmest appreciation to all the 
parents, teachers and the support staff for their dedication and the team work. It is the first year the Gujarati 
Asset Language has been done in North East Area School. Gujarati Asset Language Results: 
 

Name Writing Reading Speaking Listening 
Jasmine Shah 3 3 3 3 
Karishma Patel 3 3 3 3 

Mohit Tank 3 3 3 3 
Nikita Jagatiya 3 3 3 3 

Riya Shah 3 3 3 3 
Shaina Shah 2 3 3 3 

Shayna Mistry 3 3 3 3 
Tanay Malde 3 3 3 3 

Vidhisha Sharma 2 3 3 3 
Vivek Shah 3 3 3 3 

 

Paryushan Parva 2012 
N.E. area Paryushan Parva 2012 was celebrated 
with grandeur.  We had three devotees from 
Tapovan, namely Vipulbhai who explained Kalpa 
Sutra Pravachan in a very easy and simple 
language, Manglambhai mesmerised everyone with 
his melodious voice and Meetbhai conducted 
Pratikaman very fluently. Thanks to these devotees 
on behalf of the area. 

Everyone celebrated Mahavir Vachan joyously on 
Sunday afternoon. Bidding for Savapnas were done 
generously. 

Kumarpar Raja’s Aarti was acquired by Ajitbhai, 
Pushpaben and Ratanben Hemchand Dhanani and 
family. On this day, members from RSPCA joined us 
for Pratikaman and the Aarti and Mangal Divo and, 
they expressed their admiration for our Jain values. 

Due to lack of rain in India this year, lots of animals 
have been adondened by their owners.  People 
donated funds for Jeev Daya which will be used to 
lessen animals’ suffering. 

An Eye Camp has been organised by N.E. area in 
Jamnagar on 28th January 2013 to help out blind 
and less sighted. Generous donations were received 
for this humane cause. The area appreciates and 
thanks everyone for their contribution. 

 

 

 

This year we had 10 Tapasavis - 

Atish Rajesh Shah 

Ashokbhai Tejshi Shah 

Reteshbhai Nemchand Shah 

Aman Dixit Shah 

Darshan Ilesh Shah 

Minaben Ilesh Shah 

Minaben Ashok Shah 

Devkurben Fulchand Shah 

Hasvinaben Ramesh Shah 

12 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

Champaben Narendrabhai did Siddhi Taap of 44 
days, of which she fasted for 37 days and 7 days 
biaasna 

Devkurben Fulchand Shah and family donated 
towards Savantsari Bhojan.  N.E. area is thankful to 
this family. 

The area is most grateful of all the volunteers who 
helped during this auspicious occasion. Michhammi 
Dukadaam from N.E. committee if we have hurt 
anyone knowingly or unknowingly. 

Happy Diwali and prosperous New Year from N.E. 
Area Committee. 



 

  
North West Area 

  
 

 

Jai Jinendra,  

Firstly, on behalf of the North West committee, 
“michami dukkadam” to all should we have hurt the 
feelings of any one, knowingly or unknowingly in any 
form by words, action or thought directly or indirectly 
in any form, any act, omission and disobedience. 
As we approach Diwali, it is a time when we wish all 
our friends and relatives’ prosperity and happiness 
and when we as Jains celebrate the attainment of 
Nirvana by Mahavir Swami. 

During this joyous occasion, let us all take a real 
step towards this by doing something that will make 
our friends and relatives prosperous and happy.  Let 
us all ensure that the spirit of goodwill is carried 
throughout the year and not just for a few days.  Let 
us ensure that we focus on the teachings of Mahavir 
Swami to make this world a better place for us, our 
loved ones and all the lining beings on this earth. 

Over the past, our forefathers have had the foresight 
and vision to provide for schools to ensure that the 
members of our community truly stand out in the 
field of education.  This year, we take this one step 
further.  Oshwal Association of the UK, has 
launched the Oshwal Business and Professional 
Network (OBPN).  The aim of this network is to 
provide help and assistance for all our members do 
better in any academic, professional or business 
path they have chosen.  In the current economic 
climate standing alone or trying to do your best by 
yourself may not be enough. The network aims to 
unite our professional intellect and business 
entrepreneurs to help promote success and 
prosperity within the community. 

The world we live in is changing rapidly. The 
traditional support available from the state is 
reducing rapidly.  During these changing times it is 
important to provide for all within the community to 
ensure that our family stability is maintained.   

For this: 

· we need to ensure that our children are well 
educated and have the best support available 
when seeking higher education or seeking 
employment;   

· we need to ensure that our business community 
will help our new entrepreneurs stand on their 
feet; 

· we need to ensure that our elders are educated 
enough to communicate with today’s world; 

· we need to ensure that we provide our 
youngsters with strong roots of our values and 
heritage to rely on but also have wings that will 
guide them and our community to new heights 

The above is achievable if we stand united as a 
community with one aim, one vision and one 
objective, a strong and united community. 

Over the last 40 years this community has grown 
significantly.  Today we have close to 7,000 
members in NW area.  As with any organisation, 
when it grows, it has to improve its communication 
and infrastructure to ensure that it can continue to 
provide a service to each and every member of this 
community.  We are launching our OAUK-NW 
Volunteers Network.  The purpose of this network 
will be to have areas and streets managed by key 
network volunteers, who will ensure that the needs 
of the local communities get a voice.  The first 
meeting of the OAUK-NW Volunteers Network took 
place on October 1. To join this Network please e-
mail volunteer@oauk-nw.org. 

On behalf of the North West Area Committee, I wish 
you all a very happy and prosperous Diwali and New 
year. 

Let’s be the Change this community needs 

                Let’s be proud to be Oshwal 

                               Let’s Re-Connect 
Nirmal Chandrakant Shah  
Chairperson North West 



What’s been happening in your Area? 
Is it really just a space of 2 months since the last issue of Oshwal News went to print?  
Looking back at what has happening over the last few months, it seems an absolute 
lifetime! 
 

31st August 2012 – POSSESSION OF OSHWAL EKTA CENTRE 
The day that we have been waiting for the last 40 years finally arrived.  Oshwal EKTA Centre was ours and 
we took possession of it in true North West style with a dedicated team of volunteers intent on getting the 
place spick and span for the Snatra and Vastu Poojan.  
  

2nd September 2012 – SNATRA & VASTU POOJAN 
A Snatra and Vastu Poojan was conducted in keeping with our traditions 
and to formally cleanse the place and for an auspicious beginning for the 
use of Oshwal EKTA Centre. The Snatra and Vastu Poojan was 
conducted by Bhakti Mandal. 

There was a record turnout and over 400 people attended the poojan with 
more arriving later to view the Centre.  In all, more than 500 people 
attended Oshwal EKTA Centre on the day with 70 cars parked on site and on the property next door.  A 
shuttle service was arranged between the Centre and Beverley Drive to collect drivers who parked their cars 
along the road. 
 

9th September 2012 – ALL AREA SEMINAR 
9th of September saw the 2012 All Area Seminar held at Oshwal EKTA Centre and attended by the 
Executive Committee, Area Committees and Sub-Committees for a workshop and seminar. 
 

15th September 2012 – PARYUSHAN 4 KIDZ  
What better event to hold as the first official North West Event at Oshwal EKTA Centre!  The Paryushan 4 
Kidz team outdid themselves this year, building on their experience from last year.  Once again, the children 
were introduced to the basics of Jainism through fun and games, including relay races, playdough, colouring 
and lots of other fun packed activities. The session was so successful that the kids have demanded that 
these be held on a regular basis! 

 

 
Reciting the Navkar Mantra together 

 
Holding their breath!  A fresh start before an invigorating 

session 



 
Getting them in early -  A special session for the toddlers 

 
The Navkar Mantra relay race! 

An innovative way to teaching the children. 

 

12th – 19th September 2012 – PARYUSHAN 
The volunteers kicked in once again for a record breaking set-up on the 11th of September all ready for the 
12th of September.  This year we had Manojbhai, Mukeshbhai, Arpitbhai and 10 year old Parshwa from 
Tapovan who shared their wisdom and knowledge with us and entertained us in the evenings with Bhakti. 

Snatra Pooja with a twist!  This year’s Snatra Pooja turned out into a full Nativity play depicting the 14 
Sapnas dreamt by Mata Trishla and the birth of Mahavir. 

   
 

22nd – 23rd September 2012 – SAVANTSARI BHOJAN  
Like the annual migration our numerous volunteers descended on Oshwal Centre in the early morning of the 
22nd of September and the 23rd of September to prepare for the Savantsari Bhojan.  Credit to all the 
volunteers who soon made short work of the tasks and were way ahead of schedule in the preparation. 

Unfortunately, due to the bad weather we had a low turnout.  For all those who missed out, please bear in 
mind that full contingencies were in place to ensure minimum disruption by the rain fall.  We hope to see you 
next year, come rain or shine!  To all those who were disabled, elderly and with little babies, a special thank 
you for making the effort to attend. 

 



Tapasvi List – 2012 
Our heartiest congratulations to all Tapasvis for their accomplishment. 

 

Name (Ladies) 
Tapasya 

(# of Days) 

 
Name (Gents) 

Tapasya 
(# of Days) 

Atusha Jayesh SHAH 8  Pravin Virpar Smat SHAH 12 
Avni Bhaichand SHAH 8  Rajesh Amritlal SHAH 11 
Bansari Kaushik SHAH 8  Atul Keshavji Rupshi SHAH 8 
Divyaben Mukesh SHAH 8  Bharat Amritlal DODHIA 8 
Jayshree Avnish GALAIYA 8  Devang Yogesh SHAH 8 
Neha Girish SHAH 8  Hinal Hitesh SHAH 8 
Poonam Ketan DHANANi 8  Hitesh Kapurchand SHAH 8 
Premlata Amritlal SHAH 8  Ketan Somchand MALDE 8 
Priti Paresh SHAH 8  Kiran Kaushik SHAH 8 
Purnaben Dhanjibhai SHAH 8  Nishal Ratilal SHAH 8 
Rajvi Bipinchand GUDKA 8  Rameshchandra Nathoo Lakha SHAH 8 
Ramaben Navinchandra 8  Rupen Kishore SHAH 8 
Ranjan Mahendra CHANDARIA 8  Sagar Amichand SUMARIA 8 
Rekha Mukesh NAGARIA 8  Samir jethalal SHAH 8 
Renuka Dilip SHAH 8  Sanjay Velji SHAH 8 
Sadhna Anil SHAH 8  Vijay Mulji SHAH 8 
Sajni Dipak GUDKA 8    
Shardaben Amratlal SHAH 8    
Shobhna Kishor SHAH 8    
Sonal D SHAH 8    
Suryaben Jayantilal SHAH 8    

 



 



 

  
South Area 

  
 

Oshwal Gujarati School Parents Day Celebration Report 
Every year Oshwal South Area Gujarati School holds an annual 'Parents' Evening'. This year's show was 
held on the 7th of July with the theme being 'Radha Krishna'. The evening showcased the hard work of all 
the students and teachers and demonstrated their knowledge of Gujarati and equally as important, their 
understanding of our culture.  

Many trophies were given out to appreciate and recognise the hard work that students put in throughout the 
year. The sense of pride and achievement was evident and heartwarming for all staff at the School. The new 
Head Boys and Head Girls, roles which provide much responsibility were also announced. This was 
followed by a celebration of entertaining dances and plays all based on Krishna’s life. We would like to thank 
all the students and teachers that put their time and effort into organizing and participating in such a brilliant 
show which was a huge success. 

       
 

 

Bridge Beginners Classes 
Beginners course for learning bridge. 
The course will be 18 to 20 weeks 
and Normal Club fees will apply. 
For More info and to register your 
names please contact Ashokbhai on 
020 8679 0153 or Ramnikbhai on 020 
8680 3200. 
 

Our Regular Clubs are: 
· Daal Rotli Club – Which is on the Third Saturday of the 

month 

· Bridge Club – Every Wednesdays evening 

· Karata Club – Every Saturday evening 
To Join or more info Please contact Ashokbhai Meghji Shah 
on 0208 679 0153 

Oshwal Volunteers Group 
To register your name to help out at any of our events please 
contact Chunibhai for more info on 0208 689 7201 

Media & Communications 
If you wish to assist M&C, please contact Ravi by email 
ravishah100@yahoo.co.uk or Mitul by email 
mitsky@hotmail.com 

Music Classes 
Music Classes run on Monday evenings for adults from 8.30 pm 
to 9.30 pm. There are 10 lessons per term. At these classes, 
Hindustani Music (North Indian Classical Music) is taught in 
group sessions. For further details, please contact Dhirubhai 
Shah on 020 8684 3592. 

South Area Property 
We would like to re-develop our Mahajanwadi, We would kindly 
urge you to join up to our £240.00 Mahajanwadi re-development 
Scheme. For more details contact Shashibhai Premchand Shah 
on 020 -8644 4089 



 

Future South Area Events 

Oshwal Gujarati School Reunion 
Date: TBA. Time: TBA 
Venue: Oshwal Majanwadi South Area 
For more info or if you wish to help with planning please contact 

· Sureshbhai Anandji Shah – 020 8664 9170 
or email gosrani2003@yahoo.co.uk 

· Ashokbhai Meghji Shah – 020 8679 0153 
or email ashok_shah@hotmail.com 

· Kamalbhai Somchand Shah – 020 8684 3792 
or email kamalshah33@googlemail.com 

CALLING ALL SOUTH LONDON GUJARATI SCHOOL EX-
STUDENTS 
 

Darshan in Derasar 
We are holding classes on how to have Darshan in the Derasar 
for all ages. Basic Rituals will be shown. 
Every Sunday Mornings 
10.00am to 11.00am 
At South London Derasar, South London Mahanjanwadi 
This is a Unique Opportunity not to be missed by anyone. 
For more information please contact 
Shashikantbhai (Batukbhai) on 020 8684 0433 
Dhirubhai 020 8684 3592 
 

Zumba Classes 
Starting Date: TBA 
Venue: Oshwal Majanwadi South Area 
Contact Kelly Chandaria for more info: kc3107@googlemail.com 

Bhavna In Derasar 
Third Saturday of the Month when there is Daal Rotli. 
For more information contact 
Shashikantbhai (Batukbhai) on 020 8684 0433. 
 

Additional Notes 
If you would like to publish anything in Oshwal News please kindly email Ravibhai Shantilal Shah (Media & Communication 
Chairperson, South) on Ravishah100@yahoo.co.uk or Mitulbhai Shah on mitsky@hotmail.com   
If you have any feedback or suggestion, please forward it to our secretary by email rajeshbid@btinternet.com  

 

 



 

  
West Area 

  
 

Re-Unite 50+ Luncheon with music 
Your West Area Committee have thought long and 
hard as to how to re unite the community, this in 
mind our first function will be Re-Unite 50+ 
Luncheon on 25th November 2012. 

All West Area members who are 50+ in age are 
invited to attend this Luncheon. 

This replaces our very popular Senior Citizen 
Luncheon. 

 

Date: Sunday 2nd December 2012 
Venue: Edgar Hall, Edgar Road, Hounslow, 
TW4 5QP 
Time:  2pm to 6pm+ (Lunch:  2pm to 3pm) 
Entertainment: Yes, Music 
Cost: Free (Donations well come, we are 
looking for donors to fund the event) 

 

Have you turned the big 50yrs? Then this is for 
you. 

 

There is limited capacity so book your place now. 
Last day of booking 14 November 2012.  
 

For more information and to book your place 
please contact: 

Keshubhai (Colombo) Tel: 020 8570 7585 or 
Mobile: 07735 382657 between 2.00pm and 
10.00pm. 
 
 
 

ર�-�નૂાઇટ 50+ લ�ંચયન સગંીત સાથે 
 

તમાર� વેસ્  એરરા  કમ્�   કમક્ૂ્�ૂે ેર�ર� ી સએગત 

 �વ� ર�તે   રવ� તેૂ� પર લા બો કવચાર  ર� છે અૂે તે 

ધરેરૂે ધરાૂમા  રાર�ૂે ે, અમા�ુ  પરમ ર�-મ ્ૂ ાઇ્ 50+ 

લ �ચરૂ, ૨૫ ૂવેકબર ૨૦૧૨ ૂા રો� રારે�ુ  છે. 

વેસ્  એરરાૂા ીસરો �  ૫૦  � તેર� વ� ુઉમરૂા છે 

તે  તમામૂે ે લ �ચરૂ પર હાજર� ેપવા મા �્ 

ેમ ત્ ેપવામા  ેવે છેછ ે અમા�ુ  ંબ્ લો કપર 

ી�કૂરર કીએ્ઝૂ લ �ચરૂૂે બદલે છેછ 
 

તાર�ખ: રિવવાર, 2 December ૨૦૧૨ 

સથથ: એડગર હોલ, એડગર રોડ, હાઉનસલો, TW4 5QP 

સમય:  બપોર� ૨ થી ૬ વાગયા  �ુ ી  (મવાા� ં૨ થી ૩)   

મનોરં(ન: હા, સગંીત 
 

એ �મત: મેત (દાૂ ેવ ારર છે, અમે ે  ારર્મૂા ન  ોં 

મા �્ દાતા  શોધ� રહા છ� ) 

�ુ  તમૂે ૫૦ વષર રઇ સરા છે? તો પછ� ે તમારા મા �્ 

છેછ 

જગરા  મરારએદત છે તેર� તમાર� જગરા હમ્ા જ   ુ 

 ર� લોછ  એુ �સ મા �્ છેલલો એદવી ૧૪ ૂવેકબર ૨૦૧૨ 

વ� ુમાએહત� અૂે તમાર� જગરા   ુ  રવા મા �્  �પા  ર�ૂે 

ી પ ર  રો:ક���ભાઈ  કોલોમબો )  ોન: ૦૨૦ ૮૫૭૦ ૭૫૮૫ 

અથવા મોબાઇલ: ૦૭૭૩૫ ૩૮૨૬૫૭  બપોર�  ૨ થી રાતે 

૧૦ વાગયે. 

Calendar for Other Events in West Area 
Fri 9th November 2012 – Coach trip to Oshwal Centre.  
Sun 2nd December 2012 – over 50’s Luncheon 
(Previously known as Senior Citizen Luncheon).  
Sat 12th January 2013- Mehfil Night.  

Sun 17th February 2013 - over 50’s Luncheon (Previously 
known as Senior Citizen Luncheon). 
Sun 17th March 2013 – Youth Club Re-Union. 
Sun 24th March 2013 – Annual General Meeting 

 



 

West Area Youth Club 

We would like to celebrate 
36 years of our Youth Club! 

 

Were you our youth club member? 
We would like to get a list together so that 
an invite can be sent to all, so that no-one 

is missed out! 

Please contact us with your details: 
Shantibhai P Shah: Tel: 020 8840 8218 

Dhiru P Shah: Tel: 020 8570 7824 Mobile: 07941 345574 

Sarith K Gada Tel: 07787 563396 

E-Mail: WestAreaYouthClub@gmail.com 

PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD AND LET OTHER OLD 
AND NEW MEMBERS KNOW! 

  

 

 
 



 

 What does Equality 
mean within the 

Oshwal Community? 
 

by, Bini Chandaria 
 
 

One who cultivates an attitude of equality towards all living beings, mobile and stationary, can attain 
equanimity. Thus do the kevalis say. 

~ Mahavira (Anuyogadvar, 708, gatha 2) 

 

Jainism teaches equality to all living beings, but 
how often do we think about what this means and 
question our own attitudes, behaviour and 
treatment of other people? How is equality 
relevant within the Oshwal community? The 
government here in the UK passed the Equality 
and Discrimination Act in 2010 making it illegal to 
discriminate against people on the basis of their 
gender, disability, sexuality, age or skin colour1 – 
but how relevant is a change in law when talking 
about our own attitudes in these areas?  

 

Gender 
Traditionally, we are a patriarchal society but 
times have obviously changed. It is worth 
reflecting on how many of our perceptions of 
women and their role in our community are rooted 
in this tradition. When visiting someone’s home, 
do you still expect that the women will make the 
tea or do the cooking? Is there any real reason 
why that should be the case anymore? Previously 
men would have gone out to work and the women 
would have managed the house, including doing 
the cooking – but if both men and women are 
working why should they both not share the 
housework and cooking and also seen to be doing 
so? 

How many issues considered to be women’s 
issues aren’t women’s issues at all but family 
issues?  Childcare, balancing work commitments 
and career ambitions with the responsibilities of 

                                                 
1 http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/equalities/equality-act/  

parenting and managing home and family life 
apply equally to both women and men.   

True equality between the genders means that 
each can strive to have the life they choose 
without being told they cannot do something 
because they are a woman or a man. Is it still 
acceptable for certain things to be ‘women’s jobs’ 
or ‘men’s jobs’? As well as being part of a wider 
society and community, it is worth remembering 
that we are all individuals too and it is not 
necessary that the right choice for one person is 
the same for another. It is not necessary that we 
must all conform to the same mould.  Equality 
should be about celebrating those differences and 
that individuality. 

 

Disability 
Many of you will have attended the Oshwal 
Enabling Education Fair2 in August or watched the 
Paralympics in London.  Whilst these events were 
on a completely different scale and with differing 
aims, they do share one thing in common – a 
vision that includes and integrates everyone 
regardless of ability or disability. They also 
provided evidence that just because a person may 
have a physical or cognitive impairment, they can 
still achieve great success. As a community, we 
can create an environment to encourage people of 
all abilities to achieve their aspirations and provide 
support wherever possible. The Oshwal Enabling 
                                                 
2 For more information about the talks, debates, stalls and 
other useful links please see www.oshwal.co.uk/enabling-
education or for more disability related issues contact the 
Enabling Network on en@oshwal.org. 



~ What does Equality mean within the Oshwal Community? ~ 
 

Education Fair, which made everything as 
accessible as possible, and the establishment of 
the Enabling Network are positive steps in this 
direction and it is up to us all as a community to 
build upon this progress. 

Often, unless we know someone ourselves who is 
disabled, we do not know how to treat them 
equally. It is not usually malice or prejudice but 
ignorance on our part and this can lead to people 
feeling excluded or unwelcome.  Our response to 
disabled people can be due to our own discomfort 
and not knowing what to say or how to behave; if 
we stop and think how we would wish to be 
treated in their position, perhaps we could show 
better understanding and ensure that they are 
included and can participate equally at all 
community events. 

 

Age 
In our culture, we have a tradition of respecting 
our elders. This is reflected in the two terms for 
‘you’ used in Gujarati.  Many older people may 
feel that younger people do not actually show this 
respect and that their views and experiences are 
being discarded; whilst younger people often feel 
that older people are not prepared to listen to 
alternate points of view – attitudes to equality 
being an example, particularly the role of women 
within our community.  The ‘generation gap’ is not 
unique to us, but may be exacerbated by the fact 
that in addition to the difference in age is the 
difference in the countries in which we have grown 
up and the education received. Rapid increases in 
technology and globalisation also magnify these 
issues as older people may find it difficult to adjust 
to these changes.  

There is a balance between tradition and 
progress; holding onto our core values and beliefs 
whilst removing the outdated ideas of the past. 
However, this involves a compromise and an 
ability to see an alternate point of view. Education 
has a role to play in this – if older people can 
explain why things are done the way they are, 
younger people may be more willing to listen; the 
argument that “this is the way it has always been 
done” is not a satisfactory reason to do anything. 
Younger people need to be willing to listen to the 
reasoning of their elders and accept that some 
traditions are worth retaining and explain why 

others are not. In today’s busy world, it is about 
taking the time to listen and learn from one 
another and treating each other’s views with 
mutual respect. 

 

Gay People 
The subject of homosexuality is still not discussed 
within our community. Given that it is estimated 
that between 5 and 7 % of the general population 
is homosexual3, it is not unreasonable to infer that 
the same proportion of Oshwals are also in that 
category and yet we still hardly hear about it. How 
would you respond if a member of your family 
came out as gay? Would it bother you and if so, 
why? Look at yourself and ask is there a rational 
reason to treat gay people any differently? Or is it 
more a case that many of us do not often 
encounter gay people, so we just pretend that 
they don’t exist or that it makes us feel 
uncomfortable so we look for excuses to justify 
our discomfort? The language we use and the 
openness with which we discuss these issues can 
have a positive or negative influence on gay 
people, of which we are not always aware. If gay 
people, no matter how small a minority, are to 
achieve equality within Oshwal, they should feel 
that they can be open and still feel accepted as 
equal members of our community. 

You may be aware that the current coalition 
government has had a consultation to put forward 
a law that would allow same-sex civil marriage. 
The current proposal would not affect religious 
weddings and thus would not affect wedding 
ceremonies at Oshwal Centre4. However, were 
there to be an option for religious organisations to 
opt in, would we allow gay weddings at Oshwal 
Centre? Is there any reason why, as an equal 
member of the Oshwal community, a gay member 
should be denied the rights that others enjoy? 
Whether the law is changed by the current 
government or at some time in the future, the 
march of progress would suggest that change is 
coming and we as a community should be at the 
forefront by embracing all our members as equals.  

 

                                                 
3 www.stonewall.org.uk/at_home/sexual_orientation_faqs 
4 www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/about-
us/consultations/equal-civil-marriage/ 



~ What does Equality mean within the Oshwal Community? ~ 
 

People of Different Backgrounds 
Many people in our community came to the UK in 
the 1960s and 1970s and as newcomers to this 
country they may have had experiences of racial 
prejudice. Attitudes have now hopefully changed 
as integration and familiarity has increased.   

However, how often do we ask ourselves how we 
treat others of different backgrounds – those of 
different races, religions or even from different 
countries? It is not uncommon to hear people 
speaking, for example, about Muslims or black 
people and making sweeping generalisations 
based on misguided preconceptions. How often 
do we look at the similarities instead of the 
differences between us and those of different 
backgrounds? Others share a commitment to their 
community and a sense of togetherness, often 
reinforced by the sense of increasing education 
and progression that we share.  

Conclusions 
My hope is that reading this article will make you 
think about your actions and how you interact with 
others. If we treat people ‘unequally’, it is a failing 
in ourselves not them. Most of the time people do 
not mean to make others feel bad; it is just that 
they have never thought about what it is like to be 
in another’s position and the impact that their 
behaviour and language can have. We should not 
be scared to question our preconceptions of those 
who are different to ourselves. Jainism teaches us 
that all living beings are souls and all souls are 
equal. Jainism also teaches us compassion. We 
may not always live up to the Jain ideal of treating 
everyone equally but that is not a reason to not try 
to be more thoughtful and to make an effort to 
treat others with dignity and respect.  

 

Just as you do not like misery, in the same way others also do not like it. Knowing this, you should 
do unto them what you want them to do unto you. 

~ Mahavira (Bhagavati Aradhana, 780) 

 
 



~ What does Equality mean within the Oshwal Community? ~ 
 

ઓશવાળ સમાજમા ંસમાનતા �ુ ંછે? 

�ન ધમર  મારે ણધા ધવ ને સમાનતા દ�વી જ ઈએ 

પર આપરે ક�ટલી વખત આન  િવચાર કય� છે? આપ�ુ ં

પ તા�ુ ં વલર અને વતરન ણીી લ ક ને �ુ ં અસર કર� 

છે? ક�વી ર�તે ઓશવાળ સમાજને લા� ુ પડ� છે?  

�નુાઇટ�ડ �ક�ગડમ (United Kingdom) સરકાર� 2010 મા ં

ઇકવ ોલટ� અને �ડડ�સિમનેશન એકટ એEquality and 

Discrimination Act) પસાર કય� હત  – ોલ�ગ એ�નડર - 

gender), અપગંતા, નર-નાર� પસદંગી, ઉમર, અથવા 

વરર (race) આધાર� લ ક  સામે ભેદભાવ ગેરકાયદ�સર 

ણનાવેલ છે – પર આ કાયદાની અસર આપરા આપરા 

વતરન ઉપર ક�ટલી થશે? 

 

ોલ�ગ એ�નડરર   

પરંપરા  મારે આપરી સમાજ િપિ પ ધાન છેન જમાન  

ણદલાઈ ગય  પરંિ ુ આપરા ં ર�તર�વાજની અસર હધ 

મ�હલા ઉપર ક�ટલી થઈ રહ� છે? 

આપરે ક ઈની ઘર� જઈએ તયાર� હધ આપરી અપેેા એ 

હ ય છે ક� મ�હલા ચા અથવા રસ ઈ ણનાવશે? પહ�લાના 

જમાનામા ં��ુુષ  કામે જતા હતા અને મ�હલાઓ  રસ ઈ 

અને  ઘર�ુ ં  કામ સભંાળતા હતાન પર અતયાર� ણબે  

કામે જતા હ ઈ ત  ણબેની ચા અને રસ ઈ ણનાવવાની 

જવાણદાર� નથી? જ  ��ુુષ કર� અને ક ઈ જ ઈ ત  એમા ં

�ુ ંનવાઈ છે? 

જયાર� આપરે મ�હલાઓની સમ�યાઓની વાત કર�એ 

તયાર� આપરે િવચાર નથી કરતા ક� તે ખાલી મ�હલાની 

સમ�યાઓ છે ક�  ુુંુણની પર છે? ણાળક ની સારવાર 

કરવાની, કામની જવાણદાર� અને તેમા આગળ 

વધવાની ધજાશા, માતા-િપતાની ફરજ,  ુુંુણન  

વહ�વાર, ઘર સભંાળવા�ુ ં - આ ણ�ુ ં ��ુુષ અને 

મ�હલાઓને સમાનતાથી કર�ુ ંજ ઈએન 

સાચી સમાનતા ન  અથર થાય ક� ��ુુષ અને મ�હલા ને 

ક ઈ ન કહ� શક� ક� તમે આ કામ ના કર� શક  કારર ક� 

તમે ��ુુષ અથવા મ�હલા છ  પર ગમેતે કામ ણબે 

��ુુષ અને મ�હલા કર� શક�ન મહ�નત કર� પ તાની ર�તે 

ધવન ધવી શક�ન આપરે સમાજ અને સ�દુાયના સભય 

છે પર �વતંં  ્ય કત છે અને દર�કના િવચાર  ચુદા 

ચુદા હ ય અને ણધાની પસદં પર ચુદ� ચુદ� હ યન 

ણધાની ઈચછા એક સરખી ના હ યન 

 

અપગં લ ક  

ઓગ�ટમા ં તમે ઘરા  ણધાએ ઓશવાળ એનેેલ્ગ 

એડ�કુ�શન ફ�રમા ં (Oshwal Enabling Education Fair) 

હાજર� આપી હશે અથવા પારાલીમપીકસ 

(Paralympics) લડંનમા ં જ �ુ ં હશેન ણબે   રામ ચુદા 

ધ રર ઉપર હતા અને હ�િ ુ ચુદ  હત  પર એક ધયેય 

સરખ  હત  - એક �પ ડષટ અપગં હ ય ક� ના હ ય ણધાન  

સમાવેશ થાય છેન અપગં લ ક ને પર સગવડતા આપતા 

સફળતા મળ� શક� છેન તે આપરે ઓશવાળ એનેલેલ્ગ 

નેટવકર મા ંઓશવાળ સમા� દ�ખાડ� દ��ુ ંહિ ુ ંઅને સાથ 

આપીને આગળ વધી શકાયન 

ઘરી વખત આપરે અપગં ્ય કત ને ના ઓળખતા હ ય 

ત  આપરે એ લ ક  સાથે ક�વી ર�તે વતર� ુ ં તે ખણર 

હ તી નથીન આપરે િવચાર કરવ  જ ઈએ ક� આપરે 

અપગં હ ત ત  આપરી સાથે એવ  વલર કરત, ત  

આપરે ક�� ુ ં લાગતન આપરે એ ન  િવચાર કર� અને 

�ધુાર  કરવ  જ ઈએન 

�મર 



~ What does Equality mean within the Oshwal Community? ~ 
 

આપરી સ�ં પિત  મારે આપરે વડ�લને માન રાખીયે 

અને 'તમે' તર�ક� ણ લાવીએ છેન ઘરા ંવડ�લ ને એમ થિુ ં

હશે  ક� આજની પેઢ� એ લ ક  ના િવચાર  અને અ�ભુવ 

ને માન નથી રાખતા પરંિ ુઆજ ની  ી ને એમ થાય 

છે ક� વડ�લ અમા�ંુ સાભંળતા નથી, દાખલા તર�ક� 

ઓશવાળમા મ�હલાની સમાનતાન આ �ુ ં કારર ખાલી 

ચુદા જમાના ન  નથી પર ચુદા દ�શન  વસવાટ અને 

વધાર� ભરતર ને લીધે છેન 

સ�ં પિત અને  ગિતમા ં સમત લપ�ુ ં હ � ુ ં જ ઈએન 

આપરા �ખુય િસદાતં અને માનયતા રાખવી જ ઈએ અને 

ચૂની પદાતંી ણદલાવી જ ઈએ અને આગળ વધ�ુ ં

જ ઈએ છેન  આ મા ં સમાધાન અને અનેકાનતવાદ ની 

જ�ર છેન આ મા ં વડ�લ એ અતયારની  ી ને પરંપરા 

ના કારર સમીવવાની જ�ર છે અને ચુવાન પેઢ�એ 

વડ�લાની સલાહ સાભંળ� અને િવચાર કરવ  જ ઈએ 

અને સમી�ુ ં જ ઈએ ક� �ા ં �લૂ થાય છેન તે  મારે 

વતર� ુ ંજ ઈએન 

 

ગેય લ ક  એસામાન ીતીર 

આપરા સમાજમા ં આ િવષય ઉપર વાતચીત થતી 

નથીન  સરકાર� ગરતર�  મારે પાચં થી સાત ટકા ગેય 

વ�તી છેન આના ઉપર થી આપરે અ�મુાન કર� શક�એ 

ક� પાચં ટકા ઓશવાળ વ�તી ગેય હશેન તમારા 

પ�રવારમા ંક ઈ આવીને તમને જરાવે ક� તે ગેય છે ત  

તમને વાધં  આવશે ક� નહ� આવે? તમાર� િવચાર કરવ  

જ ઈએ ક� �ા ં કારરે તમે એ લ ક ને ચુદા ગર  છ ? 

અથવા તમે ગેય લ ક ના સપંકર મા ંનથી આ્યા ક� તમે 

એમ િવચાર કરતા હશ  ક� ક ઈ વાત ઉચારતા નથી 

એટલે આપરા સમાજમા ગેય લ ક  નથી? આપરી 

ભાષા અને વલર ની અસર ક�વી ર�તે ગેય લ ક  ઉપર 

થાય છે એની આપરે ખણર નથીન 

 

ચુદા વરરના લ ક  

આપરા લ ક  જયાર� ૧૯૬૦ અને ૧૯૭૦ �નુાઇટ�ડ 

�ક�ગડમ (United Kingdom)મા ં આ્યા હતા અને તયાર� 

ઘરાને ને ભેદભાવન  અ�ભુવ થય  હશેન અતયાર� 

જમાન  ણદલાઈ ગય  છે અને ભેદભાવ ઓછા થઈ ગયા 

છેન 

પરંિ ુઆપરે ક�ટલી વખત િવચાર કર�એ  છે ક� આપરી 

ભાષા અને વલરમા ં ણીી તરફ ક�ટલ  ભેદભાવ હ ઈ 

શક� છે? 

 

સમાપન 

માર� આશા છે ક� આ િવષય ઉપર વાચંીને તમે િવચાર 

કરશ  અને તમારા વલર ણીી સાથે �ધુારશ ન આપરે 

ભેદભાવ કરતા હઈ�ુ ં ત  આપરી જ �લૂ હશેન આપરે 

ીરી કર�ને ણીી સામે ખરાણ વતરન ના કર�એ પરંિ ુ 

આપરે ક ઈ �દવસ િવચાર ના કર�ઓ ક� આપરા 

વતરનથી ણીીને ક�ટલી અસર થાય છેન �ન ધમર આપરે 

િશખવાડ� છે ક� ણધા ધવ મા ંઆતમા છે અને ણધા આતમા 

સરખા છેન �ન ધમર મા ંક�ુરા પર છેન આપરે ણધા �ન 

આદશર ન પાડ� શક�એ ત  પર આપરે ક શીશ કરવી 

જ ઈએન 

 

 

~ ોણની ચદંર�યા 

 



 

  
Foreign Language 

Learning as an Adult 
 

by Varsha Shah 
 

 

There are certain times when you feel old: standing 
at the top of a frozen ski slope when a group of 
toddlers whiz past at breakneck speed, hearing 
whispers about Federer’s age when he is younger 
than you, invitations to ten year reunions from 
University dropping cheerily in from the letter box.  If 
you then try conjugating a list of verbs - knowing that 
you were already past your peak, in terms of 
learning a foreign language, on your sixth birthday – 
it can sometimes require the consolation of a rather 
large slice of chocolate cake. 

There are compensations (apart from the 
aforementioned chocolate cake) for trying though. 
For anyone who has ever thought of picking up a 
foreign language or two  - and giving those eternally 
smiling five year olds a run for their money - here 
are some thoughts and suggestions: 

 

Why? 
At a time when it’s a struggle to even keep Gujarati 
in working order, why would you add another 
language to the mix? Everyone speaks English don’t 
they? Why learn a language that you’ll never be able 
to use? What is the point if you can’t be fluent in it?  

It is both an easy and a difficult question to answer. 
Difficult because if you approach the matter purely in 
terms of utility, then yes, unless you reach a certain 
level of fluency, or intend to travel to a non-English 
speaking country on your own without a guide, 
learning a language will not give you the same 
immediate use that you would get from, for example, 
learning how to change a light bulb. However this is 
missing the point. Learning a language isn’t about 
utility (although it can be very useful). It is about 
connecting with people. 

It is, for example, impossible to learn a language in 
isolation – start learning a country’s language and 
you will find yourself getting books on its history, 
watching documentaries on its landscape, going to 

restaurants to taste its food. You’ll be drawn to other 
people who speak the language, both those who 
speak it fluently and those who speak it as 
struggling beginners. You’ll find yourself flicking 
through travel magazines, dreaming about visiting 
the place and booking a ticket to see it for yourself.  

If you know a smattering of the language and visit 
the country, you’ll find yourself reaching out to other 
people, laughing as you try to make yourself 
understood, listening carefully to both what is said 
and what is not. Trying to speak another person’s 
language is not the only way to build connections, 
but it is a good way – and so often appreciated 
much more than the effort it takes.  

You will also see your own language in a different 
way. Learn Japanese verb conjugations which for 
the most part are regular as clockwork, and English 
suddenly seems a wonderful, maddening, chaotic 
mess – try to explain for example why the past of 
blink is blinked, but the past of think is thought, the 
present of bought is buy, but the present of caught is 
catch not cry. 

 

Which?   
Any language that appeals to you will be a good one 
to choose. If you are fluent in English you might 
want to pick as your first language French or 
Spanish, where so many words look or sound 
similar, where you might have a base already from 
your school days, and where you can see yourself 
travelling to France, French speaking parts of Africa, 
or Quebec. On the other hand, you might want to try 
your hand at a language that has nothing to do with 
English and marvel at the differences. 

Learn Korean and you will get an insight into the 
history. The Korean script, Hangul, made up of what 
at the beginning seems like lines and ovals, was 
designed in about 1443 to be easy to learn to 
increase the levels of literacy in the country. You will 



get an insight into the culture as well – Korean 
grammar uses a system where the differences 
between formal and informal speech are made 
absolutely and painstakingly clear.  

 

How? 
I have more enthusiasm for learning languages than 
ability, so these are just suggestions: 

1. Learning a language is like learning a combination 
of music and maths. The best method that I have 
found is to work through grammar rules and lists 
of vocabulary in the same way as quadratic 
equations, and then surround myself with the 
language as I would do with music – listening to 
it on the TV and on the radio, travelling to the 
country if I can, having foreign language 
newspapers lying around.  

2. Use technology. There is a surprising amount of 
free information out there – podcasts, youtube 
videos, and Apps. For learning French for 
example I have used a podcast called Coffee 
Break French, which you can listen to whilst 
drinking your morning coffee. 

3. Go on courses. Do your research first though, as 
these can vary in quality. A course that teaches 
grammar in a rigorous way is the best. 

4. Be patient with yourself. Someone picking up a 
violin for the first time would not be expected to 
play a Mozart concerto in a year. Likewise 
learning languages takes time. 

 

Learning languages as an adult may not be as easy 
as it is for five year olds, but it is fun. As for utility, 
I’ve changed my mind. Knowing how to change a 
light bulb is useful but knowing how to order 
chocolate cake in four different languages isn’t 
useful, it’s essential! 



 

  
Dealing with loss 

in our Community 
 

by Suraj Shah 

 
About the Author 
 
Suraj Shah is a bereavement support visitor, 
writer and speaker. He lives in NW London and 
is a member of the UK Jain community. 
 

 
 

he death of a loved one affects us all. 

You may have lost someone close to you, 
someone old or young.  They may have 
suffered a long-term illness or suddenly 

passed away.  They may have faced a natural 
death, or have been involved in a car crash.  
Perhaps they found it so hard to deal with their own 
circumstances that they took their own life. 

Every death is different, surrounded by its own 
unique set of circumstances. 

Every loss is also different, unique and very 
personal. 

 

Loss: a turbulent time 
At a time of loss and during the months and years 
that follow, you may find yourself going through a 
whole range of emotions.  Perhaps you feel anger 
and frustration one day, then guilt and sadness the 
next.  Some days you may feel despair, and yet on 
other days you may experience elation.  Some days 
you may feel so lonely that you crave company, 
while other days you’re suffocated by those around 
you and just want to push them away. 

Family, friends and colleagues around you may 
even be concerned about your yo-yo like emotions 
and shifting personality.  But they'll struggle to find a 
way to support you, and you too may feel confused 
about how to move forward. 

So sure enough, just as every death and every loss 
is unique and personal, there is never a one-size-

fits-all solution for dealing with loss.  You need to 
discover what works for you and within our wider 
community there is support available to help you 
with it. 

 

Support available to live with loss 
Within our community, we have diverse forms of 
support available to help us come to terms with and 
perhaps even glide through a loss.   

 

1. Detachment-cultivating stavans 
When someone in the community dies, all members 
of the community plus extended family and friends 
gather together at a sadadi (a.k.a. prarthna sabha or 
betthak) to pay their respects to the family.   

This is usually where vairagya na stavano 
(detachment-cultivating songs) are sung to help us 
enhance calm within ourselves at this delicate time.   

It is also a wonderful opportunity to stay quiet, bring 
stillness to ourselves, and contemplate on the 
temporary nature of our own bodies, the coming and 
going of people in our lives and the ever-changing 
situations in the world around us.   

It helps us to question how we could possibly base 
our happiness on things that will inevitably change 
and encourages us to start seeking that which is 
permanent which will bring rise to everlasting 
happiness and peace. 

For more about vairagya na stavano, read 
livewithloss.com/calm-inducing-rituals and to benefit 
more from sadadis that you attend, read 
livewithloss.com/from-disrespect-to-introspect 

 

2. Bereavement support 
When you have faced the loss of a loved one, it can 
often be hard to talk to family and friends about it.  
You may go to them seeking support and solace, 

T 



but may find yourself walking away frustrated and 
sad. 

The thing is that family and friends care about you 
so much and they do want to support you, but 
emotions, agendas and selfish-motives sometimes 
get in the way, making it difficult to see you through 
this delicate time. (By the way, if you happen to be 
offering comfort to a friend who has recently lost 
someone, check out the support tips at 
livewithloss.com/offering-support - your friend will 
thank you for it.) 

If you find talking about your loss to be a struggle, 
you may want to reach out to a bereavement 
support service.  They will help connect you with a 
bereavement support visitor - an impartial person 
you can confidentially talk to about anything to do 
with your loss, especially things that you may feel 
uncomfortable talking with family and friends about.   

This is often a free service run by volunteers, so no 
charge to you, and available to anyone of any age.  
You could meet with a visitor once a week for a 
while and then see how it goes for you. 

You may wish to seek out a local bereavement 
support service or your GP could refer you to one.  
Learn more about getting bereavement support at 
livewithloss.com/bereavement-support 

 

3. Living the virtues 
It may sound odd, but the one person you will get 
most strength from at this delicate time may just be 
your loved one who has passed away — through the 
contemplation of their virtues. 

Self-realised Jain saint Shrimad Rajchandra, upon 
learning about the death of his dearest friend and 
soul-mate Saubhagbhai, wrote a letter to 
Saubhagbhai's sons (Vacchanamrut letter 782, in 
Gujarati).  Here is an abridged version — my basic 
understanding so I can share the essence of it with 
you: 

"His loss has caused great sorrow to you 
because (i) he was your family elder / head of 
the family; (ii) of your gratitude towards him; 
(iii) the awesomeness of his virtues.  This is 
understandable.  Let go of the remorse 
around the loss of your family elder, but 
continuously remember the great compassion 
he has bestowed upon you.  Encourage your 
soul to contemplate on the words of wisdom 
and virtues he has described.  Don't dwell on 
the sorrow that you have lost your father, but 

instead dwell on the loss of his qualities.  
Remind yourself of the awesomeness of his 
virtues.  With great patience and tolerance, 
pacify the sorrow born of delusion and take 
comfort and shelter from his inspiring words. 
The following virtues of Shree Saubhag are 
worth contemplating on repeatedly: 
straightforwardness; firmness of resolve for 
the ultimate truth; benevolence towards all 
seekers of the ultimate truth." 

If you feel down now that your loved one's physical 
presence is no longer with you, consider shifting 
your thoughts away from the sorrow of a physical 
loss and towards a recollection and contemplation of 
their magnificent virtues. 

Appreciation of your loved one's qualities and the 
values they lived their life by can inspire you to apply 
them in your own life and help you at a time of 
sorrow.  Read more on this at: 

livewithloss.com/elder-values 

livewithloss.com/missing-dad 

 

Community support at a time of loss 
So it turns out that at a time of loss, we have some 
great resources to see through the storm.   

We have the stavans that cultivate detachment and 
help to calm our emotions.  We have bereavement 
support from family, friends and services in the 
wider community. 

Most importantly, we have the inspiring virtues of 
bhagwan and other elevated souls.  We can 
embrace the teachings of our elders and loved ones 
we have lost to inspire us to lead a calm and 
purposeful life. 

 
 

Sadadi Announcements 
 
If you would like to find out whether a Sadadi is being held at 
Oshwal Centre, Oshwal Mahajanwadi or Oshwal Ekta Centre, in 
respect of any deceased Oshwal, you may ring the Information 
Line at the Oshwal Centre and a Recorded Message will advise 
of the time of the Sadadi and the name of the person in whose 
memory the Sadadi is being held. 
 
Information Line Telephone Number: 
01707 661 066 (Recorded Message) 



O s h w a l  P u b l i c a t i o n s  

Oshwal News Magazine 

Oshwal Youth Magazine 

Oshwal E-Magazine 

Find out more about Oshwal Publications at: 

www.oshwal.co.uk/media 
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